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FOREWORD

In all the three types of exchange like exchange of goods, exchange of services and exchange of information,
technical drawings form an essential component.

Exchange of goods of technical nature in national and international trade nearly always need to be accompanied
by service diagrams, or other technical drawings illustrating the components, their assembly and their use.

Exchange of services may involve, for example, consultancy work or the design of an assembly in one unit for
construction in another. In such cases, the technical drawing is an important way of communicating instructions
or advice.

In exchange of information, especially where different languages are involved, the technical drawings can clarify
ambiguities or help to resolve problems in communicating by spoken or written word across languages barriers.

To achieve these objectives, IS 696 ‘Code of practice for general engineering drawings’ was originally issued
in 1955 and revised twice in 1960 and 1972. Since the publication of the said standard, considerable progress
has been achieved in the field of standardization of engineering drawing by mutual agreement between various
countries and has taken the shape of firm standard. The growing international cooperation, introduction of
Ioreign technology or export of technology has necessitated to develop internationally unified method and
symbols for indicating in engineering drawing.

To meet the above necessity, the contents of IS 696:1972 ‘Code of practice for general engineering drawings
(second revision)’ have been harmonized with the relevant subject matter of 1S0 technical drawings and
published a series of standards on technical drawing. IS 696 was so long being used by the students of technical
institutions as a guide in engineering drawing. The technical committee responsible felt the need to bring out
a special publication containing relevant information in the field of drawing standard in one document to meet
the requirements of the students. Accordingly, a special publicrrtion SP 46:1988 ‘Engineering drawing pmctice
for schools and colleges’ was brought out in the year 1988. This publication also includes geometrical
(olerancing, guide for selection of fits in addition to the general principles and convention of engineering drawing
to make the publication more informative. Since then, lot c)f changes have taken place in the International and
Indian Standards. This revised edition incorporates all the changes applicable to Engineering drawings till the
beginning of the year 2001.

This publication is not intended to be a replacement for the complete standards on technical drawings and any
parts omitted from this publication should not be considered as less important to the engineering profession than
those included.

It is expected that educational institutions will have complete set of Indian Standards accessible in technical
drawing classes.

Where there are no corresponding Indian Standards for the International Standards referred on this Special
Publication, reference to the relevant International Standards maybe made.

(v)

  
  

 



NOTES ON THE USE OF THIS PUBLICATION

1. Except for the drawings shown in Annex A, the figures used in the document are not intended to be
examples of fully dimensioned working drawings. They are drawn to show the point explained in the
text.

2. Examples of both FIRST ANGLE and THIRD ANGLE methods of projections are given (see
Projections). As a basic requirement use of FIRST ANGLE METHOD only is to be followed for
drawings prepared after 31 December 1991.

3. Values of dimensions and tolerances are typical examples only.

4. In view of extensive use of CADD and to unify the practices followed by various engineering

disciplines, namely, civil, mechanical, electrical, electronics, etc, the contents of latest versions of
International Standards have been incorporated in this version.

(vi)
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SECTION 1 SIZES AND LAYOUT OF DRAWING SHEETS
[Based on IS 10711: 1983/1S0 5457:1980 andIS11665: 1985/1S0 7200: 1984]

1.1 Scope 1.2.2 The forms are similar to one another and hence

This section specifies sizes of blank and pre-printed the equation x: y = 1: ~ is obtained for the two sides

drawing sheets for use with all technical drawings in x and y of a format (see Fig. 1.2), consequently the ratio

any field of engineering. between both sides is the same as that of the sides of a

1.2 Basic Principles
square to its diagonal (see Fig. 1.3).

The basic principles involved in arriving at the sizes are:
a)x:y=l:ti
b) xy=l

where x and y are the sides and having a surface area of
lm2so that x = 0.t341mandy =l.189m.

1.2.1 Two series of successive format sizes are
obtained by halving along the length or doubling along
the width. The areas of the two sizes are in the ratio
1: 2(see Fig. 1.1)

FIG. 1.2 SIMILARITYOF FORMATS

FIG. 1.3 RELATIONSHIPBETWEEN Two SIDES

1.3 Designation of Sizes

1.3.1 Sizes Series lSO-A (First Choice)

The preferred sizes of the trimmed sheets as selected
from the main ISO-A Series are given in Table 1.1.

Table 1.1 Sizes Series ISO-A
(Clauses 1.3.1 and 1.4)

Designation Dimensions, mm

AO 841 X 1189
Al 594 X 841
A2 420 X 594
A3 297 X 420

FIG. 1.1 A4 210 X 297
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1.3.2 Special Elongated Sizes (Second Choice)

When a sheet of greater length is needed, one of the
sizes in Table 1.2 should be used. These sizes are
obtained by extending the shorter sides of a format of
the LSO-A series to lengths that are multiples of the
shorter sides of the chosen basic format.

Table 1.2 Special Elongated Sizes
(Clauses 1.3.2 and 1.4)

Designation Dimensions, mm

A3x3 420 X 891
A3x4 420 X 1 189
A4x3 297 X 630
A4x4 297 X 841
A4x5 297 X 1051

1.3.3 Exceptional Elongated Sizes (Third Choice)

When a very large or extra elongated sheet is essential,
one of the size in Table 1.3 should be used. These sizes
are obtained by extending the shorter sides of a format
of the ISO-A series to lengths that are multiples of the
shorter sides of the chosen basic format.

Table 1.3 Exceptional Elongated Sizes
(Clauses 1.3.3 and 1.4)

Designation Dimensions, mm

AOX2’) 1189 X 1682
AOX3 1189 X 2 5232)
A1x3 841 X 1783
AIx4 841 X 2 3782)
A2x3 594 X 1261
A2x4 594 X 1682
A2x5 594 x 2102

A3x5 420 X 1486
A3x6 420 X 1783
A3x7 420 X 2080
A4x6 297 X I 261
A4x7 297 X 1471
A4x8 297 X 1682
A4x9 297 X 1892

I)~hl~ siZeis equal to 2 A Oof the ISO-Aseries.

z)~o~p~~ctic~l~ea~on5,the Useof thesesizesk not~dvisable.

1.4 Selection of Sizes

The original drawing should be made on the smallest
sheet permitting the necessary clarity and resolution.
The choice of sizes of the original drawing and its
reproduction shall be made from the series shown in
Tables 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 in that order. Drawing sheets
may be used with their longer sides positioned either
horizontally (see Fig. 1.4) or vertically (see Fig. 1.5).
The general features of a drawing sheet is as shown in
Fig. 1.6.

1.5 Title Biock

1.5.1 Position

1.5.1,1 The position of the title block should be within
(he drawing space (see Fig. 1.6) such that the portion

of the title block containing the identification of the
drawing (registration number, title, origin, etc) is
situated in the bottom right-hand comer of the drawing
space, both for sheets positioned horizontally (Type X)
(see Fig. 1.4) or vertically (Type Y ) (see Fig. 1.5). The
direction of the viewing of the title block should
correspond, in general, with that of the drawing.

FIG. 1.4 SHEET TYPE X—HORIZONTAL

a
FIG. 1.5 SHEET TYPE Y—VERTICAL

1.5.1.2 Title block should preferably consist of one or
more adjoining rectangles. These may be sub-divided
into boxes for the insertion of specific information (see
Fig. 1.7, 1.8 and 1.9).

1.6 Borders and Frames

Borders enclosed by the edges of the trimmed sheet
and the frame limiting the drawing space shall be
provided with all ,sizes. It is recommended that these
borders have the minimum width of 20 mm for sizes
AO and Al, and a minimum width of 10 mm for size
A2, A3 and A4 (see Fig. 1.6).

1.7 Centring Marks

Four centring marks shall be provided on all drawings
in order to facilitate the positioning of the drawing
when reproduced or microfilmed.

1.8 Orientation Marks

Two orientation marks may be provided to indicate the
orientation of the drawing sheet on the drawing board.

These marks consist of arrows (see Fig. 1.10) and
should be placed across the frame, one at a shorter side
and one at a longer side, coinciding with the centring
marks on those sides, so that one of the orientation
marks always points to the Wughtsroan.

1.9 Metric Reference Graduation

It is recommended to provide on all drawings a
figureless metric reference graduation with a
minimum length of 100 remand divided into 10 mm
intervals (see Fig. 1.11 ).

2

  
  

 



MINIMuM WIDTH
(20 mm FOR AO AND Al,
10 mm FOR A2 ,A3 AND AL)

I
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DAIE, PROJECTIONSYMBOL.SCALE .
TITLE ANO ORAWING NuMBER “

FIG. 1.6

/––

FIG. 1.9

FIG. 1.10 ORIENTATIONMARKS

The metric reference graduation shall preferably
be disposed symmetrically about a centring mark,
near the frame in the border, with a maximum width
of 5 mm and be executed with continuous stroke of 0.5
mm minimum thickness.
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~
I

~ i I I 1 1 1 1 1 I

FIG. 1.11 METRIC REFERENCEGRADUATION

The metric reference graduation is to be repeated on
ca~h s~’~’~ionof a drawing which is intended to be
microfilmed in mow lhan one section.

1.10 Grid References

1.10.1 The provision of grid reference system is
recommended for all sizes, in order to permit easy
location on the drawing of details, additions,
modifications, etc. The number of divisions should be
divisible by two and be chosen in relation to the
complexity of the drawing. It is recommended that the
length of any side of the rectangles comprising the grid
shall not be less than 25 mm and not more than 75 mm.

1.10.2 The rectangles of the grid should be ~eferred by
means of capital letters along one edge and numerals
along the other edge. The numbering direction may

start at the sheet comer opposite to the title block and
be repeated on the opposite sides.

1.11 Multiple Sheet Drawings

Multiple sheet drawings marked with the same
registration or identification number should be
indicated by means of a sequential sheet number. In
addition, the total number of sheet should be shown on
sheet 1, for example:

Sheet No. = nlp

where
n is the sheet number, and
p is the total number of sheets.

An abbreviated title block, containing only the iden-
tification zone, may be used for all sheets after the first
sheet.

... .. . .
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SECTION 2 ITEM REFERENCES ON DRAWINGS AND ITEM LISTS
[Based on IS 10712: 1983/1S0 6433:1981 and IS 11666: 1985/1S0 7573: 1983]

2.1 Scope

This section gives guidance and recommendations on
establishment of item reference and item list for use
with technical drawings.

2,2 Item References

The item references should be assigned in sequential
order to each component part shown in an assembly
anti/or each detaiIed item on the drawing. Further
identical parts shown in the same assembly should
have the same item reference. All item references shall
be shown in an item list (see Fig. 2.1 and Table 2.1).

Table 2.1 Item List
(Clause 2.2)

Item Quantity Description

1 1 Base
2 1 Bottomhousing
3 1 Top housing
4 1 Bearing
5 1 Filling plug
6 2 T-bolt
7 2 Hexnut
8 4 Washer
9 2 T-bolt

10 2 Castlenut
11 2 Split pin
12 1 Drainplug

Reference Material

2.3 Presentation

2,3.1 Item references should generally be composed
of Arabic numerals only. They may, however, be
augmented by capital letters when necessary.

2.3.2 All item references on the same drawing shall
be of the same type and height of lettering. They shall
be clearly distinguishable from all other indications.
This can be achieved, for example, by:

a)

b)

c)

using characters of a larger height, for
example, twice the height as used for dimen-
sioning and similar indications;
encircling the characters of each item refer-
ence, in that case all such circles shall have
the same diameter and to be drawn with
continuous narrow line (see Fig. 2.2).
combining methods (a) and (b).

2.3.3 Item references shall be placed outside the
general outlines of the items concerned.

2.3.4 Each item reference should be connected to its
associated item by a leader line (see Fig. 2.2,2.3 and 2.4).

2.3.5 Leader lines shall not intersect. They should be
kept as short as practicable and generally should be
drawn at an angle to the item reference. In case of
encircled item references, the leader line shall be
directed towards the centre of the circle.

5 678

1 12
FIG. 2.1

5
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FIG. 2.2

1(’yL-.l
FIG. 2.3

.—

FIG. 2.4

2.3.6 Item references of related items may be shown
against the same leader line (see Fig. 2.1, Items 8, 9,
10 and 11). These item references may be separated
from each other by a short-when written
horizontally.

2.3.7 Item references of identical items need only be
shown once, provided there is no risk of ambiguity.

2.4 Item List

2.4.1 Item lists are complete lists of the items
constituting an assembly (or a sub-assembly), or of
detailed parts, presented on a technical drawing. It is
not necessary for all these items to be detailed on an
end-product drawing. The association between the
items on an item-list and their representation on the
relevant drawing (or on other drawings) is given by the
item references.

2.4.2 The item lists may be included on the drawing
itself or be a separate document.

When the item list is included in the drawing, the
sequence shall be from bottom to top, with headings
of the column immediately underneath with separate
item lists, the sequence shall be from top to bottom
with headings at the top.

2.4.3 When included on the drawing, the position of
the item list should be such as to be read in the viewing
direction of the drawing. The list may be in conjunc-
tion with the title block. Its outlines may be drawn with
continuous wide lines.

2.4.4 Where the item list is shown on a separate docu-
ment, this shali be identified by the same number as
that of the parent drawing.

2.4.5 However, to distinguish this identification from
that of the parent drawing, it is recommended that the
item list number be preceded by the prefix item list (or
a similar term in the language used on the doci.rments).

2.4.6 Layout

It is recommended that the item list be arranged in
columns by means of continuous wide or narrow lines
to allow information to be entered under the following
headings (the sequence of these is optional):

a) item,
b) description,
c) quantity,
d) reference, and
e) material.

NOTE — If necessary,more columns can be added to cover
specific requirements.
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SECTION 3 PLANNING OF ASSEMBLY DRAWINGS
[Based on DIN 199-2: 1977]

3.1 Scope

This section covers the requirements of planning of
assembly drawings.

3.2 Where a number of drawings are required to detail
a complete design, an assembly drawing is necessary.
Such a drawing will show the design to a convenient
scale, and thedrawing or part numbers which are the
constituents of the particular assembly are listed in

STAGE O

atabular form asshownin Fig. 2.1 and Table 2.1

3.3 A method, applicable to general engineering
drawings and also structural drawings is to include on
each individual drawing sheet of a series of drawings,
a small key plan or elevation or both, conveniently
placed near the title block, indicating part of the whole
work in continuous wide lines to which the particular
drawing sheet refers (see Fig. 3.1).

STAGE

STAGE 2

STAGE

#
I
t

:
I

I

I !
I
I
I

:

3

:

STAGE 4

0 DETAILECI PART

,0 -.,

: : HALF FINW+EO PART
%.~

❑ PRODUCT

•1 SUB-ASSEMRC?

a25

FIG, 3.1
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3.4 Thegeneral assembly drawing rnaybebrokeninto 3.5 In general, the detailed view shown in, any

further sub-assemblies and parts, determined mainly assembly drawing should have the same orientation as

by production requirements. A typical chart showing that shown in the main assembly view.. .
the breakdown of such assembly drawing is shown in
Fig. 3.2.

I

L —. - .L

r--- ~ ‘—-F 1

i i

--
117j-\ ,

’1’

EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS

tl GROUP PRODUCT

o COMPOSITE PART

{:;’ SEMI-FINISHED PRODUCT

( ) INDICATION OF QUANTITY

E==l

E13
Object MmQuantity

1 12
A 1
B 1

DA Coaehts ●fImObjtct W+ antky

B2
4 2
c 1
8 1

m,ml
Objsct N Quadhy Object No. Quantity

I 6 I 2 II I

.—— ——— .—— — —.

Ro4 Conkists of

Objtct Nq Quantity

11 1

R@consists of

Objeet No. Quantity

~~ –. .– f

IN THE PARTS LIST

Ed
6 Consists of

Object No. fkntity

11 1

H@Consists of

Object No. Quantity

13 1

FIG. 3.2
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SECTION 4 FOLDING OF DRAWING PRINTS
[Based on IS 11664: 1986]

4.1 scope

This section covers two methods of folding of drawing
prints.

4.1,1 The first method is intended for drawing prints
to be filed or bound, while the second method is
intended for prints to be kept individually in filing
cabinet.

4.2 Basic Principles

The basic principles in each of the above methods are
to ensure that:

a) all large prints of sizes higher than A4 are
folded to A4 sizes;

b) the title blocks of all the folded prints appear
in topmost position; and

c) the bottom right corner shall be outermost
visible section and shall have a width not less
than 190 mm.

4.3 Depending on the method of folding adopted,
suitable folding marks are to be introduced in the
tracing sheets as guide.

4.4 Method of Folding of Drawing Prints

The methods recommended for folding are indicated
in Fig. 4.1 and 4.2
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Alldimensions in millime~es.

FIG. 4.1 FOLDINGOF PRINTSFORFILINGOR BINDING
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SECTION 5 SCALES
[Based on IS 10713: 1983/1S0 5455: 1979]

5.1 Scope

This section specifies recommended scales and their
designation for use on all technical drawings in any
field of engineering.

5.2 Definitions

5.2.1 Scale

Ratio of the linear dimension of an element of an object
as represented in the original drawing to the real linear
dimension of the same element of the object itself.

NOTE — The scale of a print may be different from that of the
original drawing,

5.2.2 Full Size

A scale with the ratio 1:1.

5.2.3 Enlargement Scale

A scale where the ratio is larger than 1:1. It is said to
be larger as its ratio increases.

5.2.4 Reduction Scale

A scale where ratio is smaller than 1:1. It is said to be
smaller as its ratio decreases.

5,3 Designation

The complete designation of a scale shall consist of the
word “SCALE’ (or its equivalent in the language used
on the drawing) followed by the indication of its ratio,
us follows:

SCALE 1: 1 for full size;
SCALE X :1 for enlargement scales;
SCALE 1: X for reduction scales.

If there is no likelihood of misunderstanding, the word
SCALE may be omitted.

5.4 Scales for Use on Technical Drawings

Category Recommended Scales

Enlargement 50:1 20:1 10:1
Scales 5:1 2:1
Full size 1:1

t

1:2 1:5 1:10
Reduction 1:20 1:50 1:100
Scales 1:200 1:500 1:1000

1:2000 1:5000 1:10000

NOTE — In exceptionalcaseswhere for functionalreasonsthe
recommendedscalescannotbeapplied,intermediatescalesmay
be chosen.

5.4.1 The scale to be chosen for a drawing will depend
upon the complexity of the object to be depicted and
the purpose of the representation.

5.4.2 In all cases, the selected scale shall be large
enough to permit easy and clear interpretation of the
information depicted.

5.4.3 Details that are too small for complete dimen-
sioning in the main representation shall be shown
adjacent to the main representation in a separate detail
view (or section) which is drawn to a large scale.

5,4.4 It is recommended that, for information a full
size view be added to the large scale representation of
a small object.

In this case the full size view may be simplified by
showing the outlines of the object only.
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SECTION 6 LINES
[Based on IS 10714 (Parl 20): 2001/1S0 128-20:1996, IS 10714 (Patl 21): 2001/ ISO 128-21:1997,

ISO 128-22:1999, 1S0 128-23:1999 and ISO 128-24: 1999]

6.1 Scope

This section establishes types of lines, their
designations and configurations and general rules for
dtasghting of lines used in

— Technical drawings (for example, Diagrams,
Plans and Maps)

— Lines by CAD systems
—Leader lines, reference lines and their

components
— Lines used in construction documentation
— Lines used in mechanical engineering drawings

6.2 Definitions

6.2.1 Line

Geometrical object, the length of which is more than
half of the line width and which connects an origin
with an end in any way, for example, straight, curved,
without or with interruptions.

NOTES

1 The origin and the end may coincide with one another, for
example, in the case of a line forming a circle.

2 A line, [he IengLh of which is less than or equal to half’ of the
line widlh, is called a dot..

3 A test should be made in order to check the appearance of
drawings intended to be microcopied or transferred by fax.

6.2,2 Line Element

Single part of a non-continuous line, for example, dots,
dashes, which vary in length, and gaps.

6.2.3 Line Segment

Group of two or more different line elements which
form a non-continuous line, for example, long
dashlgapldotf gapldotlgap.

6.3 Types of Lines

6.3.1 Basic Types (see Table 6.1)

6.3.2 Variations of the Basic Types of Lines

Possible variations of the basic types of lines in
accordance with Table 6.1 are given in Table 6.2.

6.3.3 Cotllbinations of Lines with the Same Length

6.3.3.1 Arrangement qftwo or more lines parallel to
each other

For examples see Fig. 6,1.

6.3.3.2 Arrangement of two diflerent types of lines ‘

a) With different line widths superimposed.

See Fig. 6.2 (a) and (b) for examples; [Fig.
6.2 (a): a continuous and a dotted line; Fig. 6.2
(b): a continuous and a dashed space line].

b) Arranged next to each other.

See Fig. 6.3 for an example (two continuous
lines either side of two dashed spaced lines).

6.3.3.3 Arrangement of two continuous lines parallel
to each other with regularly recurring connecting
elements between them’

See Fig. 6.4 (a) and (b) for examples [Fig. 6.4 (a):
blackened circular elements; Fig. 6.4 (b): blackened
trapezoidal elements].

6.3.3.4 Arrangement of regularly recurring

geometric pictorial elements in association with
continuous lines

a) Without interruption of a continuous line.

See Fig. 6.5 for examples.

b) With interruption of a continuous line.

See Fig. 6.6 for examples.

6.4 Line Dimensions

6.4.1 Line Width

The width, d, of all types of lines shall be one of the
following depending on the type and size of drawing.
This series is based on a common ratio 1: ~ (=1 : 1.4):

0.13 mm; 0.18 mm; 0.25 mm; 0.35 mm; 0.5 mm;
0.7 mm; 1 mm; 1.4 mm; 2 mm

The widths of extra wide, wide and narrow lines are in
theratio4:2:l.

The line width of any one line shall be constant
throughout the whole line.

6.4.2 Deviation in Line Width

Line widths may deviate from those specified in 6.4.1
providing that it is possible to differentiate
unambiguously between two adjacent lines with
different widths. If drawing equipment which
produces constant line width is used, the deviation in

13

  
  

 



Table 6.1 Basic Types of Lines
(Clause 6.3.1)

No. Reproaontation Description
t

01 continuous line

02 —————. ——. ——— dashed line

03 ————— — dashed spaced line

04 —.— .—. — .—. longdashed dotted line

05 —.. — . . . . . —.. — . . long dashed doubledotted line

06 —.. . —.. . —.. . —.. . long dashad triplicatedotted line

07 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... dotted line

08 —.— ——— —.— . long dashed short dashed line

09 —-- —-- ——-— -- Iong dashed double-short dashed line

10 —.—. —.—. —.—. —.—. —. dashed dotted line

11 ——. — —.—— .——. — —. doubledashed dotted line

12 —..—. .—. .— .. —.. — .. —.. — . . dashad doubledotted line

13 —— ..— — ..— — ..— — . . double-dashed doubledotled line

14 —...—. .. —.. .— . . . . . . . —.. .— . . . dashed triplicate-dotted line

15 ——. ..— —...—— . ..— —. . . double-dashed triplicate-dotted line

14

  
  

 



Table 6.2 Variations of the Basic Types of Lines
(Clause 6.3.2)

Representation Description

uniform wavy continuous line

uniform spiral continuous line

uniform zigzag continuous tine

- \ fraehand continuous line

NOTE — Table contains only variations of Ihe basic Iype of line No. 01. Variations of the basic types Nos. 02 to 15 are
possible and are presented in tha same way.

FIG. 6.1

.

●) b)

FIG, 6.2

FIG. 6.3

a) b)

FIG. 6.4

A A A A A A A
l\ Ii II l\ I\ l\ II

FIG. 6.5

15
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FIG. 6.6

Iine width between two such lines shall not be greater of screw threads. This fact has to be considered when data sets

than t 0.1 d. areestablished, for example, for the operation of machine tools.

6.4.3 Cortjlguration of Lines 6.5.2 Junctions

For the preparation of drawings by hand, the lengths 6.5.2.1 Types

of the line elements should conform to those of The basic types of lines, Nos. 02 to 06 and Nos. 08 to
Table 6.3. 15 should preferably meet at a dash (see Fig. 6.7 to

6.12).
Table 6.3 Configuration of Lines

(Clauses 6.4.3 and 6.8.6)
I

Line Line Type Length I

Element No. I
Dots 04 to 07 50.5 d

and
loto 15

-——

+

——.

Gaps 02 and 3d
04 to 15 i

Short dashes 08 and 09 6d

Dashes 02,03 and 12d
Ioto 15 Ilongdxhes 04 to 06, 24 d

08 and 09 FIG. 6.7

Spaces 03 18d

NOTE— The lengths shown in this table are vatid for line elements
with semi-circular and squared ends. In the case of line elements
with semi-circular ends, the length of the line element corresponds
to the distance covered by a technical pen (with a tubulm tip and
using India ink) from the origin up to the end of the line element.
The total length of such a line element is the sum of the length shown
in the table plus d.

Formulae for the calculation of some of the basic types
01 line and line elements are given in IS 10714 (Part
21). The formulae are intended to facilitate the
preparation of drawings using Computer-Aided
Design (CAD) systems.

6.5 Draughting of Lines

6.5.1 Spacing

The minimum space between parallel lines should not
be less than 0.7 mm, unless rules to the contrary are
stated in other Indian Standards.

NOTE — In certain cases when computer-aided drawing tech-
niques are used, the spacing of lines on the drawing does not
represent the actual spacing, for example, for the representation

I
)

/.— —+———
/

(
I

FIG. 6,8

TI

I

—-L–.

FIG. 6.9

16
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I

FIG. 6.10

FIG. 6.11

.—
—-l r—

FIG. 6.12

+ —— —___ b

Lines of basic type No. 07 should preferably meet at a

dot (see Fig. 6.13).

6.5.2.2 Representation

The requirement of 6.5.2.1 shall be fulfilled by starting
the lines at the junction (see Fig. 6.14) or by using a
complete, or partial, cross formed by dashes (see Fig.
6.15 and 6.16).

6.5.3 Location of a Second Line

Two different ways of draughting two parallel lines are
shown in Fig. 6.17 (a) and (b). The preferred version

..
0
.

●.
●,s..

FIG. 6.13

(
////

/’

FIG. 6.14

17
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l+---+——..———.
I ‘QI

FIG. 6.15

r —— .—

I I
I I—— ——

I

(a)

Y
/./—.7’

I

FIG. 6.16

r .— ———
7

I I

I I
I I
L —— ———

(b)

FIG. 6.17

is shown in Fig. 6.17 (a) (the second line is drawn d) The line width in accordance with 6.4.1; and
below or to the right of the first line). e) The colour (if applicable).

6.6 Colours Example.s-

Lines shall be drawn in black or white depending on
the colour of the background. Other standardized
colours may also be used for drawing standardized
lines. In such case, the meaning of the colours shall be
explained.

6.7 Designation

The designation of the basic types of lines shall
comprise the following elements in the order given:

a) “Line”;
b) Reference to this part of IS 10714:
c) The number of the basic type in accordance

with Table 6.1;

Designation of a line of type No. 03 (03), line width
0.25 mm (0.25):

Line IS 10714-20 -03x 0.25

Designation of a line Qf type No. 05 (05), line width
0.13 mm (0.13) and white in colour:

Line IS 10714-20 -05x 0.13/ white

6.8 Calculation of Line Elements

6.8.1 Line Type No. 02 (Dashed Line)

See Fig. 6.18 for the configuration of this type of
line.

~_\./=,_ . . .._ . ..._ . . ..______o-._rn/

FIG. 6.18
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Example Example

See Fig. 6.19 11= 125 d = 0.35

Formulae:

a) Length of the line: 11= 10

b) Number of line segments within the line:

1,-12d
n= 15 d (rounded)

c) Length of the dashes:

11–3dn
12 =

n+l

d) Minimum length of this line:

~] ~j. = 10 ,Tlin= 27 d

(2 dashes 12 d, 1 gap 3 d)

If dashed lines with a length less than 11= 27 d, have
to be drawn, a larger scale from IS 10713 shall be used
(that is, the elements are drawn at a larger scale).

~ = 125-4.2

5.25
= 23.01 ~ 23

12 =
125 –24.15 = d ~02

24
.

interpretation of the result—A dashed line, of length
125 mm and line width 0.35 mm; consists of 23 line
segments of length 5.252 mm (4.202 mm+ 1.050 mm)
and one dash of length 4.202 mm.

6.8.2 Line Type No. 04 (Long Dashed Dotted Line)

See Fig. 6.20 for the configuration of this type of
line.

Example

See Fig. 6.21.

Formulae:

a) Length of the line:

l,=10+24d

(line extended over the outlines at both sides)
This line may be drawn with a constant length of b) Number of line segments within the line:
dashes (12 d). In this case one end of the line may be

11-24da shorter or longer dash.
n = 30.5 d ‘rounded)

10
.

I
I

I

I
I
1

_–i__T I
———.—.. ——

I
~––J

I I

FIG. 6.19

L 1, min.

12d Idmin. 12d

o-

< , ——— ——..... —_______ $-( ;k -t$~+———_. — _______ ** ———.———_ ______
11

*
3d 3d

B
LINE SEGMENT

FIG. 6.20
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A-A

I I
I .1
I I
r 1

w- -
.—. — —.. .—. —

A“
---1

to .12d

FIG. 6.21

c) Length of the long dashes:

1, -6.5 dn
lJ =

n+l

d) Minimum length of this line:

11,nill= 54.5 d

Lines shorter than 1I = 54.5 d shall be drawn as con-
tinuous narrow lines. In order to comply with the
requirements of 5 of IS 10714 (Part 20), the length of
the long dashes of this line may be decreased or in-
creased.

E.wmpk

[() = 125 d= O.25

/,=125+6=131

131-6

‘z = 7.625
= 16.393 ~ 16

Interpretation of the result— A long dashed dotted line
of length 131 mm and line width 0.25 mm, consists of
16 line segments of length 7.801 mm (6.176 mm +
0.750 mm+ 0.125 mm+ 0.750 mm) and 1 long dash
of length 6.176 mm.

6.8.3 Line Type No. 05 (Long Dashed Double-dotted
Line)

See Fig. 6.22 for the configuration of this type of
line.

Example

See Fig. 6.23.

Formulae:
a) Length of the line:

l,=l(J-X

--Fl-
0.50

O,Sd

.—— —_______ ——— ————— —.——

“+
4$’

13 u

LINE SEGMENT

1, min.

FIG. 6.22
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b) Number of line segments within the line: In order to comply with the requirements of 5 of IS

11-24d
10714 (Part 20), the length of the long dashes of this

n= 34 d (rounded) line may be increased or decreased.

Example
c) Length of the long dashes:

11- 10dn 10 = 128 d = 0.35 ; = 1.5
lJ =

n+l
11 = 128-3= 125

d) Minimum length of this line:

11 ,n,n=58d 125 – 8.4n=
11.9

= 9.789 ~ 10

Lines shorter than 11= 58 d shall be drawn at a larger
scale, in accordance with IS 10713. 125-35.00 = s 182

13= ~1 .

I( is permissible to draw the long dashes with a change 6,8.4 Line Type No. 07 (Dotted Line)

in direction, see Fig. 6.24,

See Fig. 6.25 for the configuration of this type of line.

FIG. 6.23

r..
.

I

. .

.
●

✼

●
✎

\

FIG. 6.24

M

(’

-( i+ f l+f/b”+H’b- -4b-–e-f#HP-e-4lH9-”-43H3-6ll --e
LINE SEGMENT

b
.-

1,min.
-1

1,
1

FIG. 6.25
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Example

See Fig. 6.26.

Formulae:

a) Length of the line: 11=10
b) Number of line segments within the line:

11– 0.5 d
n= ~5 d (rounded)

c) Length of the dots:

11–3dn
lb =

n+l

d) Minimum length of this line:

11,Ilifl=7.5 d

Example

11=125 d = 0.5

~ = 125-0.25 = ,1 ~86271

1.75
.

lb =
125- 106.5 = ~257

72 “

6.8.5 Line Type No. 08 (Long Dashed Short Dashed
Line)

The conditions for this line type are the same as those
for type No. 04 but the formulae are slightly modified
as follows.

a) Length of the line: 11= 10

b) Number of line segments within the line:

11-24d
)1 = 32 d (rounded)

c) Length of the long dashes:

1[– 12dn
13 =

n+l

Length of the short dashes: 6 d (see Table 6.3)

d) Minimum length of this line:

11~in = 60 d

Example

11= 125 d=O.5

125 – 12n=
16

= 7.063 c 7

125-42
lJ= ~ = 10.375

6.8.6 Line Type No. 09 (Long Dashed Double-Short
Dashed Line)

The conditions for this line type are similar to those for
type No. 05 and the formulae (b), (c) and (d) are
slightly modified as follows:

a) Length of the line: 11= 10

b) Number of line segments within the line:

11-24d

‘= 45d
(rounded)

c) Length of the long dashes:

11–21 dn
13 =

n+l

Length of the short dashes: 6 d (see Table 6.3).

d) Minimum length of this line: 11~in = 69 d

Example

11= 125 d= O.25

125–6
— = 10.578~ 11

n = 11.25

lJ =
125-57.75 = s ~04

12
.

6.8.7 Examples of Combinations of Basic Types of
Line

6.8.7.1 Two types of lines superimposed

See Fig, 6.27 for the configuration of this type of line.

. . . . . . ..- “=.
. . .

..”.
.“OO. .

.“.
.“

●..#
.“

,
,“

,’
●.

FIG. 6.26
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a) b)
LINE SEGMENT

i

“ 3G c

1,

a): Continuous line No. Ol:linewidth, e.g, 0,25mm
b): Dashed spaced line No. 03: line width, e.g. 0,5 mm

FIG. 6.27

Y

I

*

16
4

FIG. 6.28

Example

See Fig. 6.28.

Formulae:

a) Length of the line: 11 = 15 + lb

b) Number of line segments within the line:

~ (rounded)
‘= 30d2

c) Length of the dashes:

11– 18d2n
12 =

n
d) Minimum length of this line: 1, ~in = 30 dz

Example

11= 125 d, = 0.25 dz = 0.5

125

‘===
8.333 C 8

Interpretation of the result—This line consists of a
continuous line 125 mm long and 0.25 mm wide as
well as a dashed spaced line of width 0.5 mm and 8
dashes of length 6.625 mm, spaced 9 mm apart (18 dz,

see Table 6.3). The ends are 4.5 mm in length (9 d2).

6.8.7.2 Line with zigzags

See Fig. 6.29 for the configuration of this type of line.

12 =
125-72

8-
= 6.625 L-=2

FIG. 6.29
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--1-1-(0

FIG. 6.30

Exampl<s

See Fig, 6.30 and 6.31.

Formulae:

a) Length of the line:

1, = l~+lod

b) Number of zigzags within the line:

n = & + 1 (rounded,ll <40 makes n = 1)

c) Length of the dashes between the zigzags:

[2=3 _7.5~
n

d) Length of the dashes at the ends of the line:

— if two or more zigzags:

-7 t
I

FIG. 6.31

13=;
12 = & - (7.5 X 0.25) = 40.625

— it’one zigzag:

1, -7.5d
40.625

13=~=
13 =

20.313

2

If 10s 10 d, the zigzag shall be arranged as shown in Interpretation of the result— A line with zigzags of a
length of 127.5 mm and a line width of 0.25 mm isFig. 6.31.
drawn with 3 zigzags. The distance between the zig-

Example zags is 40.625 mm and the length of the dashes at the
ends is 20.313 mm.

l.= 125 d = 0.25

11= 125 +2.5 =127.5
6.8.7.3 “Railway” line

* See Fig, 6.32 for the configuration of this type of
127.5

“ = ‘8~ + 1 = 2“594S3
line.
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Example

SeeFig. 6.33.

SP 46:2003

12 =
125-75.60 = s SW

12+1 “

Formulae:

a) Length of the line: 11= 10

b) Number of line segments within the line:

11-12d
n=

30 d
(rounded)

c) Length of the dashes:

11– 18dn
12 =

n+l

d) Minimum length of this line:

11,nill= 42 d

Ewllpk

11= 125 d= 0.35

n = 125 -4.2

10.5
= 11.505412

Interpretation of the result— A ‘railway’ line of length
125 mm and line width 1.4 mm (4 x 0.35 mm) consists
of 12 complete line segments of length 10.100
mm (3.800 mm + 6.300 mm) and one dash of length
3.800 mm.

6.9 Terms and Definitions

6.9.1 Leader Line

Continuous narrow line which establishes the
connection between the features of a graphical
representation and additional alphanumeric and/or
written instructions (notes, technical requirements,
item references, etc) in an unambiguous manner.

6.9.2 Reference Line

Continuous narrow line connecting with the leader line
horizontally or vertically and on or at which the
additional instructions are indicated.

a) b)

/I I /———— .__. ____ _____ r-- .--m-
ntt———— ————— ___

*– “-” *
— ++

——— .—.—— ____ ————
———, —— __ _____ .

‘b

I (1) -’4
( 1): Line segment

a) Continuous line No. 01.

b) Dashed spaced line No. 03.

FIG. 6.32

I

< >
0

<>

I A A I

FIG. 6.33
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6.10 Presentation of Leader Lines

Leader lines are executed as continuous narrow lines
in accorxhmce with IS 10714 (Part 20). They aredrawn
preferably at an angle to the relevant representation
and/or the frame limiting the drawing sheet, and not
parallel to adjacent lines, for example, hatching lines.
The inclination to the relevant lines shall be> 15° (see
Fig. 6.34 to 6.46).

Leader lines may be drawn with sharp kinks (see Fig.
6.38), and two or more leader lines may be joined up
(see Fig. 6.35,6.38,6.40,6.41 and 6.44). They should
not cross other leader lines, reference lines or indica-
tions, such as, graphical symbols or dimensional
Vil]U~S,

Leucler lines shall terminate at the end which touches
the features as follows:

— with a closed and filled or a closed arrowhead
(included angle 15°) if the leader line ends at
lines which represent outlines or edges of parts,
pipings or cables in plans, charts or diagrams;
arrowheads are also drawn at crossing points of
these lines with other lines, for example, lines
of symmetry (seethe examples given in Fig. 6.34
to 6.40);

NOTE — If several parallel lines have to be designated,
oblique strokes instead of arrowheads are permitted (see lEC
6 [082-1). See the example given in Fig 6.41.

— with a dot (d = 5 x line width) if the leader line
ends within the outlines of an object (see the
examples given in Fig. 6.42 to 6.44);

— without any termination if the leader line ends at
another line, for example, dimension line or line
of symmetry (see theexamplesgiven in Fig. 6.45
and 6.46),

IQl.+
FIG. 6.34

mL– ––

—. ,—
T

FIG. 6.36

FIG. 6.37

FIG. 6.39

FIG. 6.38

tltk
T

FIG. 6.40

FIG. 6.41

t

&
.,..I

FIG. 6.42

m+-
FIG. 6.35

FIG. 6.43
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FIG. 6.44

@

— .-

FIG. 6.46

FIG. 6.45
FIG. 6.49 FIG. 6.50

In particular cases of application the reference line has
to be drawn (see the example given in Fig. 6.48).

However, the reference line may be omitted, if the
leader line is drawn in one of the reading directions of
the drawing and if the indicated instructions are written
in the same direction (see the example given in Fig.
6.51), and in all other cases in which this line is not
applicable (~ee the examples given in Fig. 6.45, 6.52

6.11 Presentation of Reference Lines
and 6.53),

Reference lines are executed as continuous narrow
lines in accordance with IS 10714 (Part 20). A

Q

L

reference line may be added to each leader line. It is
drawn in one of the reading directions of the drawing. a

The reference line shall be drawn

&

@ 60.3 X 7.5

— either with a fixed length, for example, 20x line
width of the reference line (see the examples 3
given in Fig. 6.48 and 6.49),

— or with a length adapted to the length of the
indicated instructions (see the examples given in FIG. 6.51
Fig. 6.47,6.50,6.54 and 6.55).

1s0 .,. r120x2-LH

r
/

FIG. 6,47

FIG. 6.48

FIG. 6.52

a
FIG. 6.53

6.12 Indication of Instructions

The instructions belonging to the leader lines shall be
indicated as follows:

— preferably above the reference line (see the
example given in Fig. 6.47, 6.50, 6.54 and 6.55
and in 6.13);

— centrically behind the leader or reference line
(see the examples given in Fig. 6.49 and 6.51);
or
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— around, within or behind graphical symbols
according to the valid Indian Standards (see the
example given in Fig. 6.54 and 6.55 and in 6.13).

FIG. 6.54

Taking into account the requirements for microcopy-
ing in IS 10164, the instructions should be written at a
distance of twice the line width of the reference line
above or below the reference line. They should not be
drawn within the reference line and they should not
touch it.
If individual layers or assembled parts of an object are
designated with one leader line, the order of the
indications shall correspond with the order of the
layers or the parts (see the example given in Fig. 6.55).

1160- S800

Er
I J

FIG. 6.55

6.13 Graphical Supplements Contained in Other
Indian Standards (see Table 6.4)

6.14 Meaning and Application of the Graphical
Supplement ‘Circle’ for Leader Lines

The same required characteristic on a number of
surfaces or corners of a part connected to each other
may be indicated only once if a circle (d = 8 x width
of the leader line) is drawn at the connecting point of
the leader line and the reference line (see Fig. 6.56 to
6.58). This means that the same requirements apply to
all surfaces or corners around the contour or profile of
the represented part.

* b

!- ..— ,. —,—, — .—,

\

k
FIG. 6.56

27“0
FIG. 6.57

FIG. 6.58

The ‘circle’ sign shall not be used if either or both of
the following OCCUH

a) the indications are ambiguous, and
b) the indication concerns all surfaces or corners

of a part.

6.15 Types of Lines and Their Applications in
Construction Drawings

The first part of the number is the number of line type
in IS 10714 (Part 20) (see Table 6.5).
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Table 6.4 Graphical Supplements

(Clause 6.13)

No. Graphical supplement Application

‘ e pr~e~$”

Indication of further information concerning

welds e g. the number of the welding

2 Designation of a field or site weld

3 ~

Identification of the location of a weld

4

P

Datum target frame

5

fl

Indication of item references (ISO 6433
does not specify only this method)

6

r’-

Frame used for geometrical tolerance
requirements

7

T

Indication of several tolerance features

8 indication of dimensions of arc lengths

I
(- +
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Table 6.4-( Concluded)

(C/ause 6.13)

N’o. Graphical supplement Application

This sign (circle) has the following
meanings in the International Standards
mentioned below:

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

geometrical (profile) tolerance all

around the profile

profiletolerance of the entire outline of

the cross section

surface texture on all surfaces around

a parl

roughness on all surfaces

a peripheral weld all around a part

features, e.g. burr, all around a part

machining allowance which applies to

all surfaces

the same state of corner all around a

part
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Table 6.5 Types of Lines and their Application in Construction Drawings
(Clause 6.15)

No.
Description and Application
representation

01.1 Continuous narrow ,1 boundaries of dilferent malerials in view, cut and section

line (alternatively, see 01 .2.2)

—— .2 hatching

.3 diagonals for indication of openings, hcles and recesses

.4 arrow lines in stairs, ramps and sloping areas

.5 modular grid Iines,’first stage (if necessary, other colour than
outlines)

.6 short centrelines

.7 extension lines

.8 dimension lines and their terminators

.9 leader fines

.10 existing contours on landscape drawings (alternatively, see
02.1.1)

,11 visible outlines of parts in view (alternativel~, see 01.2.3)

.12 simplified representation of doors, windows, stairs, fittings elc.
(alternatively, see 01,2.4)

.13 framing of details

Continuous narrow .14 limits of partial or interrupted views, cuts and sections, if the
lines with zigzags limit is not a line 04.1 (alternatively, see 04.1 .6)

A
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Table 6.5 — (Continued)

No.
Doncliljlioti nllcl

representation Appllcallon

01.2 Continuous wide line .1 visible outlines of parts in cut and section when hatching is
used

.2 boundaries of different materials in view, cut and section
(alternatively, see 01.1 ,1)

.3 visible outlines of parts in view (alternatively, see 01.1.11)

,4 simplified representation of doors, windows, stairs, fittings etc.
(alternatively, see 01.1.1 2)

,5 modular grid lines, second stage (if necessary other colour
than outlines)

.6 arrow lines for marking of views, cuts and sections

,7 proposed contours on landscape drawings

01.3 Continuous extra- .1 visible oullines of parts in cut and section when hatching is not
wide line used

.2 reinforcing bars (see 02.3.1)

.3 lines of special importance

02.1 Dashed narrow Ikre .1 existing contours on landscape drawings (alternatively, see
01.1.10)

.-— ——-— -- - .2 subdivision of plant beds/grass

.3 hidden outlines (alternatively, see 02.2.1)

02.2 Dashed wide line .1 hidden outlines (alternatively, see 02.1.3)

——— ——

02.3 Dashed exlra-wide .1 reinforcing bars in bottom layer on plan and far face layer in
line elevation when bottom and top layers and near and far face

layers are shown on the same sketch
——.

04.1 Long dashed dotted .1 cutting planes (line 04,2 at ends and changes of direction)
narrow line

.2 cenkelines—.—. — .—. —

.3 lines of symmetry (identified at the ends by two narrow short
parallel lines drawn at right angle)

,4 framing of enlarged details

,5 reference lines

.6 limits of partial or interrupted views, cuts and sections
(especially for short lines anrJ in narrow situations; see
examples 01.1,2, 01.2.1, 01.3.1, etc., in annex A; alternatively,
see Ol,l.14)
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Table 6.5 — (Continued)

No.
Description and Applicationrepresentation

04.2 Long dashed dotted .1 cutting planes (at ends and changes of direction; see 04.1.1)
wide line

,2 outlines of visible parts situated in front of the cutting plane—.— .—

04.3 Long dashed dotted .1 secondary lines for setting out and arbitrary reference lines
extra-wide line

,2 indication of lines or surfaces to which a special requirement—.—
applies

.3 boundary lines for contracts, stages, zones etc.,

05.1 Long dashed double- .1 alternative and exlrerne positions of movable park

dotted narrow line
.2 centroidal line—..— ..—.. — ..—

,3 outlines of adjacent parts

05.2 Long dashed .1 outlines of hidden parts situated in front of the cutting plane
double-dotted wide
line

—.. — ..—

05.3 Long dashed .1 reinforcing prestressed bars and cables
double-dotted
extra-wide line

—.. —

07.1 Dotted narrow line .1 outlines of parts not included in the project

........................................

6.16 Line Widths Table 6.6 Line Widths

On a construction drawing three line widths, narrow,
(Clause 6.16)

wide and extra-wide, are normally used (see Table
All dimensions in millimetres.

6.6).

The proportions between the line widths are 1:2:4.

A special line width is used for representation and
lettering of graphical symbols. This line width is
situated between the width of the narrow and the wide
line,

The line widths shall be chosen according to the type,
size and scale of the drawing and the requirements at
microcopying and other methods of reproduction.

Line Narrow Wide Extra-
Group Line Line Wide Line

0.25 0.13 0.25 0.5

0.35 0.18 0.35 0.7

0.5 0.25 0.5 1

0.7 0.35 0.7 1.4

1 0.5 1 2

6.17 Examples of Application for Construction
Drawings

Examples of the application for construction drawings
of the different types of lines, along with the
corresponding reference numbers from 6.15, are given
in Table 6.7.
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Table 6.7 Examples of Application for Construction Drawings
(Clause 6.17)

No, Line type Example of application

01.1 Continuous narrow ilne

01.1.1 Boundaries of different materials in
view, cut and section

~1.ine(lll

View of a floorwith different materials

01.1,2 Hatching

Vertical section of a wall

01.1.3 Diagonals for indication of openings,
holes and recesses

~ Line 01.1

View of a wall with an opening

01.1.4 Arrow lines in stairs, ramps and sloping
areas

\

!

Stair Ramp

01.1,5 Modular grid lines, first stage

Line 01.1

  
  

 



Table 6.7 — (Contirrue~

No, Line type Example of application

01.1.6 Short cenkelines

+++

Line 01.1

01.1.7 Extension lines Line 01.1

01.1.8 Dimension lines and their terminators

~

Line 01,1
01.1.9 Leader lines

Line 01.1

)1.1.10 Existing contours on landscape
drawings

=
Line 01.1

)1.1.11 Visible outlines of parts in view
(alternatively, see 01.2.3)

mBl

Line 01.1

)1.1.12 Simplified representation of doors,
windows, stairs, Iittings elc.
(alternatively, see 01 .2.4)

~~y

Door Window

21.1.13 Framing of details

%

Line 01.1

01.1.14 Limits”of partial or interrupted views,
cuts and sections, if the limit is not a
line 04.1

D

Line 01.1 with zigzags
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Table 6.7 — (Continued)

No. Line type Examplo of application

01.2 Continuous wide Me

01.2.1 Visible outlines of parts in cut and
section when hatching is used

IZZ

Line 01,2

Line OL.I

01.2.2 Boundaries 01 different materials in
view, cut and section Line 01.2

1ETfrJ
—...
—....—

Line 04.1

01.2.3 Visible outlines of parts in view
(alternatively, see 01 .1.11)

mill

Line 01.2

01.2.4 Simplified representation of doors,
windows, stairs, filtings etc. Line 04.1

(alternatively, see 01.1 .12)

u’;~”F

Line 01.2

Door Window

01.2.5 Modular grid lines, second stage

Line 01.2

01.2.6 Arrow lines for marking of views, cuts —. .—

and sections

R Line 01.2

01.2.7 Proposed contours on landscape
drawings

GLine”l, ---/
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Table 6.7 — (Continued)

No. Line type Example of application

01.3 Continuous extra-wide line

)1.3.1 Visible outlines of parts in cut and
section when hatching is not used .–.Z ‘in’ 0’”

M Line 01.3.—. — .—.

Vertical section of a wall

11.3.2 Reinforcing bars
Line 01.3

/ \

02.1 Dashed narrow line

02.1.1 Existing contours on landscape ---
drawings (alternatively, see 01.1.10) -..?:- --

?-

Line 02.1--- ‘.. >J2 .
----

02.1.2 Subdivision of plant bedslgrass

A

/
/1

/“ //‘
/ Line 0211

02.2 Dashed wide line

02.2.1 Hidden outlines

&

c

Line Ok.1

——

Line 02.2

02,3 Dashed extra-wide line

02.3.1 Reinforcing bars in bottom layer on
plan and far face layer in elevation
when bottom and top layers are shown
on the same sketch

r+

Line 02.3

——
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Table 6.7 — (Continued)

No. Line type Example of application

04.1 Long dashed dotted narrow line

04.1,1 Cutting planes (drawn with line 04.2 at
ends and changes of direction)

e

I

eLine 04.1

L&~

i

!

&- +

Line Ok.1

Line 04.2

04.1,2 Centrelines

H

Line 04.1

I.–l

04.1.3 Lines of,symmetry +

CT

Line OL.1

04.1.4 Framing of enlarged delails .—. —.—. —,—
‘1

I

~-jl

Line Ok.1

.— .—. — ._. J

04.1.5 Reference lines

d

Line 01.1

-.-.-Z:? 0’”’

04.2 Long dashed dotted wide line

04.2.1 Cutting planes (drawn with line 04.2 at
ends and changes of direction; the rest

“e

f

is drawn wilh line 04.1)
eLine 04.1

ne@~

i

e e

Line 04.1

Line 04.2 ‘

  
  

 



Table 6.7 — (Continued)

No. Line type Example of application

04.2.2 Outlines of visible parts siluated in
front of the cutting plane

Column

&

Beam

+“ “

F

-W-’ine 0“”’

l-” “ “4

line OL,2

04.3 Long dashed dotted extra-wide line

04.3.1 Secondary lines for setting out and
arbitrary reference lines

<-:–

34.3.2 Indication of lines or suriaces to which
a special requirement applies

ti_:YLine 040’

~
I

34.3.3 Boundary lines for contracts, stages,
Line 04.3

zones, elc.

~

.

Lnii!-.iu
Site plan

05.1 Long dashed double-dotted narrow
fine

05.1.1 Alternative and extreme poajlion of

{

Line 05.1
movable parts

,.—.. —.. —..
1

[

1.

w

Line OL.t

D
L-.—..—..J

05.1.2 Centroidal lines
I I Line 04.1

05.1.3 Outlines of adjacent parts

[-”l~~Line 04.I

L

i- “

Line 05.1
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Table 6.7 — (Conchufed

No. I Line typo I Examplo of application

05.2 Long dashed double-dotted wide
line

5.2.1 Outlines of hidden parts situated in
front of the cutting plane

“!’:
i

05.3 Long dashed double-dotted extra-
wide line

}5.3. 1 Reinforcing prestressed bars and
cables

T

..z”ne 0’”3

Line 01.1

07 Dotted narrow line

07.1 Outlines of parts not included in the
project ~1 ...... .......... ...<f.ine 07.1

, ,
................. ......

6.18 Types of Lines and Their Application in 6.19 Line Widths and Line Groups
Mechanical Engineering Drawings

On mechanical engineering drawings two line widths
The first part of the line number in Table 6.8 is the are normally used. The proportions between the line
numbel- of the basic type in accordance with IS 10714 widths should be 1 :2.
(Part 20).

The line groups are specified as shown in Table 6.9.
Examples of application are given in Table 6.10.
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Table 6.8 Types of Lines and Their Applications in Nlcchtinical Engineering fhdwings

(Clause 6. 18)

Line

No. Description and Application
representation

01.1 Continuous narrow line .1 imaginary lines of intersection

.2 dimension lines

.3 extension lines

.4 leader lines and reference lines

.5 hatching

.6 outlines of revolved sections

.7 shorl centre lines

.8 root of screw threads

.9 dimension line terminations

.10 diagonals for the indication of flat surfaces

.11 bending lines on blanks and processed parts

.12 framing of details

.13 indication of repetitive details

.14 interpretation lines of tapered features

.15 location of laminations

.16 projection lines

.17 grid lines

Continuous narrow .18
freehand line

preferably manually represented termination of
patiial or interrupted views, cuts and sections, if the

~ limit is not a line of symmetry or a centre Iinea

,

‘1[ is recommended to use only one type of line on one drawing.
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m. .,.., -.. .
1 aDle 0.5 — (Concluded)

Lirm

No. Description and
representation

Application

Continuous narrow line
with zigzags

)1.1 .19 preferably mechanically represented termination of
partial or interrupted views, cuts and sections, if the
limit is not a line of symmetry or a centre IineaA 1

)1.2 Continuous wide line .1 visible edges

.2 visible outlines

.3 crests of screw threads

.4 limit of length of full depth thread

.5 main representations in diagrams, maps, flow
chads

.6 system lines (structural metal enaineerina)

.7 partirm lines of moulds in views

.8 lines of cuts and section arrows

.1 hidden edges)2.1 Dashed narrow line

——— ——— . .2 hidden outlines

)2.2 Dashed wide line

.—— —

.1 indication of permissible areas of surface treatment

)4.1 Long-dashed dotted

narrow line

.1 centre lines

.2 lines of symmehy

.3 pitch circle of gears

.4 Ditch circle of holes

—.—. — .—

Long-dashed dotted
wide line

)4.2 ,1 indication of (limited) required areas of surface

treatment, e.~. heat treatment

.2 indication of cutting planes—.—

)5.1 Long-dashed double-

dotted narrow line

—.. — ..—

.1 outlines of adjacent parts

.2 extreme Dositions of movable Darts

.3 centroidal lines

.4 initial outlines rxior to formina,---”

,5 parts situated in front of a cutting plane

.6 outlines of alternative executions

.7 outlines of the finished pari within blanks

,8 framing of particular fields/areas

.9 projected tolerance zone

a It is recommended to use only one type of line on one drawing. I
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Table 6.9 Line Groups
(C/ause 6.19)

All dimensionsin millimetres.

Lhe L]ne Widths for
Group Lhe No.

f’
A

-1
01.2-02 .2-04.2 01.1 -02.1-04.1-05.1

0.25 0.25 0.13
0.35 0.35 0.18
0.5 ‘) 0.5 0.25

0.7 ‘) 0.7 0.35
1 1 0.5
1.4 1.4 0.7
2 2 1

1‘Preferred line groups.

SP 46:2003

The widths and groups of lines should be chosen
according to the type, size and scale of the drawing and
according to the requirements for microcopying and/or
other methods of reproduction.

6.20 Examples of Application for Mechanical
Engineering Drawings

Table 6.10 gives examples of the application for
mechanical engineering drawings of the different
types of lines indicating the reference number given in
Table 6.8. The figures are shown in first angle
projection. It is understood that first angle projection
could be used as well.

Table 6.10 Examples of Application for Mechanical Engineering Drawings
(Clauses 6.18 and 6.20)
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Table 6.10 — (Continued)

No. Lbe Type andExample of Application

01.1.5 Hatching

a 01.1

01.1.6 Outlines of revolved sections

&

01.1

01.1.7 Short centre lines

=11

01.1.8 Root of screw threads
01.1 01.1

@_#]& ~~

01.1.9 Dimension line termination

01.1

1

01.1.10 Diagonals for the indication 01flat surfaces

a’ &

  
  

 



Table 6.10 — (Continued)
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Table 6.10 — (Continued)

No.

21.1.16

11.1.17

11.1.18

31.1.19

D1.2

21.2.1

01.2.2

Line Type and Example of Application

‘rojeclion lines

01.1

;rid lines

01.1

&

Continuous narrow freehand lines

>ontinuous narrow lines with zigzags

;ontinuous wide line

Jisible edges

@

T’1.1
II

01.2

Visible outlines

01.2

I
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Table 6.10 — (coniinue@

,
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Table 6.10 — (Continued)
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Table 6.10 — (Continued)

No. Line Type and Example of Application

14.1 Long-dashed dotted narrow line

14.1.1 Centre lines
.,

---1
A3

)4.1.2 Lines of symmetry

*

“+” : “+” :“

14.1.3 Pitch circles of gears

04.1

e

34.14 Pitch circles of holes

@

/ ‘%. 0,.,

k+
. . .

QJ

M.2 Long-dashed dotted wide line

)4.2.1 Indication of limited areas (heat treatment, measuring area)

04.2

—.

.—. — ___ _.

: - C-,- 04.2
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Table 6.10 — (Continued)

No. I Line Type and Example of Application
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Table 6.10 — (Conchded)

No,

35.1.5

35.1.6

05.1.7

05.1.8

05.1.9

Line Type and Example of Application

Parts situated in frool of a cutting plane

0r.’,

-1
%

“\,

\,
05,1

..:

Outlines of alternative executions

05.1

Outlines of the finished part within blanks
05.1

/

Framings of particular fields/areas
05,1

Projected tolerance zone
0s.1 1

1 K
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SECTION 7 LEITERING
[Based on IS 9609 (Part O):2001/1S03098-0 : 1997]

7.1 Scope

This section specifies the general requirements for
lettering, in accordance with all other parts of this
International Standard, to be used in technical product
documentation (in particular on technical drawings).

It includes basic conventions as well as rules for the
tipplication of lettering using the following techniques:

a) free-hand lettering (by means of an underlaid
‘grid’);

b) templates (seeIWISO9178) and manual letter-
ing instruments;

c) dry transfer systems;
d) numerically controlled lettering and draught-

ing systems.

7.2 Definitions

For the purposes of
definitions shall apply.

7.2.1 Central Line

Imaginary line in the

this section, the following

middle of each line or line
element which is a constitutive part of a graphic
character set.

NOIES

1 Lines may be drawn by means of tubular teehnical pens
conlo!-ming with 1S0 9175-1 and 1S0 9175-2,

2 The central line is the basic datum for the design of tools for
lettering, for example, engraving tools for templates, program-
med for Ietteri ng generators.

7.2.2 Graphic Character Set

Finite set of different graphic characters in a fixed type
of lettering, including letters of a certain alphabet,
numerals, diacritical marks, punctuation marks and
additional graphical symbols, that is, considered
complete for a given purpose (see also 1S0 2382-4).

7.2.3 [lettering

a)

b)

c)

Procedure of writing graphic characters taken
from a graphic character set on a (technical)
drawing carrier (in addition to the graphical
representation).
The whole of the non-graphical information on
a (technical) drawing carrier (text, instructions,
dimensions, etc).
The whole of the graphic characters of a
graphic character set which can be used for

transferring non-graphical information onto a
(technical) drawing carrier.

7.3 General Requirements

The basic characteristics required of lettering are given
in 7.3.1 to 7.3.3.

7.3.1 Legibility, which shall be maintained by a space
between characters of twice the line width used for
lettering.

This spacing may be reduced to one line width for a
better visual effect with combinations of particular
characters, for example, LA, TV or Tr.

7.3.2 Suitability for the generally used copying
processes (diazo copying, microfilming, telefax, etc).

7.3.3 Suitability for numerically controlled draught-
ing systems.

7.4 Dimensions

7.4.1 Nominal Size

The nominal size of lettering is defined by the height
(h) of the outline contour of the upper-case (capital)
letters (see Fig. 7.1 and Tables 7.1 and 7.2).

The dimensions shown in Fig. 7.1 to 7.3 as applied to
the Latin (L) alphabet shall also be applied to the
Cyrillic (C) and Greek (G) alphabets.

7.4.2 Location of Central Lines

The nominal size (h) and the spacing between
characters (a) shall be taken as the basis for defining
the central line (see Fig. 7.4 and 7.5). For other
dimensions see Tables 7.1 and 7.2.

hl=h–d

at=a+d

When CAD lettering is used [see IS 9609 (Part 6)], the
same sizes are required as for other techniques.

7.4.3 Range of Nomitud Sizes

The range of nominal sizes is specified as follows:

1.8 mm; 2.5 mm; 3S mm; 5 mm; 7 mm;
10 mm; 14 mm; 20 mm

The multiple of W in the range of heights for lettering
is derived from the standardized progression of dimen-
sions for paper sizes (see 1S0 216).
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FIG. 7.1

FIG. 7.2 FIG. 7.3

BEEEH

I qasellne

FIG. 7.4

Baseline

I-4al

FIG. 7.5
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The line widths shall be in accordance with IS 10714
(Part 20) and the same line width shall be used for both
LIpper-case and lower-case letters.

7.4.4 Lettering Angle

The lettering may be vertical (upright) (see Fig. 7.1 to
7.5), or inclined (sloped) to the right at 75° from the
horizontal (see Fig. 7.6).

7.4.5 Types of Lettering

The types of lettering are as follows:

— Lettering type A,

t

Dimensions
vertical (V) specified in

— Letteling type A, Table 7.1
sloped (S)

— Lettering type B,
vertical (V)
(preferred
application)

— Lettering type B,
sloped (S)

— Lettering type CA,
vertical (V)

1
— Lettering type CA,

sloped (S)
— Lettering type CB,

vertical (V)
(preferred
application)

— Lettering type CB,
sloped (S)

Dimensions
specified
in Table 7.2

See IS 9609 (Part 6)
(for application
of numerically
controlled
draughting
via CAD)

llnation Mope]

FIG. 7.6

Table 7.1 Dimensioning of Lettering Type A
(Clauses 7.4.1,7 .4.2,7.4.4 and 7.4.5)

All Dimensionsin mi!iimetres.

Characteristic Multiple ofh Dimensions

Lettering height h (14/14) h 1.8 2.5 3.5 5 7 10 14 20

Height of lower-case letters CL (10/14) h 1.3 1.8 2.5 3.5 5 7 10 14
(x-height)

Tail of lower-case letters C2 (4/14) h 0.52 0.72 1 1.4 2 2.8 4 5.6

Stem of lower-case letters C3 (4/14) h 0.52 0.72 I 1.4 2 2.8 4 5.6

Area of diacritical marks f (5/14) h 0.65 0.9 1.25 1.75 2.5 3.5 5 7
(upper-case letters)

Spacing between characters a (2/14) h 0.26 0.36 0.5 0.7 1 1.4 2 2.8

‘~:s:;:.ring between
b] (25/14) h 3.25 4.5 6.25 8.75 12.5 17.5 25 35

M$’;”’:ring between h (21/14)lr 2.73 3.78 5.25 7.35 10.5 ~ 14.7 21 29.4

Minim:m:~ing between b? (17/14)h 2.21 3.06 4.25 5.95 8.5 11.9 17 23.8

Spacing between words c (6/14) h 0.78 1.08 1.5 2.1 3 4.2 6 8.4

Line width d (1/14) h 0.134) O.184) 0.25 0.354) 0.5 0.74J 1 , .44)

~~Lettering style: Upper-caseand lower-caseletterswith diacritical marks (see Fig. 7. 1).
Lettering style: Upper-case and lower-case letters without diacritical marks (see Fig. 7.2).

3’ Lettering style: Upper-case letters only (SW Fig. 7.3).
4, Rounded “aIueS: The values of the dimensions CI through e are calculated from the rounded values of d.
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Table 7.2 Dimensioning of Lettering Type B
(Clauses 7.4.1,7 .4.2,7.4.4 and 7.4.5)

All dimensionsin millimetres.

Characteristic Multiple of h Dimensions

Lettering height h (10/10)h 1.8 2.5 3.5 5 7 10 14 20

lHeigh[ of lower-case letters Cl (7/10)/s 1.26 1.75 2.54) 3.5 54) 7 104J 14
(i--height)

Tail of lower-case letters C2 (3/10) h 0.54 0.75 1.05 1.5 2.1 3 4.2 6

Stem of lower-case letters C3 (3/10) h “ 0.54 0.75 1.05 1.5 2.1 3 4.2 6

Area of diacritical marks f (4/lo)lr 0.72 1 1.4 2 2.8 4 5.6 8
(upper-case letters)

Spacing between characters a (2/10) h 0.36 0.5 0.7 1 1.4 2 2,8 4

Minimum spacing between b] (19/10)h 3.42 4.75
baselines’)

6.65 9.5 13.3 19 26.6 38

Minimum spacing between
base, ine52)

62 (15110)h 2.7 3.75 5.25 7.5 10.5 15 21 30

Minilmutn s acing between
3P

bl (13/10)h 2.34 3.25 4,55 6.5 9.1 13 18.2 26
Imsellncs

Spacing between words e (6/10) h 1.08 1.5 2.1 3 4.2 6 8.4 12

Linewidth d (lllO)h 0.18 0.25 0.35 0.5 0.7 1 1.4 2

1] Lettering style: Upper-case and lower-case letters with diacritical marks (see Fig. 7. 1).
2} Lettering style: Upper-case and lower-case letters without diacritical marks (see Fig. 7 .2).

3) Lettering style: Upper-case letters only (see Fig. 7.3).
4) Rounded values.

7.4.6 Underlined and Overlined Texts or Text Fields

When a text or text field has to be underlined or
overlined, it is recommended to interrupt the
underlining or overlining line at all places where a
lower-case letter has a tail (for example, Fig. 7.7) or
where an upper-case or lower-case letter has a
diacritical mark (for example, cedilla, tilde, umlaut;
see Fig. 7.8). If this is not feasible, the space between
baselines shall be extended.

7.5 Designation

7.5.1 The designation of lettering types A and B shall
comprise the following elements in the given order:

a) ‘‘Lettering”;
b) “IS 9609”;
c) The type of lettering (“A” or “B”);
d) The inclination of lettering (’ ‘V” or ‘<S”);

e) Thekindofalphabet (“L”, “G” or “C’’ );and
f,) The nominal size of the lettering, in mm.

Examples

A graphic character set of lettering Type B, vertical,
Latin alphabet, of nominal size 5 mm, shall be desig-
nated as follows:

Lettering IS 9609- BVL -5

A graphic character set of lettering Type A, sloped,
Greek alphabet, of nominal size 3.5 mm, shall be
designated as follows:

Lettering IS 9609- ASG -3.5

A graphic character set of lettering Type B, sloped,
Cyrillic alphabet, of nominal size 1.8 mm, shall be
designated as foIlows:

Lettering IS 9609- BSC -1.8

liiii~

FIG. 7.7
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FIG. 7.8

7.5.2 The designation of lettering Types CA and CB Examples
shall comprise the following elements in the given

A graphic character setofle(tering Type CB, in tabular
order:

e)
f)

E)

‘‘Lettering”;
‘[s 96091:

[’he [ype 01 lettering (“CA” or “CB”);
The spacing orrangernent [tabular (T) or
proportional (P)];
The inclination of lettering (“V” or ‘‘S”);
Thekindofalphabet (’’L”, “G” or’’C’’); and
The nominal size of the lettering, in mm.

spacing arrangement, sloped, ‘Lat~n alphabet, of
nominal size 2.5 mm, shall be designated as follows:

Lettering IS 9609- CB TSL -2.5

A graphic character set of lettering Type CA, in
proportional spacing arrangement, vertical, Greek
alphabet, of nominal size 3.5 mm, shall be designated
as follows:

Lettering IS 9609 -CA PVG -3.5
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SECTION 8A PROJECTION METHODS — SYNOPSIS
[Based on IS 15021 (Part 1) : 2001/lSO 5456-1: 1996]

8A. 1 Scope

This section gives the various types of projection
methods as well as their geometric relationships.

8A.2 Definitions

8A.2.I Pictorial Representation

Parallel or central projection on a single projection
plane giving a three-dimensional image of an object.

8A.2.2 True View

View of the features of an object that lie on a plane
parallel to the projection plane; geometrically similar
to the corresponding features of the object.

8A.2.3 Exploded View

Drawing of an assembly in pictorial representation in
which all the components are drawn to the same scale
and correctly orientated relative to each other, but are
separated from each other in their correct sequence
along common axes.

NOTE —This term should not be confused with representations
where a covering layer is removed in order tosbow inner portions
like [hnse presented in section (cut-away view).

8A.2.4 Principal View

View of an object showing the important features,
which may be chosen from the point of view of design,
assembly, sales, service or maintenance.

8A.3 Survey of Projection Methods

Projection methods are defined by:

— the type of projectors, which may be either
parallel or convergent;

— the position of the projection plane in relation to
the projectors, either orthogonal or oblique;

— the position of the object (its main features),
which may be either parallel/orthogonal or
oblique to the projection plane

A survey of the various possibilities and their relation-
ships is given in Table 8A. 1.

8A.4 Geometrical Orientation

Geometrical orientation in space is given by
coordinate axes and coordinate planes in accordance
with the arrangement given by the right-hand rule.

8A.4.I Coordinate Axes

Coordinate axes are imaginary lines in space which
intersect at right angles to each other at the origin.

There are three coordinate axes: X, Y and Z (see
Fig. 8A. 1), to be designated by capital letters.

8A.4.2 Coordinate Planes

Three imaginary planes in space which intersect each
other at right angles. Each of the three coordinate
planes is defined by two coordinate axes and includes
the origin. They are designated by capital letters XY,
YZ and XZ (see Fig. 8A.2).

NOTE — Coordinate planes and projection planes are not
always the same, therefore, if necessary, appropriate indication
(designation) should be shown on tbe drawing.

8A.5 Invariable

Depending on the projection method chosen, certain
features of the object are represented in true view as
follows.

z

‘x

x“

w~~na’eaxisx
FIG. 8A. I
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-- Coordinate plane )(2

\ /“”k ~ coordinate ptane YZ

Coordinate plane XY L

FIG. 8A.2

8A.5.1 The central projection invariable is : — the size of angles, length of lines and all plane

— the size of angles in planes which are parallel to
figures in planes parallel to the projection plane.

the projection plane; therefore the projection 8A.5.3 Orthogonal projection invariable are:
plane figures lying in planes parallel to the
projection plane are similar. — the parallelism of lines, unless they are parallel

to the projection lines;
8A.5.2 Oblique projection invariable am: — the divisional ratio of lines;

— the parallelism of lines, unless they are parallel
— the size of angles, length of lines and all plane

figures in planes parallel to the projection plane;
to the projection lines;

— the divisional ratio of lines;
— right angles, if one side of the right angle in the

object is parallel to the projection plane,

Table 8A.1 Projection Systems
(Clrzu.re 8A.3)

Projection Centre Position of Main Features of Number of Type of View Type of Projection
Projection Plane the Object in Projection Planes

to Projectors Relation to
Projection Plane

Infinite (parallel Orthogonal Parallel/Orthogonal One or more Two-dimensional Orthogonal
projectors) [1S 15021 (Part 2)]

Oblique One Three-dimensional Axonometric

Oblique Parallel/Orthogonal One Three,-dimensional
[1S 15021 (Part3)l

Oblique One Three-dimensional
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SECTION 8B PROJECTION METHODS — ORTHOGRAPHIC
REPRESENTATIONS

[Based on IS 15021 (Part 2): 2001/1S0 5456-2: 1996]

8B.1 Scope

This section specifies basic rules for the application of
orthographic representation to all types of technical
drawings.

8B.2 General Principles

8B.2. 1 General

(lithographic representation is obtained by means of
parallel orthogonal projections and results in flat,
two-dimensional views systematically positioned
relative to each other. To show an object completely,
the six views in the directions a, b, c, d, e and~may be
necessary, in order of priority (see Fig. 8B. 1 and
Table 8B. 1).

Ib

i

Ie
FIG. 8B.1

8B.2.2 Designation of Views

See Table 8B. 1.

Table 8B.1 Designation of Views
(Clauses 8B.2.1 and 8B.2.2)

Direction of observation
View in View from

Direction
a the front
b above

the left
: the right
e below

f the rear

Designation
of View

A
B(E)’)

c
D
.E
F

‘) See 8B.3.4.

The most informative view of the object to be
represented is normally chosen as the principal view
(front view). This is view A according to the direction
of viewing a (see Fig. 8.1 and Table 8.1), generally
showing the object in the functioning or manufacturing
or mounting position. The position of other views
relative to the principal view in the drawing depends
on the projection method chosen (first angle, third
angle, reference arrows). In practice, not all six views
(A to Fj are needed. When views (cuts or sections)
other than the principal view are necessary, these shall
be selected in order to:

— limit the number of views, cuts and sections to
the minimum necessary and sufficient to fully
represent the object without ambiguity;

— avoid unnecessary repetition of detail.

8B.3 Methods of Representation

8B.3.1 First Angle Projection

The first angle projection method is an orthographic
representation in which the object to be represented
(see Fig. 8B. 1) appears between the observer and the
coordinate planes on which the object is orthogonal] y
projected (see Fig. 8B.2).

The positions of the various views relative to the
principal (front) view A are determined by rotating
their projection planes around lines coinciding with or
parallel to the coordinate axes on the coordinate plane
(drawing surface) on which the front view A is

projected (see Fig. 8B.2).

Therefore, in the drawing, with reference to the prin-
cipal view A, the other views are arranged as follows
(see Fig. 8B.3):

—View B: The view from above is placed
underneath;

— View ,!2 The view from below is placed above;
— View C: The view from left is placed on the

right;
— View D: The view from the right is placed on the

left;
— View 1? The view from the rear is placed on the

right or on the left, as convenient.

The identifying graphical symbol of this method is
shown in Fig, 8B.4.
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Orawlng

z

/’

FIG. 8B.2

\y

51B

FIG. 8B.3

C@—...—....
FIG. 8B.4

8B.3.2 Third Angle Projection

The third angle projection method is an orthographic
-.

right:

the coordinate planes on which the object is
orthogonally projected (see Fig. 8B.5). On each
projection plane, the object is represented as if seen
orthogonally from infinite distance with transparent
projection planes.

The position of the various views relative to the prin-
cipal (front) view A are determined by rotating their
projection planes around lines coinciding with or
parallel to the coordinate axes on the coordinate plane
(drawing surface) on which the front view A is
projected (see Fig. 8B.5).

Therefore, in the drawing, with reference to the prin-
cipal view A, the other views are arranged as follows
(see Fig. 8B.6):

— View B: The view from above is placed above;
—View E: The view from below is placed

underneath;
— View C The view from left is placed on the left;
— View D: The view from the right is placed on the

representation in which the object to be represented — V~ew R The view from the rear may be placed
(see Fig. 8B. 1), as seen by the observer, appears behind on the left or on the right, as convenient.
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FIG.-8B.6

The identifying graphical symbol of
shown in Fig. 8B.7.

WI.. . ,_
FIG. 8B.7

Qo

FIG. 8B.5

8B.3.3 Reference Arrows Luyout

SP 46:2003

In those cases where it is advantageous to position the
views not according to the strict pattern of the first or
the third angle projection method, the use of the
reference arrows method permits the various views to
be freely positioned.

With the exception of the principal view, each view
shall be identified by a letter in accordance with
Fig. 8B. 1. A lower-case letter indicates in the principal
view the direction of observation of the other views,
which are identified by the corresponding capital letter
placed immediately above the view and on the left.

this method is
The identified views may be located irrespective of the

principal view (see Fig. 8B.8). Whatever the direction
of observation, the capital letters [see IS 9609 (Part 1)]
identifying the views shall always be positioned to be
read from the normal direction of viewing of the
drawing.

No graphical symbol for the indication of this method
is needed on the drawing.
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Ib

c u-d

Ie
D

.a

-a-

t

FIG.

8B.3.4 Mirrored Orthographic Representation

Mirrored orthographic representation) is an
orthographic representation in which the object to be
represented (see Fig. 8B.1) is a reproduction of the
image in a mirror (face up) which is positioned parallel
to the horizontal planes of this object (see Fig. 8B.9).

The view resulting from a mirrored orthographic rep
resentation may be indicated by using the capital letter
for the designation of views (that is ‘E’, see 8B.2.2).

pJ b

r
Mirror (?ace)

c1(E) ~
----- J

FIG. 8B.9

The identifying graphical symbol of this method is
shown in Fig. 8B.1O.

FIG. 8B. 10
I~This method is preferably usedin constructiondrawings.

Mb
c F

DH

.

-----

-----

8B.8

8B.3.5 Layout of Views Using Reference Arrows

In those cases where it is an advantage to position the
views not according to the strict pattern of the first or
the third angle projection methods, the use of reference
arrows permits the various views to be freely
positioned.

With the exception of the principal view, each view
shall be identified by a capital letter which is repeated
near the arrow needed to indicate the direction of
viewing for the relevant view.

The designated views may be located irrespective of
the principal view. The capital letters identifying the
referenced views shall be placed either immediately
below or above the relevant views. In any one drawing,
the references shall be placed in the same way. No
other indication is necessary (see Fig. 8B. 11).

8B.3.6 Indication ofklethod

Where one of the methods specified earlier is being
used, the said method must be indicated on the drawing
by means of its distinguishing symbol as shown in
Fig. 8B.4 or Fig. 8B.7.

The symbol shall be placed in a space provided for the
purpose in the title block of the drawing.

For the layout of views using reference arrows
specified in 8B.3.5, no distinguishing symbol is re-
quired.

8B.3.7 Choice of Views

8B.3.7.1 The most informative view of an object shall
be used as the front or principal view. Generally, this
view shows the part in the functioning position. Parts
which can be used in any position should preferably
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be drawn in the main position of manufacturing or
mounting.

8B.3.7.2 When other views (including sections) are
needed, these shall be selected according to the follow-
ing principles:

— LOlimit the number of views and sections to the
minimum necessary and sufficient to fully
delineate the object without ambiguity,

— to avoid the need for hidden outlines and edges,
and

— to avoid unnecessary repetition of detail.

8B.3.8 Special Views

8B.3.8.1 If a direction of viewing different from those
shown in 8B.2.2 is necessary, or if a view cannot be
plwed in its correct position using the methods shown
i n 8B.3. 1 and 8B.3.2, reference arrows as indicated in
8B.3.5 shall be used for the relevant view (see Fig.
8B.12 and 8B.13).

SP 46:2003

8B.3.8.2 Whatever the direction of viewing, the capi-
tal letters referencing the views shall always be posi-
tioned normal to the direction of reading.

8B.3.9 Partial Views

Partial views may be used where complete views
would not improve the information to be given. The
partial view shall be cut off by a continuous narrow
freehand line (01.1. 18) or continuous narrow lines
with zigzags (01.1.19) (see Fig. 8B. 12).

8B.3.1O Local Views

8B.3.1O.1 Provided that the presentation is
unambiguous, it is permitted to give a local view
instead of a complete view for symmetrical items. The
local view should be drawn in third angle projection,
regardless of the arrangement used for the general
execution of the drawing.

t
B

A B

FIG. 8B. 11

FIG. 8B.12
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8B.3.1O.2 Local views shall be drawn with con- the principal view by a centre line (04.1.2). Examples
tinuous wide lines (01.1. 1), and shall be connected to of local views are shown in Fig. 10.27 to 10.30.

A

I A-
r –+3

El@..

FIG. 8B.13
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SECTION 8C PROJECTION METHODS — AXONOMETRIC
REPRESENTATIONS

[Based on IS 15021 (Part3):2001/[S05456-3: 1996]

8C.1 Scope

This section specifies basic rules for the application of
the recommended axonometric representations for all
types of technical drawings.

8C.2 General

The general principles of presentation given in Section
8B shall be followed.

8C.2.1 Position of the Coordinate System

The position of the coordinate axes shall be chosen, by
convention, so that one of the coordinate axes (the
Z-axis) is vertical.

8C.2.2 Position of the Object

The object to be represented is located with its
principal faces, axes and edges parallel to the
coordinate planes. The object shall be orientated to
show the principal view and the other views that would

preferably be chosen when representing the same
object in orthogonal projections.

8C.2.3 Axes of Symmetry

Axes and truces of planes of symmetry of the object
shall not be drawn unless necessary.

8C.2.4 Hidden Contours and Edges

Hidden contours and edges should preferably be
omitted.

8C.2.5 Hatching

Hatching to indicate a cut or section shall be drawn
preferably at an angle of 45° with respect to axes and
contours of the cut or section (see Fig. 8C. 1).

FIG. 8C.I

Hatching to indicate planes parallel to the coordinate
planes shall be drawn parallel to the projected coor-
dinate axis, as shown in Fig. 8C.2.

z’

I

x’

Y“

FIG. 8C.2

8C.2.6 Dimensioning

Dimensioning of axonometric representations is
normally avoided. If, for special reasons,
dimensionirw is considered necessary, the same rules
given for Orthogonal projections (Sections = ‘ 4”
shall be used (see Fig. 8C.6 and 8C. 12).

8C.3 Recommended Axonometries

Recommended axonometries for technical
are:

I ana IZ)

drawings

— isometric axonometry (see 8C.3.l);
— dimetric axonometry (see 8C.3.2); and
— oblique axonometry (see 8C.3.3).

Coordinate axes X, Y and Z are to be indicated by
upper case letters. If other items (for example, dimen-
sions) have to be indicated in a table or drawing,
lower-case letters x, y and z shall be used for better
differentiation.

8C.3.1 Isometric Axonometry

The isometric axonometry is the orthogonal
axonometry in which the projection plane forms three
equal angles with the three coordinate axes X, Y and
‘Z1).

Three unit length segments UX,UYand Uzon the three
coordinate axes X, Yand Z, are respectively projected

ijThisgivesa represenmtion identical to thatobtainedbyosthogond
projectionof the principalview of a right hexahedronwith all its
facesequallyinclinedto theprojectionplane.
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orthogonally on the projection plane in three equal
segments UX,,UY,and UZ,on the projected X’, Y‘ and Z’
axes whose lengths are:

UX, = q =Uz, = (2/3)1’2 = 0.816

The projection X’, Y’ and Z’ of the three coordinate
axes X, Y and Z on the projection plane (drawing
surface) is shown in Fig. 8C.3.

z’

,F”=L
Y’

Length of the ellipse axes:

FIG. 8C.4
FIG. 8C.3

In drawing practice, the projected unit length segments
on the X’, Y’ and Z’ axes are taken as
[(1 = ~~j- = u,, = 1, which corresponds to a graphic

I-epresentation of the object enlarged by a factor
(3/2)i’2 = 1.225,

The isometric axonometry of a right hexahedron
with circles inscribed on its faces is represented in
Fig. 8C.4.

The isometric axonometry gives the same visual im-
portance to all three faces of the right hexahedron, and
is therefore convenient to draw on an equilateral-tri-
iit~gle grid (see Fig. 8C.5),

An example of dimensioning for isometric
axonometry is given in Fig. 8C,6.

8C.3.2 Dimetric Axonometry

Dimetric axonometry is used when a view of the object
to be represented is of main importance. The
projection of the three coordinate axes is given in
Fig. 8C.7. The ratio of the three scales is uX~: UYJ: uz~

=1/2:1:1.

The dimetric axonometry of a right hexahedron with
circles inscribed in its faces is given in Fig. 8C.8.

8C.3.3 Oblique Axonometty

In oblique axonometry, the projection plane is parallel
to one coordinate plane and to the main face of the
object to be represented, whose projection remains in
the same scale. Two of the projected coordinate axes
are orthogonal. The direction of the third projected

FIG. 8C.5
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z’

FIG. 8C.7

a:b:c= 1:1:1/2
a=7e

/9= 42”

FIG. 8C.6

coordinate axis and its scale are arbitrary. Several
types of oblique axonometry are used, because of their
ease of drawing.

8C.3.3.1 Cavalier axonometry

In this type of oblique axonometry, the projection

plane is normally vertical and the projection of the
third coordinate axis is chosen by convention at 45° to
the remaining projected orthogonal axes; the scales on
the three projected axes are identical: UX,= UY,= UZ,
= 1 (see Fig. 8C.9).

z’

Y
‘$

uf

Y’

FIG. 8C.9

The four possible cavalier axonometries of a right
hexahedron are shown in Fig. 8C.1O.

FIG. 8C.8
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Cavalier axonometry is very simple to draw and makes
i[ possible to dimension the drawing, but heavily
distorts the proportions along the third coordinate axis.

Ti2H5i7
#la

An example of dimensioning is given

k

+K

in Fig. 8C. 12.

32

FIG. 8C. 10

8C.3.3.2 Cabinet axonometry

Cabinet axonometry is similar to cavalier axonometry,
except that on the third projected axis the scale is
reduced by a factor of two. This provides a better
proportion to the drawing.

A cabinet axonometric representation of a right
hexahedron with circles inscribed in its faces is shown
ill Fig. 8C.11.

-fl---

al= bl=s

Length of the ellipse axes:

az = 1.06s

Lq = 0.33s

FIG. 8C. 12

8C.3.3.3 Planometric axonometry

In planometric axonometry, the projection plane is
parallel to the horizontal coordinate plane. Projections
using angles (CL= 0°,90° or 180° should be avoided so
that all necessary information can be presented (see
Fig. 8C.13).

8C.3.3.3.1 Normal planometric projection

Possible projections of coordinate axes whose scales
can be chosen in the ratio 1 : 1 : 1 are shown in
Fig. 8C.14.

A right hexahedron with its dimensioning is given in
Fig.8C.15.

This type of oblique axonometry is particularly suited
for town planning drawings.

8C.3.3.3.2 Shortened planometric projection

Possible projections of the coordinate axes whose

scales can be chosen in the ratio 1 : 1 : 2/3 are shown
in Fig. 8C. 14.

A right hexahedron with its dimensioning is given in
Fig. 8C. 16.

FIG. 8C. 1I
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FIG. 8C. 13
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SECTION 8D PROJECTION METHODS — CENTRAL
[Based on IS 15021 (Part 4):2001 /1S05456-4 : 1996]

8D.1 Scope

This section specifies basic rules for the development
and application of central projection in technical
drawings.

8D.2 Definitions

8D.2. 1 Alignment Line

Line parallel to a given line passing through the
projection centre, Its intersection with the projection
plane gives the vanishing point of all lines parallel to
the given line.

8D.2.2 Height of Projection

Vertical distance of the projection centre from the
basic plane.

8D.2.3 Horizontal Distance

Distance between the projection centre and the
projection plane.

8D.2.4 Projection Angle

Angle formed by the projection plane and the horizon
plane.

8D.2.5 Scale Point

Vanishing point of the horizontal direction orthogonal
(o that bisecting the angle formed by the horizon line
and the alignment line of the given horizontal line, and
allowing the true length of the projection of the given
line to be determined.

8D.2.6 Station of Observation

Orthogonal projection of the projection centre onto the
basic plane.

8D.3 Symbols

Letter symbols for terms used in central projection are
given in Table 8D. 1 and illustrated in Fig. 8,D.1 and
8D.2, as well as in the figures mentioned in Table 8D. 1.

8D,4 Central Projection Methods

The mode of the central projection depends on the
position of the object to be represented with respect to
(he projection plane.

For possible positions and applicable projection
methods, see 8D.4.1 to 8D.4.4,

PROJECTION

Table 8D.1 Letter Symbols
(Clause 8D.3)

Clause Term Letter Figure
Nfi Symbol

Projection plane
1)

T 8D. 1
Basic plane

i)
G 8D. 1

Basic line x 8D.1
~)D.2.4 Projectionangle P 8D.5

Horizon plane
1)

HT 8D.1
Horizon line h 8D. 1

?)D.2.1 Alignment line w 8D.4
Main point

1)
c 8D.1

Vanishing point
1)

v 8D.4
Mainprojector

1)
pL 8D. 1

Projectioncentre o 8D.1
8D.2.2 Heightof projection H 8D. 1
~)D.2.3 Horizontal distance d 8D. 1

Vision cone
1)

K 8D.2
Circle of vision

j)
Ks 8D.3

Vision angle
1)

a 8D.2
Projector

1)
P1 8D.3

Distance point DP 8D.13
8D.2.5 Scale point IMP 8D. 14
8D.2.6 Station of observation sp 8D. I

I ll.erm,salre@ defined in 1S8930 (parr 2)

8D.4.1 One-point Method

A one-point projection method is a central projection
of an object having its principal face parallel to the
projection plane (special position). All parallel
outlines and ed es of the object which are parallel to

2the projectio plane retain their direction in this
representati~n (horizontal lines remain horizontal and
vertical lines remain vertical). All lines perpendicular
to the projection plane converge at the vanishing point,
V, coinciding with the main point, C (see Fig. 8D.3 and
8D.6.2.1 and 8D.6.3).

8D.4.2 Two-point Method

A two-point projection method is a central projection
of an object having its vertical outlines and edges
parallel to the projection plane (particular posifion).
All horizontal lines of a representation converge at
multiple vanishing points Vi, V2, Vq,..., on the horizon
line (see Fig. 8D.4 and 8D.6.2.2 and 8D.6.4).

8D.4.3 Three-point Method

A three-point projection method is a central projection
of an object having no outlines or edges parallel to the
projection plane (any position). If the projection plane
is inclined towards the projection centre, that is,
~ >90°, the vanishing point for vertical lines is
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situated below the horizon
8D.6.5.1 and 8D.6.5.2).

8D.4.4 Coordinate Method

Representation by the coordi
simple proportions.

SP 46:2003

ine (see Fig. 8D.5 and 8D.5 Principle

8D.5.1 Location and Position of the Projection Plane

The image size of an object can be varied by parallel

late method is based on shifting of the projection plane. If the object is placed
in front of the projection plane, the representation will
be enlarged. The object behind the projection plane

The coordinates, related to the main projector of all will result in a smaller image. Figure- 8D.7 shows the

relevant points of the object to be represented, are change in image size depending on the position of the

taken by the graphic method from the basic plane and object with respect to the projection plane.

elevation. From these point coordinates, the image
Figure 8D.8 shows the change in image size depending

coordinates me obtained by a calculation method and
on the method of representation with vertical or in-

cnterecl to scale. The image points are connected to
clined projection planes. ~ is the included angle be-

eacll other to provide a clear representation of the
tween the projection plane and the basic plane near the

object (see Fig. 8D.6).
projection centre.

\

FIG. 8D. 1 PROJECTIONMODEL OFTHECENTRALPROJECTION
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FIG. 8D.2 VISION CONE ANDVISION ANGLE INTHEPROJECTIONMODEL OFTHECENTRALPROJECTION

FIG. 8D.3 PROJECTIONMODEL WITHVERTICALPROJECTIONPLANE ANDAN OBJECTINA SPECIAL
POSITIONWITHRESPECTTOTHEPROJECTIONPLANE
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FIG. 8D.4 PROJECTIONMODEL WITHVERTICALPROJECTIONPLANE ANDAN OBJECTINA PARTICULAR

POSITIONWITHRESPECTTOTHEPROJECTIONPLANE

FIG. 8D.5 PROJECTIONMODEL WITHINCLINEDPROJECTIONPLANEANDAN OBJECTINANY POS1TIONWITH

RESPECTTOTHEPROJECTIONPLANE(~ > 90°)
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FIG. 8D.6 PROJECTIONMODEL WITHVERTICALPROJECTIONPLANEANDAN OBJECT[N SPECIAL
POSITION,SHOWINGTHELENGTHSUSED INTHEMATHEMATICALFORMULAFORCALCULATIONOFTHE

PERSPECTIVEIMAGE

FIG. 8D.7 LOCATIONOF PROJECTIONPLANES
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p = 90”, ~, >90”, ~2<90”

FIG. 8D.8 POSITIONOF PROJECTIONPLANES

8D.5.2 Circle of Vision and Vision Cone Heavy peripheral distortions occur on images outside

To obtain a fully instructive image of an object without the circle of vision; the image does not appear
fully instructive since length, width and height do notperipheral distortions on the projection plane, the

object must be positioned within a vision cone having match the object’s inherent proportions (see Fig.
8D.9).an aperture angle not greater than 60°.

q)

FIG. 8D.9 OBJECT,FRAMEDINA CUBE, WITHINAND OUTSIDETHECIRCLEOF VISION
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An object can be depicted nearly undistorted if the

projectors result in a bundle of rays inclined not more
than 30° with respect to the main projector. At this
aperture angle the vision cone provides only a small
distortion on the projection plane.

The Inuin projector should hit the object 10be depicted
in a part which is visually important, so that the object
is contained within the minimum vision cone.

8D.5.3 Di.srance

Different reltitive distances influence the image size

and its appearance. When the distance between the

object and the projection plane is fixed and the

projection centre and the object lie on opposite sides

of the projection plane, increasing the distance (d)

between the projection centre and the projection plane

gives enlarged and flattened represen~ations. When the
distance (d) is fixed and the object and the projection
centre lie on opposite sides of the projection plane,
increasing the distance between the object and the

projection plane gives reduced and flattened
representations.

8D.6 Principles and Methods of Depiction

8D.6.1 Piercing Method

Using the piercing method, the piercing points of

pmjeclors with the projection plane are shown by basic
plane and elevation, and may be determined either by
drawing or by calculation (see Fig. 8D. 10).

The piercing method allows even complex objects

(round shapes, helicoids, etc) to be easily represented
in central projection

8D.6.2 Trace Point — Vanishing Point Methods

With the trace point — vanishing point methods, the
outlines and edges of the object to be depicted are
imaged from basic plane and elevation.

8D.6.2.1 Trace poinf — Vanishing point Method A
(special position of the object)

In Method A, one vertical face of the object is ptirallel
to the vertical projection plane (special position of the
object with respect to the projection plane), so that the
vanishing point for those edges parallel to the projec-
tion plane is situated at infinity and the vanishing point
for those edges perpendicular to the projection plane
is the main point (see Fig. 8D. 11).

8D.6.2.2 Trace point — Vanishing point Method B
(particular position of the object)

In Method B, horizontal faces of the object are perpen-
dicular to the vertical projection plane (particular posi-
tion of the object with respect to the projection plane)
so that the lines are represented by their trace on the

projection plane and by their vanishing point (see Fig.
8D.12).

FIG. 8D. 10 PROJECHONMODEL TURNEDiNTOTHEDRAWING SURFACEWITHSIDE VIEW
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FIG. 8D.11 01

‘(
,----

)/
-------------------------n

:

x

BJECT,I+RAMEDINA CUBE (INDICATEDBY A DOUBLE-DASHEDLINE), INSPECIAL
... .-. . n-,.-——————– - LOJECTIONPLANEACCORDINGTO METHODA

FIG. 8D. 12 OBJECT,

h

v’

\

‘“———--– x ——

Vt

FRAMEDINA CUBE (INDICATEDBY A DOUBLE-DASHEDLINE), IN P
VTHRESPECTTOTHEPROJECTIONPLANEACCORDINGTO METHOD

)

v’

v

POSITION’

ARTICULAR
B

POSITION
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8D.6.3 Distance Point Method
(Special position of the object)

The distance point method gives the central projection
of an object without its basic plane, by setting up a
perspective grid. The outlines and edges are parallel or
perpendicular to the projection plane (special posi-
tion). The distance point has the same distance from
~lw ~nuin point as the projection centre from the projec-
tion plane. All horizontal lines inclined at 45° with
respect to the projection plane align to the distance
point. The vanishing point of the depth lines of the grid
is the main point (see Fig. 8D.13).

8D.6.4 Scale Point Method
(Particular position of the object)

For any vanishing point there is a corresponding scale
point. With the aid of scale points, certain dimensions
01’the object to be depicted may be transferred from
tlw basic line in the projection plane on depth lines (see
Fig. till. 14). 13y means of the basic plane, a definite
relation between the perspective representation of the
object and the object itself may be established.

8D.6.5 Trace Point Method with inclined Projection
Plane

8D.6.5.1 Inclined projection plane P <90°

Due to the inclination of the projection plane with

respect to the horizon plane, the vanishing point for the
vertical lines of the object to be depicted moves from
infinite to finite. The angle ~, that is the angle of the
inclination of the projection plane with respect to the
horizon plane, defines the position of the vanishing
point above the horizon. Vertical object lines are
represented as tilting lines, which gives an optical
distortion suggesting a tapering form (see Fig. 8D. 15).

8D.6.5.2 Inclined projection plane ~ >90°

Due to the inclination away from the projection centre,
the vanishing point for vertical lines of the object to be
depicted moves below the horizon line from infinite to
finite, so that tilting projected vertical lines provide an
optical distortion suggesting a tapering form (see
Fig. 8D.16).

8D.6.6 Coordinate Piercing Method

The coordinate piercing method is based on simple
proportions, in which each piercing point of the
projectors in the projection plane is not established by
drawing, but by calculation. This method is based on
dividing the space in four quadrants by two reference
planes, one horizontal and one vertical, each
perpendicular to the projection plane, their common
line being the main projector. The common lines of the

(’ AL.—.._...

I I I I1

I I I
[ Id I I !\ I h-*Y

tiiktdu

FIG. 8D. 13 OBJECT,FRAMEDINA CUBE(INDICATEDBY A DOUBLE-DASHEDLINE), INSPECIALPOSITION
WITHRESPECTTOTHEPROJECTIONPLANE
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v,

v’

)V2

IV’?

FIG. 8D. 14 OBJECT, FRAMEDIN A CUBE (INDICATEDBY A DOUBLE-DASHEDLINE), INPARTICULARPOSITION
w lTHRESPECTTOTHEPROJECTIONPLANE

horizontal and vertical reference planes and the
projection plane are the X and Y axes of a rectangular
Cartesian coordinate system situated in the projection
plane, the origin of which is the main point. The
projector OP of point P pierces the projection plane at
point P’ (X, Y).

The coordinates X and Y of the point P’ can be deter-
mined from the distances PA1 = BI Cl and ~1 = A~C1
of the point P from the reference planes, from the
object distance D = OCl and the distanced= ~:

X = BlCi7d/D and Y= AiC17&D

The values calculated for X and Y for all points of the
object to be represented are transfen-ed into the coor-
dinate system to obtain the representation of the object.
The dimensions needed for the calculation of BIC1,
A, Cl and D are taken from the basic plane, elevation,
side view, etc, of the object, whereby these planes may
be drawn in various scales. The representation maybe
reduced or enlarged in a similar mode by multiplying
the coordinates X and Y by the scale factor (see Fig.
8D.17).

NOTE — ~1 is positive(negative)when BI k on right (left)
side of the main projector; ~1 is positive (negative) when AI
is above(below)the mainprojector.

8D.7 Development of a Central Projection

By turning the basic plane into the projection plane
(see Fig. 8D.1), it is possible to present the
representation of the basic plane on the drawing
surface and subsequently to create the complete
representation of the dimensions taken from the
elevation.

There are two different ways to turn the basic
plane.

8D.7.1 Turning the Basic Plane Downwards

The station of observation, (Sp), is placed at the
distance d from C’, below the basic line (X). The
representation is above, and the basic plane is below
the basic line; they do n~t cover each other. This
arrangement is called regular arrangement and gives
the best survey, but requires considerable space on the
drawing surface (see Fig. 8D. 18).
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8D.7.2 Turning the Projection Plane Downwards 8D.8 Examples of Comparison of Different
Depiction Methods -The basic line becomes the axis of symmetry. This

frequently-used arrangement saves ‘space in the Figures 8D.20,8D.21 and 8D.22 illustrate some of the
drawing surface and is called economy arrangement different depiction methods described in 8D.6.
(see Fig. 8D. 19).

Sp

T

(

D—

—

FIG. 8D. 15 OBJECT, FRAMED IN A CUBE (INDICATED BY A DOUBLE-DASHED LINE), IN FRONT OF A

PROJECTION PLANE INCLINED TOWARDS THE PROJECTION CENTRE
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—

FIG. 8D. 16 OBJECT, FRAMEDIN A CUBE (INDICATEDBYA DOUBLE-DASHEDLINE), IN FRONTOFA

PROJECTIONPLANEINCLINEDAWAY FROMTHEPROJECTIONCENTRE
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Y

P’ (x, Y)------- -------------

/’

FIG. 8D. 17 COORDINATEPIERCINGMETHOD

7—--x

I I--F%

Sp

FIG. 8D. 18 REGULAR ARRANGEMENT(THE REPRESENTATIONIS PLACEDABOVE THE BASIC LINEX)
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FIG. 8D. 19

‘.——————

ECONOMYARRANGEMENT(THE PERSPECTIVEREPRESENTATIONESPLACED

BELOWTHEBASIC LINEX)

El -

FIG. 8D.20

—
h

I

—
-
-

EXTER1ORSPACEIMAGE, PROJECTIONWITHONE VANISHINGPOINT;THESPIRALSTAIRCASEHAS
BEENREPRESENTEDACCORDINGTO THEMETHODDESCRIBEDIN8D.6.1
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—

FIG. 8D.21 INTERIORSPACE IMAGE, PROJECTIONACCORDINGTO THEMETHOD DESCRIBEDIN 8D.6.2 WITH
VAR1OUSVANISHINGPOINTSANDTHEREPRESENTATIONOFINCLINEDPLANES
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FIG. 8D.22 EXAMPLEOF DIMETRICAXONOMETRY,REPRESENTATIONOFAN ENGINECRANKSHA~
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SECTION 9 TECHNICAL DRAWINGS — SIMPLIFIED
REPRESENTATION OF PIPELINES — GENERAL RULES,

ORTHOGONAL REPRESENTATION AND ISOMETRIC PROJECTION
[Based onlS10990(Part l):1991/lS06412-1 :1989 and

IS 10990 (Part 2) : 1992/1S0 6412-2: 1989]

9.1 Representation of Pipes, Etc the form illustrated in Fig. 9.2. In this case, if projec-

The Ilow line representing a pipe, etc, irrespective of
tions of bends would otherwise have been elliptical,

its diameter), shall be a single continuous wide line
these projections maybe simplified by drawing cir-

(.see Table 9.1 and Section 6), coinciding with the
cular arcs (see Fig. 9.3).

central line of the pipe (see 1S0 4067-1). 9.1.1 Types off.,ine

Bends may be simplified by extending the straight
The types and thickness of line shown in Section 6

length of the flow line to the vertex (see Fig. 9.1). shall be used
However, bends may be shown for sake of clarity in

Table 9.1 Types of Line
(Clause 9.1)

I .ilw 1>’llc! ill ilCCl)ldililCC l)cscrill[ioll
with IS 10714 (Part 20)

01.2 Continuous wide

line -—.
01.1 Continuous narrow

line

01”’ ~ ~j’;::y,,yrrow

01”’~ ::::;:: ::”

=.2 ————_ Dashed wide line

02.1 ––––––– Dashed narrow line

- ...
04.1 Long dashed dotteci—.—. —.—

narrow line

04.3 Long dashed dotted—.—
cx(rn wide Iinc 1)

05.1 Long dasha
—.. — ..—

double dotted

I narrow line

.1 Flow lines and connected parts

,1 Hatching
.2 Dimensioning
.3 Leader lines
.4 Isomc(ric grid lines

.1.1 Limits of partial or interrupted
views and sections

.1 Flow lines specified on other drawing

.1 Floor

.2 Walls

.3 Ceilings

,4 Holes (hole punchings)

.1 Centrclincs

. I Contract boundary

.1 Outlines of adiacent ~arts

.2 Parts situate&in froht of the cutting
danet

7) Four tinles the thickness of line type 04.1 J
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9.1.1.1 Spacing of lines

In accordance with IS 10164, the space between
parallel lines (including hatching) shall not be less than
twice [he thickness of the heaviest of these lines, with
a minimum spacing of O.7 mm.

The minimum spacing between adjacent flow lines and
between flow lines and other lines should be 10 mm.

9.1.2 Lettering

Lettering shall be in accordance with IS 9609 (Part 1);
lettering Type B vertical is preferred. The line
thickness of the lettering shall be the same as the line
thickness of those tpd-symbols to which the lettering
is close or associated (see ISO 346 l-l).

9.1.3 Dimensioning ~

9.1.3.1 In general, dimensioning shall be in
accordance with IS 11669. Nominal dimensions may
be indicated in accordance with 1S0 3545 using the
short designation ‘DN’ (see Fig. 9.1).

The outer diameter (d) and the wall thickness (t) of

pipes may be indicated in accordance’ with IS 10720
(see Fig. 9.2). If necessary, an item list (see IS 11666)
giving additional information on the pipes, including
the associated equipment, may be added to the draw-
ing. Lengths shall start from the outer faces of the pipe
ends, flanges, or centre of the joint, whenever
appropriate.

9.1.3.2 Pipes with bends should be generally dimen-
sioned from central line to central line of the pipelines
(see Fig. 9. i and Fig. 9.2).

If it is necessary to specify the dimension from the
outside or inside external protection or surface of the
pipe, the dimension may be specified by arrows point-
ing to short thin strokes parallel to the projection line
(see Fig. 9.3).

The dimensions from outer to outer, from inner to
inner tind from inner to outer vertex are shown in
Fig. 9.3 (a), 9.3 (b) and 9.3 (c), respectively.

9.1.3.3 Radii and angles of bends maybe indicated as
shown in Fig. 9.4.

The functional angle shall be indicated; in general,
angles of 90° are not indicated.

“FIG. 9.1

FIG. 9.2

9.1.3.4 Levels refer generally to the centre of the pipe
and should be indicated in accordance with IS 11669

(see Fig. 9.5). If, in special cases, it is necessary to
specify the level to the bottom of a pipe this shall be
indicated by the reference arrow pointing to short
thin strokes, as specified in 9.1.3.2 [see Fig. 9.3 and
Fig. 9.8 (a)].

A similar rule shall be applied to indicate levels to the
top of the pipe [see Fig. 9.8 (c)].

9.1.3.5 The direction of slope shall be indicated by a
right-angled triangle above the flow line, pointing
from the higher down to the lower level.

The amount of slope shall be indicated in accordance
with the methods shown in Fig. 9.6 to 9.8.

It maybe useful to specify the level of the sloping pipe,
either at its higher or at its lower end, or at any

(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 9.3
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(a)

FIG. 9.4

+ 3500

1
\

b 0.2 ‘/0

FIG. 9.6

-=4-
T+3 200

(a)

(b)

‘Q=
FIG. 9.5

h 1:s00 & 1/500

(a) (b)

FIG. 9.7

9=$

(b) (c)

FIG. 9.8

convenient point, by referring to a datum level (see 9.2 Crossings and Connections
Fig. 9.8).

9.2.1 Crossings without connections shall normally
9.1.3.6 The positions of the ends of the pipe shall be be depicted without interrupting the flow line
specified by indicating the coordinates referring to the representing the hidden pipe (see Fig. 9.9; see also ISO
centres of the end faces. 4067- 1); if, however, it is absolutely necessary to

9.L4 Tolerances
indicate that one pipe has to pass behind the other, the
flow line representing the hidden pipe shall be

Tolerances shall be indicated in accordance with interrupted (see Fig. 9.10). The width of each
IS 11667.

+

interruption shall not be less than five times the
thickness of the continuous line (see Fig. 9.11).

%

d

I 5d min.

FIG. 9.9 FIG. 9.10 FIG. 9.11
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9.2.2 Permanent junctions (whether made by welding
or other processes) shall be marked by a prominent dot
in accordance with ISO 1219 (see Fig. 9.12). The
diameter of the dot shall be five times the thickness of
the line.

9.2.3 Detachable connections should be represented
in accordance with ISO 4067-1.

‘+

9.3 Representation of Equipment

9.3.1 General

All items of equipment, machinery,

SP 46:2003

valves, etc, shall
be represented by means of graphical symbols with the
same line thickness as the flow line (see ISO 346 1-2).

(a) (b)

FIG. 9.12

9.3.2 Fittings

9.3.2.1 Fittings, such as, nozzles, tee-pieces and
bends, should be drawn with the same line thickness
as the flow line.

9.3.2.2 Transition pieces for changing the cross-sec-
tion shall be represented in accordance with Fig. 9.13
to9.15.

The relevant nominal sizes shall be indicated above the
symbols.

DN 200/ON 100

-’E=-

Concentric single

FIG. 9.13

0N200/DN 100-DNIOO/DN50 or

(IN 200/ ON 100/CIN 50

Concentric multiple

FIG. ?.14

(c)

ON 200/ON 100

Eccentric single

FIG. 9.15

9.3.3 Supports and Hangers

Supports and hangers shall be represented by their
appropriate symbols in accordance with Fig. 9.16 to
9.19.

The representation of repeated accessories may be
simplified as shown in Fig. 9.20.

NOTE — Figure 9.16 to 9.19 refer to hangers only. It should be
understood that in case of supports, the same symbols should be

?

used, but in t e reverse position.

General
Fixed

FIG. 9.16
FIG. 9.17

Y Y
Guided

Shiding

FIG. 9.18 FIG. 9.19
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FIG. 9.20

If necessary, an alphanumerical code giving more
information about the type of supports and hangers,
with {heir numbering, may be added to the symbols
shown in Fig. 9.16 to 9,19. The code giving the num-
bering shall be given on the drawing or in associated
documents (see Fig. 9.21).

MllGHf+

FP1 : Fixing point No. 1
SS9: Sliding support No, 9
GH4: Guiding hanger No. 4

FIG. 9.21

9.3.4 Additional Provisions

Additional provisions such as insulation, coating,
stream tracer lines, etc, may be specified in writing.

9.3.5 Adjoining Apparatus
.

1~ needed, adjoining apparatus, such as tanks,
macfi~nery, not belonging to the piping itself, may be
represented by their outlines using long dashed double
dotted i]arrow lines (see Table 9.1 and Section 6) as
~hown in Fig. 9.22.

~“-—.. — --
I

+-J1--------------

FIG. 9.22

9.3.6 Direction of Flow

The direction of flow shall be indicated by an

arrowhead (see ISO 4067-1) on the flow line or near a
graphical symbol representing a valve (see Fig. 9.23
and 9.24).

.

FIG, 9.23

-

FIG. 9.24

9.3.7 Flanges

Flanges shall be represented, irrespective of their type
and sizes,

— by two concentric circles for the front view,
— by one circle for the rear view,
— by a stroke for the side view,

using lines of the same thickness as used for the
representation of the pipes (see Fig. 9.22 and 9.25). A
simplified representation of the flange holes may be
shown by the appropriate number of crosses at their
centrelines.

9.4 Examples

An example of orthogonal projection is given in
Fig. 9.2S.

NOTE — Other examples are given in 1S0 3511-3 and
1s0 3753.

9.5 Coordinates

As far as it is necessary to use Cartesian coordinates,
for instance for calculations or numerical control of
machine tools, the coordinate axes shall comply with
Fig. 9.26.

In all cases, the coordinates of individual pipes or pipe
assemblies should comply with those adopted for the
complete installation and shall be indicated on the
drawing or in an associated document.

9.6 Deviations from the Direction of Coordinate
Axes

9.6.1 General

Pipes, or parts of pipes, running parallel to the
coordinate axes, shall be drawn parallel to the relevant
axis without any further indication.
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I
-

3

& -1

1 (8))

.! ,3
2

45
6 (7)

t-- I
NOTE — Points at which the pipe changes direction and connections are indicated by reference numbers. The pipe and the reference
numbers are identical to those in the isometric representation illustrated in Fig. 9.48. Reference numbers for points htdden behind other
points are shown in brackets.

FIG. 9.25

Deviations from the directions of the coordinate axes
should be indicated by means of auxiliary hatched
projection planes as shown in Fig. 9.27.

9.6.2 Pipes in a Vertical Plane

Pipes, or parts of pipes, situated in a vertical plane,
shall be indicated by showing their projections on a
horizontal plane [see Fig. 9.28 (a)].’

9.6.3 Pipes in a Horizontal Plane

Pipes, or parts of pipes, situated in a horizontal plane,
shall be indicated by showing their projections on a
vertical plane [see Fig. 9.28 (b)].

9,6.4 Pipes not Parallel to any Coordinate Plane

Pipes, or parts of pipes, not running parallel to any
coordinate plane, shall be indicated by showing both

their projections on a horizontal and on a vertical plane
[see Fig. 9.28 (c)].

9.6.5 Auxiliary Projection Planes

It is recommended that the right angles of the triangles
limiting the auxiliary projection planes be indicated.

Auxiliary projection planes may be emphasized by
hatchings, parallel to the X- or Y-axis for horizontal
auxiliary planes, and vertical for all other auxiliary
planes.

If such hatching is not convenient it may be omitted,
but in that case the rectangle (see Fig. 9.29) or the
rectangular prism (see Fig. 9.30), of which a diagonal
coincides with the pipe, should be shown, using
continuous narrow lines (01. 1).
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z

FIG. 9.26

FIG. 9.27

(a) (b)

FIG. 9.28

(c)

9.7 Dimensioning and Special Rules

9.7,1 G(llelul

L’)tmwingj shall be dimensioned in accordance with
Ii i1669, There are, however, special rules for
isomt’tlit projection for pipelines which are specified
in 9,7.2 i(l 9.7.10.

9.7.2 Diameters and Wall Thickness

‘I’heouter diameter (d) and the wall thickness (t)of
pipes may be indicated in accordance with IS 10720
(see Fig. 9.3 1). Nominal dimensions may be indicated
in accordance with 1S0 3545 using the short
designation ‘DN’ {fee Fig. 9. 1).

FIG. 9.29
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9.7.3 .ilmgitudinal and Angular Dimensions

Longitudinal and angular dimensions shall be
indicated in accordance with IS 11669; the length shall
start from the outer faces of the pipe ends, flanges, or
centre of the joint, whenever appropriate.

9.7.4 Pipes with Bends

Pipes with bends shall be dimensioned from central
line to central line or from the central line to the end
of the pipe (see Fig. 9.31).

x 7.5

l-”
FIG. 9.31

9,7.5 Radii and Angles of Bends

Radii and angles of bends maybe indicated as shown
in Fig. 9.32.

The functional angle shall be indicated.

NOTE — Bends may be simplified by extendhrgthe straight
length of the flow line to the vertex. However, the actual bends
in the pipes may be shown for sake of clarity. in this case, if
projections of bends would otherwise have been elliptical, these

projections may be simplified by drafting circular arcs.

9.7.6 Levels

Levels should be indicated in accordance with
IS 11669 and IS 10990 (Part 1) (see Fig. 9.33).

The horizontal part of the leader line shall follow the

FIG. 9.32

9.7.7 Direction of Slope

The direction of slope shall be indicated by a
right-angled triangle above the flow line, pointing
from higher down to the lower level, without changing
the isometric direction of the flow line.

The amount of slope shall be indicated in accordance
with the method shown in Fig. 9.34 and in IS 10990
(Part 1).

It may, however, be useful to specify the slope by
referring to a datum level (see Fig. 9.34).

9.7.8 Positions of Ends of Pipes

If necessary, the positions of the ends of the piping may
be specified by indicating the coordinates referring to
the centres of the end faces.

In the case of adjacent drawings, a reference should be
given. For example, ‘continued on drawing x’.

9.7.9 Redundant Dimensioning

If necessary, the auxiliary hatched projection planes
can be dimensioned (see Fig. 9.35).

If it is necessary for manufacturing and/or technical
reasons to indicate double dimensioning, one of the
dimensions should be indicated in parenthesis.

direction of the associated flow line.

FIG. 9.33
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FIG. 9.35

9.7.10 Dimensioning for Pipe-bending Machines

The dimensioning is deftned on the basis of a reference
system (point of origin) (see Fig. 9.48).

9.8 Graphical Symbols

9.8.1 General

Graphical symbols for pipeline systems shall be drawn
using the isometric projection method (see Fig. 9.36).

9.8.2 Examples of Graphical Symbols Drawn with the
Isometric Projection Method

9.8.2.1 Valves

See examples in Fig. 9.37 and 9.38.

NGTE — Valve actuatom Should only be shown if it is nw%sary to
detine theii positions w the kind of actuators (spindle, piston, etc.).

If shown, an actuator with a position parallel to one of the
coorrhnate axes need not be dimensioned. Deviations from such
positions should be indicated (see Pig. 9.38).

FIG. 9.37

FIG. 9.38

9.8.2.2 Transition pieces (Cones)

The relevant nominal sizes shall be indicated above the
graphical symbols (see Fig. 9.39).

Fig. 9.39

9.8.2.3 Supports and hangers

See examples given in Fig. 9.40 and 9.41 (see also 9.33).

y
/

FIG. 9.36
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FIG. 9.41

9.8.2.4 Crossings

Crossings shall be shown in accordance with 9.2.

If it is absolutely necessary to indicate that one pipe
has to pass behind the other, the flow line representing
the hidden pipe shall be interrupted (see Fig. 9.42). The
width of each interruption shall not be less than tlve
times the thickness of the continuous line.

FIG. 9.42

9.8.2.5 Pertnarwntjunctions

See examples of a weld given in Fig. 9.43 and of a site
weld in Fig. 9.44.

/’

Y
FIG. 9.44

9.8.2.6 General connections

If the kind, or type, of connection is not specified, a
general symbol should be used (instead of the more
detailed symbols given in 1S0 4067-1).

See example given in Fig. 9.45.

9.8.2.7 Flanges

See examples in Fig. 9.46 and 9.47.

X A’
FIG. 9.45 FIG. 9.46

FIG. 9.47

9.9 Examples

Examples of isometric projections are given in
Fig. 9.48 and 9.49.

FIG. 9.43
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4
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II

N-

X

I Reference I Coordinates I
Number

1 x, = -8 y, = +72 z,= +50

2 X2= —8 y~= +72 Z~= +25

3 X3= +7 y~= +42 z,= +25

4 ,r4 = o y~= +28 q = o

5 X5= o y5 =+7 25= o

6 X6= +7 y~= o %= o
7 X,= +32 y7= o 27= o

8 X8= +10 y*= o 28= +40

9 X9= -20 yg= o q= +40

NOTE — Pointsat whichthe pipe changes direction and connections are indicated by reference numbers. The pipe and the reference
numbers are identical to those in the orthogonal representation illustrated in Fig. 9.25.

FIG. 9.48
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FIG. 9.49
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SECTION 10 SECTIONS AND OTHER CONVENTIONS
[Based on IS 10714: 1983/1S0 128: 1982]

10.1 Scope

This section covers the methods of representation of
sectional views and other conventions.

10.2 Sections

10.2.1 Notes on Hatching of Sections

10.2.1.1 Hatching is generally used to show areas of

sections. Allowance must be made for the methods of
reproduction that are to be used.

10.2.1.2 The simplest form of hatching is usually

adequate for the purpose, and may be based upon
continuous narrow lines (01. 1) at a convenient angle,
preferably 45°, to the principal outlines or lines of
symmetry of the sections (see Fig. 10.1, 10.2 and 10.3).

FIG. 10.1 FIG. 10.2 FIG. 10.3

10.2.1.3 Separate areas of a section of the same com-
ponent shall be hatched in an identical manner. The
hatching of adjacent components shall be carried out
with different directions or spacings (see Fig. 10.4 and
10.5).

+
-—. — .—.

+

FIG. 10.4

10,2.1.4 Spacing between the hatching lines should
be chosen in proportion to the size of the hatched areas,
provided that the requirement for minimum spacing
are maintained (see 6.5.1).

10.2.1.5 In the case of large areas, the hatching may
be limited to a zone following the contour of the
hatched area (see Fig. 10.5).

10.2.1.6 Where sections of the same part in parallel
planes are shown side by side, the hatching shall be
identical, but may be offset along the dividing line

between the sections if greater clarity is considered
necessary (see Fig. 10.6).

I \
FIG. 10.5

A-A

I

FIG. 10.6

10.2.1.7 Hatching shall be interrupted when it is not
possible to place inscriptions outside the hatched area
(see Fig. 10.7).

10.2.2 Hatching to Indicate Type of Materials

10.2.2.1 Hatching may be used to indicate type of
materials in sections.
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FIG. 10.7

10.2.2.2 If different types of hatching are used to
indicate different materials, the meaning of these
hatchings shall be clearly defined on the drawing or by
reference to appropriate standards.

10.2.3 Thin Sections

Thin sections may be shown entirely black (see
Fig. 10.8); a space of not less than 0.7 mm must be left
between adjacent sections of this type (see Fig. 10.9).

LJ- ~
FIG. 10.8 FIG. 10.9

10.2.4 Notes on Sections

10.2,4.1 The general rules for the arrangement of
views (see 8B.3) apply equally when drawing sections.

10.2.4.2 Where the location of a single cutting plane
is obvious, no indication of its position or identifica-
tion is required (see Fig. 10.10 and 10.21).

FIG. 10.10

10.2.4.3 Where the location is not obvious, or where
it is necessary to distinguish between several cutting
planes (see Fig. 10.11 to 10.15), the position of the
cutting plane(s) shall be indicated by means of ends
and changes of direction [combination of long dashed
dotted narrow line (04. 1) and long dashed dotted wide
line (04.2)], The cutting plane should be identified by
designations, for example, capital letters, and the

direction of viewing should be indicated by arrows.
The section should be indicated by the relevant desig-
nations (see Fig. 10.11 to 10.15).

A-A

I

rP!Pl49-’‘e. TA’B’” A

FIG. 10.11

A-A

@

.—.

FIG. 10.12

10.2.4.4 The designations on the referenced sections
shall be placed either immediately below or above the
relevant sections, but in any one drawing the refer-
ences shall be placed in the same way. No other
indication is necessary.

10.2.4.5 In certain cases, the parts located beyond the
cutting plane need not be drawn completely.

10.2.4.6 In principle, ribs, fasteners, shafts, spokes of
wheels, and the like are not cut in the longitudinal
sections, and therefore should not be hatched (see Fig.
10.14 and 10.15),

10.2.5 Cutting Planes (Examples)

10.2.5.1 Section in one plane (see Fig. 10.10 and
10.11).
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A-A

FIG. 10.13

A-A

B

FIG. 10.14

10.2.5.2 Section in two parallel planes (see Fig.
10.12).

10.2.5.3 Section in three contiguous planes (see
Fig. 10.13).

10.2.5.4 Section in two intersecting planes, one
shown revolved into the plane of projection (see
Fig. 10.14).

10.2.5.5 In the case of parts of revolution containing
regularly spaced details that require to be shown in

A-A

section, but are not situated in the cutting plane,
provided that no ambiguity can arise, such details may
be depicted by rotating them into the cutting plane (see
Fig. 10. 15) but some indication of having done so is
recommended.

10.2.6 Sections Revolved in the Relevant View or
Removed Sections

10.2.6.1 Cross-sections may be revolved in the
relevant view or removed.

10.2.6.2 When revolved in the relevant view, the out-
line of the section shall be drawn with continuous
narrow lines (01. 1) and further identification is not
necessary (see Fig. 10. 16).

FIG. 10.16

10.2.6.3 When removed, the outline of the section
shall be drawn with continuous wide lines (01.2). The
removed section may be placed:

— either near to and connected with the view by a
long dashed dotted narrow line (04. 1) [see Fig.
10.17 (A)].

— or in a different position and identified in the

conventional manner as in 10.2.4 by designation
[see Fig. 10.17 (B)].

10.2.7 Half Sections

Symmetrical parts may be drawn half in full view and
half in section (see Fig. 10.18).

#
I

P
FIG. 10.15
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A-Ac.—-—
FIG, 10. 17B

FIG. 10.18
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10.2.8 Local Section

A local section may be drawn if a complete or half
section is not convenient. The local break can be
shown by either a continuous narrow freehand line
(01.1) (see Fig. 10.19) or by continuous narrow
straight line with zigzag (01. 1).

\ I

FIG. 10.19

10.2.9 Arrangenwnt of Successive Sections

Successive sections may be arranged in a manner
similar totheexamples shown in Fig. 10.20to 10.22
as convenient for the layout and understanding of the
drawing.

10.3 Other Conventions

i

10.3.1 Adjacent Parts

Where their representation is necessary, parts adjacent
to an object shall be drawn with long dashed double
dotted narrow lines (05. 1). The adjacent part shall not
hide the principal part, but may be hidden by the latter
(see Fig. 10.23).

Adjacent parts in sections shall not be hatched.

10.3.2 Intersections

A-A B:B c-c D-D

FIG. 10.20

1

FIG. 10.21
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f-, A

A-A

;“”1

R1,
i..

..—.
1

FIG. 10,23

B-B c-c
FIG. 10.22

10.3.2.1 True intersections

True geometric intersection lines shall be drawn with
continuous wide lines (01 .2) when visible, or with
dashed narrow or dashed wide line (02.1 or 02.2) when
hidden (see Fig. 10.24).

10.3.2.2 lmagina~ intersections

Imaginary intersection lines (such as fillets or rounded
comers) may be indicated in a view by means of
continuous narrow lines (01. 1), not touching the
outlines (see Fig. 10.25).

FIG. 10.24
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n\’
---H‘/ -

4

L 1 4
1

FIG. 10.25

10.3.2.3 Simpll~ied representation of intersections

Simplified representations of true geometric or
imaginary intersection lines may be applied at
intersections:

a)

b)

between two cylinders: the curved lines of
intersection are replaced by straight lines (see
Fig. 10.26, 10.27 and 10.29).
between a cylinder and a rectangular prism: the
displacement of the straight line of intersection
is omitted (see Fig. 10.28 and 10.30).

As the difference in size between the intersecting parts
increases, the simplified representation (see Fig. 10.26
LO10.30) only gives a better approach to a real inter-
section, provided that the axes of the intersecting parts
are both mutually perpendicular and intersect, or near-
ly so.

NOTE — This simplified representation should be avoided if it
affects the comprehensibility of the drawing.

10.3.3 Conventional Representation of Square Ends
and Openings

10.3.3.1 Square ends on shafts

in order to avoid drawing a supplementary view or
section, square ends (see Fig. 10.31 ) or tapered square

FIG. 10.27

. .

?K!)
I

I

. .

+ +

FIG. 10.28

-e

QI I

@

FIG. 10.29

Q
8

1

i+

1

I

It 1

.— -

@g ‘- “
I

,

FIG. 10.26
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-@-

-.

I

FIG. 10.30

ends on shafts (see Fig. 10.32) may be indicated by
diagonals drawn as continuous narrow lines (01.1).

FIG. 10.31

F---B
FIG. 10.32

10.3.3.2 Square and rectangular openings

In order to indicate an opening in a flat part in frontal
view, without aid of additional sections, this opening
may be shown by drawing its diagonals in continuous
narrow lines (01. 1) (see Fig. 10.33).

10.3.4 Parts Located in Front of a Cutting Plane

If, it is necessary to indicate parts located in front of
the cutting plane, these parts are to be represented by
long dashed double dotted narrow lines (05. 1) (see
Fig. 10.34).

10.3.5 Views of Synvnetrical Parts

10.3.5.1 To save time and space, symmetrical objects
may be drawn as a fraction of the whole (see Fig. 10.35
[0 10.38).

10.3.5.2 The line of symmetry is identified at its ends
by two narrow short parallel lines drawn at right angles
to it (see Fig. 10.35, 10.36 and }0.38).

Another method is to show the lines representing the
object extending a little beyond the line of symmetry
(see Fig. 10.37). In this case, the short parallel lines
may be omitted.

NOTE — in the ispplicationof this practice,it is essentialthat
due care is takento avoid loss of understanding of the drawing.

10.3.6 interrupted Views

In order to save space, it is permissible to show only
those portions of a long object which are sufficient for
its definition. The limits of parts retained are shown as
for partial views (see 8B.3.9), and the portions are
drawn close to each other (see Fig. 10.39 and 10.40).

, I
lr_lrl

A-A

F]G. 10.33
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FIG. 10.36

FIG. 10.37
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FIG. 10.39

FIG. 10.40

10.3.7 Simplified Representation of Repetitive
Features

The presentation of repetitive features may be
simplified as shown in Fig. 10.41 and 10.42.

NOTE — In JII cases, the number and kind of repetitive features
should be defined by dimensioning or by a note,

FIG. 10.41

10.3.8 Elements on a Larger Scale

10.3.8.1 In cases where the scale is so small that
details of the feature cannot be shown or dimensioned,
the feature of the part may be framed by a continuous
nat-row line (O1. 1) and identified by a capital letter [see
Fig. 10.43 (A)].

10.3.8.2 The relevant feature is then drawn to a stated
larger scale accompanied by its identification letter
[see Fig. 10.43 (B)].

10.3.9

Am..
FIG. 10.43A

n

A(5’1)

‘m
FIG. 10.43B

Initial Outlines

When it is necessary to depict the initial outlines of a
part prior to forming, the initial outline shall be
indicated by long dashed double dotted narrow lines
(05.1) (see Fig. 10.44).

FIG. 10.44

10.3.10 Use of Colours

The use of colours on technical drawings is not
recommended. If, it is essential for clarity to use
colours, then their meanings shall be clearly shown on
the drawing or in other relevant documents.

10.3.11 Transparent Objet@

All objects made of transparent
drawn as non-transparent.

+ ~! 1 t t

J- ~‘ 4$+-++)
I r I

J---
I I I I I

material should be

FIG. 10.42
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SECTION 11A CONVENTIONAL REPRESENTATION OF SCREW
THREADS AND THREADED PARTS — GENERAL CONVENTIONS

[Based on IS 10715 (Parl 1): 1999/1S0 6410-1: 1993]

llA.1 Scope

This section specifies methods for representing screw
threads andthreaded partson technical drawings.

llA.2 Representation

llA.2.1 Detailed Representation of Threads

In certain types of technical product documentation
(for example, publications, user manuals, etc) the
detailed representation of a thread either in a side view
or in a section (see Fig. 1lA.1 to 1lA.3) may be needed
to illustrate single or assembled parts. Neither pitch nor
profile of the threads need usually be drawn exactly to
scale.

In technical drawings, the detailed representation of
threads (see Fig. 1lA.1 to 1lA.3) should only be used
i 1’ absolutely necessary and whenever possible the
helix should be represented by straight lines (see
Fig. 1lA.2).

~ External thread ~lnternal thread

FIG. 1lA.1

FIG. 1lA.2

1lA.2.2 Conventional Representation

Normally, by convention, the representation of threads
and threaded parts in all types of technical drawings is
simplified as shown in Fig. 1lA.4 to 1lA.7.

FIG. 1lA.3

llA.2.2.1 Views and sections of screw threads

For visible screw threads in side views and sections,
the crm.ts~) of threads shall be defined by a continuous
wide line (O1.2), and the roots 2) of threads by a

continuous narrow line (01. 1), as shown in Fig. 1lA.4
to llA.13.

The space between the lines representing the crest and
root of the thread should approximate as closely as
possible the depth of the thread, but, in all cases, this
spacing shall be not less than

— twice the thickness of the wide line, or
— 0.7 mm,

whichever is the larger.

NOTE — In certain cases, for example, computer-aided dmugftring,

— a dktance of 1.5 mm for threads of nominal diameter
d z 8 mm is generally acceptable;

— a simplified representation is recommended for threads of
nominal diameter d< 6 mm [see IS 10715 (Part 3)1.

1lA.2.2.2 End view of screw threads

On an end view of a screw thread, the thread roots shall
be represented by a portion of a circle, drawn with a
continuous narrow line (01. 1) approximately equal to
three-quarters of the circumference (see Fig. 1lA.4
and I lA.5), preferably open in the right-hand upper

quadrant. The wide line representing the chamfer
circle is generally omitted on the end view (see
Fig. 1lA.4 and 1lA.5).

NOTE — The portion of the circle may also have any other
position relative to the intersecting axes (fee Fig. 1lA.6).

I) ‘Crest, nomally refers to the major diameter for external thre~s

and to the minor diameter for internalthreads.
2) ‘Root’normallyrefersto the minordiameterfor external threads

and to the major diameter for internalthreads.
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FIG. 1lA.4

-q

FIG. 1lA.5

llA.2.2.3 Hidden screw threads

Where it is necessary to show hidden screw threads the
crests and the roots shall be represented by dashed
narrow lines (02.1), as shown in Fig. 1lA.7.

IIA.2.2.4 Hatching of sections of threaded parts

For threaded parts shown in section, hatching shall
extend to the line defining the crests of the threads (see
Fig. 1 lA.5 to 1lA.8).

1IA.2.2.5 Limit of length offill depth thread

The limit of the length of full depth thread

— shall be shown, if visible, by a continuous wide
line (01.2)

— maybe shown, if hidden, by a dashed line (02.1)

These limit lines shall terminate at the lines defining
the major diameter of the thread (see Fig. 1lA.4, 1lA.8
to llA.11 and llA.13).

1IA.2.2.6 Thread run-outs

Thread run-outs are beyond the effective ends of the
thread except for the end of studs.

They shall be represented by a continuous inclined
narrow line (O1.1) if functionally necessary (see
Fig. 11A.8) or for dimensioning (see Fig. 1lA.13).
However it is allowed not to represent the run-out
wherever possible (see Fig. 1lA.4, 1lA.5 and 1lA.7).

II A.2.3 Assembled Threaded Parts

The conventions specified in llA.2.2 apply also to
assemblies of threaded parts. However, externally
lhreaded parts shall always be shown covering
internally threaded parts and shali not be hidden by
them (see Fig. 1 lA.8 and Fig. 1lA.10). The wide line

@

“+”

m
W-t”

FIG. 1lA.6

representing the limit of the useful length of the
internal screw thread shall be drawn to the root of the
internal thread (see Fig. 1lA.8 and Fig. 1lA.9).

llA.3 Indication and Dimensioning of Threaded
Parts

IIA.3.I Designation

The type of screw thread and its dimensions shall be
indicated by means of the designation specified in the
relevant Indian Standards for threads.

When indicating the designation on teehnical draw-
ings, the description block as well as the Indian Stand-
ard block shall be omitted.

In general, the screw thread designations covers

—the abbreviation of the kind of thread
(standardized symbol, for example, M, G, Tr,
HA, etc.);

— the nominal diameter or size (for example, 20;
1/2; 40, 4.5; etc.);

and, if necessary,
— the lead (L), in mm;
— the pitch (P), in mm;
— the direction of lead (see llA.3.4);
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FIG. 1lA.7

FIG. 1lA.8

FIG. 1lA.9

as well as additional indications, such as
— the tolerance class according to the relevant

Indian Standard:

— thread engagement (S = short, L = long, N =
normal);

— the number of starts.

Examples

a) M20 x 2 – 6G/6h – LH
b) M20x L3-P1.5-6H-S
c) G 1/2A
d) Tr40x7
e) HA 4.5

IIA.3.2 Dimensioning

llA.3.2.1 The nominal diameter, d, always refers to
the crest of the external thread (see Fig. 11A. 11 and
11A. 13) or the root of the internal thread (see
Fig. 1lA.12).

The dimension of the thread length normally refers to
the length of the full depth thread (see Fig. 11A. 11)
unless the run-out is functionally necessary (for
example, studs) and therefore specifically drawn (see
Fig. llA.8 and llA.13).

II A.3.3 Thread Length and Blind Hole Depth

It is generally necessary to dimension the length of
thread but the blind hole depth may usually be omitted.

The need for indicating the blind hole depth depends
mostly on the part itself and the tool used for threading.
When the dimension of the hole depth is unspecified,

n
na. ‘7.—.

I

FIG. 11A.1O
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it shall be depicted as being 1.25 times that of the llA.3.4 Indication of Direction of Lad
thread length (seeFig. 11A. 14). A short designation as
shown in Fig. 1 lA.15 may also be used.

Right-hand threads need not be denoted in general.
Left-hand threads shall be denoted by adding the
abbreviation LH to the thread designation. Right-hand
and left-hand threads on the same part shall be denoted,
in every case. Right-hand threads shall be denoted, if
necessary, by adding the abbreviation ‘RH’ to the
thread designation.

Q=P
L-J---l

FIG. llA.11

FIG. llA.12

!z=!P

.—. b

x b

FIG. llA.14

M12x16/ffI10,2x20

FIG. llA.15

FIG. llA.13
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SECTION 11 B CONVENTIONAL REPRESENTATION OF SCREW
THREADS AND THREADED PARTS — SIMPLIFIED

REPRESENTATION
[Based on IS 10715 (Part 3):1999/1 S06410-3 : 1993]

llB.1 Simplified Representation

llB.1.1 General

In simplified representation only essential features
shall be shown. The degree of simplification depends
on the kind of object represented, the scale of the
drawing and the purpose of the documentation.

Therefore, the following features shall not be drawn in
simplified representations of threaded parts:

— edges of chamfers of nuts and heads;
— thread run-outs;
— the shape of ends of screws; and
. undercuts.

llB.1.2 Screws and Nuts

When it is essential to show the shapes of screw heads,
drive patterns or nuts, the examples of simplified
representations shown in Table 1lB. 1 shall be used.
Combinations of features, not shown in Table 1lB.1,
may also be used. A simplified representation of the
opposite (threaded) end view is not necessary.

llB.1.3 Small Diameter Threads

It is permissible to simplify the representation and/or
the indication of dimensions if

— the diameter (on the drawing) is <6 mm, or
— there is a regular pattern of holes or threads of

the same type and size.

The designation shall include all necessary features
normally shown in a conventional representation
and/or dimensioning.

‘l’he designation shall appear on a leader line which
points to the centre-line of the hole and terminates in
an arrowhead (see Fig. 1 lB.1 to 1lB.4).

k-zE--+-#j-
T

M6 M6x20

FIG. llB. I

L Mb &

FIG. 1lB.2

FIG. 1 lB.3

1 1

I

[ i

.

FIG. 1lB.4
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Table llB.1 Examples of Simplified Representations

(Clause 1lB.1.2)

—
No,
—

1

Oedgrmlion Slmpllfladropracontatlon ] No. Designation WI@lfied raproo.ntatlon

Uexagomhead
screw

Screw, Croos dot

Set screw, dot
2 Square hoad

screw

3 Hexagon socket
screw

Woodand self-
Iappingscrew,
slot

Cylinder screw
:y;yhead typo),

Wing screw

Cyllrider screw,
cross 6101

Hexagon nut

Crown nut6 tial countersunk
hcrew, slot

Squarenut)val countersunk
icrew, cross clot

>ounlersunk
crew, slot

Wing nut
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SECTION 11C CONVENTIONAL REPRESENTATION OF
SPRINGS — SIMPLIFIED REPRESENTATION

[Based on IS 10716 (Part 1):1999/1S02162-1 : 1993]

llC.1 Scope

This section gives rules for the simplified
representation of compression, extension, torsion,
disc, spiral and leaf springs on technical drawings.

llC.2 General

In simplified representations, springs are represented
as follows:

— Coiled wire springs: by a line following the axis
of the spring wire.

— Other types of springs: by lines showing the
characteristics of the respective type of springs
and their elements.

The representations shown are examples only.

llC.3 Helical Compression Springs

The following requirements shall be applied for the
indication of the geometrical characteristics of
wire-made springs on a simplified representation (see
Table llC.1).

a) Cross-section of the Material

Cylindrical — The appropriate graphical sym-
bol in accordance with Section 17 need not be
indicated.

Other than cylindrical — The appropriate
graphical symbol in accordance with Section
17 shall be indicated (for example,rl ,l_l ).

b) Direction of Helix

Right-hand — assumed as normal and the
designation RH need not be indicated.

Left-hand — exceptional and the designation
LH1) shall be indicated.

c) Shape of Ends

Ground — No indication is necessary

Other than ground — The type shall be
specified on the drawing, with dimensions if
necessary.

llC.4 Helical Extension Springs

The requirements for the indication of the
cross-section of the material and direction of helix are
identical to those given in llC.3.

The shape of the ends shall be specified on the draw-
ing, with dimensions if necessary.

The spring and its ends usually have the same diameter.

llC.5 Torsion Springs

The requirements for the indication of the direction of
helix and the cross-section of the material for No. 1 in
Table 1lC.3 are identical to those given in llC.3. For
No. 2 and 3 in Table 1 lC.3, the cross-section of the
material shall be indicated.

The shape of the ends shall be specified on the draw-
ing, with dimensions if necessary.

llC.6 Disc Springs (Belleville) (see Table 11C,4)

llC.7 Spiral Springs

The cross-section of the material shall be indicated
(see example in No. 1 in Table 1lC.5). In cases No. 1
and 2 in Table 1lC.5; the shape of the ends needs to
be indicated.

llC.8 Leaf Springs (see Table 1lC.6)

Ij In accordance witi tie roles given for the indication of left-hand

screw threads (see ISO5864-1993).
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No.

1

2

Table llC.1 Helical Compression Springs

(Clause 1lC.3)

Representation
Type of aprlng

wow . .

Cylindrical helical
compression spring

?JJ ~ g

;onicsl helical
Dmpreaaion spring

&

T ,,

.&
z1 I 1

;omtrinatlons of cylindrical (1) and conical ‘(2) helical compression springs.

3

4

5

6

120ubkconical helical
compression spring

Barrel spring

Doubkmnical helical
compression spring

Waisted spring

Spring neat of, for
mample, two cylindrical
lelical compression
prings

;yiindrical helical
:ompreaaion spring of
naterial having square
:rosa-saction

!42i
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No. Type of spring

7 Conical helioal
compression spring of
strip having rectangular
crosaaction

iVolute spring

1

Table llC.1 — (Concluded)

Representation

View I section

Table llC.2 Helical Extension Springs
(Clause 1lC.4)

simplified

—

Representation
No. Type of spring

view Seotion Sirnplitlad

Cylindrical helical
1 f

extension spring Q“+ Q‘-t” o‘+’

Table llC.3 Torsion Springs
(Clause 1 lC.5)

Representation
No. Typo of spring

view section Simpliflad

1 Cylindrical helical torsion
spring

~ ~ ‘~

~,

EP$

+“

Q

‘t”

View simplified

2 Torsion bar spring having
circular cross-section .—.

~~ Lo

3 Stacked laminated
torsion bar spring of
strips having rectangular

~El . ~,.
cross-section
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Table llC.4 Disc Springs
(Clause 1 lC.6)

Reprasmtation
No. Type of spring

View Section sim~iflad

1 Discspring, single

~ ~ -:

2 Multi-disc spring (disc
laminated in parallel) , I

I I

3 Multi-disc spring [disc
laminated in series)

Diw spring column

m m s

w = =+=

Table llC.5 Spiral Springs
(Clause 1lC.7)
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Table llC.6 Leaf Springs
(Clause 1 lC.8)

No. Type of ~pfil)fJ
Representation

Vfew Simplified

1 Laminated leaf spring
without eyes

~ ~

.2 Laminated leaf spring
with ●yea

.3 Laminated leaf spring
with eyee and helper
spring ~

~

.4 Laminated leaf spring
with eyes and auxiliary ~~
spring

,5 Parabolic single-leaf
spring with ●yes

.6 Paralxdic multi-leaf
spring without eyes ~ ~

,7 Parabolic multi-laaf
spring with eyes

~ ~

8 Parabolic multi-leaf
spring with eyes and
helper spring ~ ~

.9 Parabolic multi-leaf
spring with eyes and e @
auxiliary spring ~
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SECTION 11D CONVENTIONAL REPRESENTATION
OF GEARS ON TECHNICAL DRAWINGS

[Based on IS 10717: 1983/1S0 2203: 1973]

llD.1 Conventional Representation of Gears on
Technical Drawings

This section deals with the conventional representation
of toothed portion of gears including worm gearing
and chain wheels. It is applicable to detail drawings
and assembly drawings. As a fundamental principle, a
gear is represented (except in axial section) as a solid
part without teeth, but with the addition of the pitch
surface in a thin long chain line.

11D.2 Detail Drawings (Individual Gears)

llD.2.1 Contours and Edges

Represent the contours and the edges of each gear (see
Fig. I lD.1, 1lD.2 and llD.3), as if they were:

a) in an unsectioned view, a solid gear bounded
by the tip surface.

b) in an axial section, a spur gear having two
diametrically opposed teeth, represented un-
sectioned, even in the case of a gear that does
not have spur teeth or that has an odd number
of teeth.

FIG. 1lD.1

1lD.2.2 Pitch Su~ace

Draw the pitch surface with a long dashed double
dotted narrow line, even in concealed portions and
sectional views, and represent it:

a) in a projection normal to the axis, by its pitch
circle (external pitch circle in the case of a
bevel gear and the median pitch circle in the

case of a worm wheel) (see Fig. 1lD.1, 1lD.2
and 1lD.3).

b) in a projection parallel to the axis, by its ap-
parent contour, extending the line beyond the
gear contour on each side (see Fig. 1iD. 1,
1lD.2 and 1lD.3).

llD.2.3 Root Su$ace

As a general rule, do not represent the rcot surface
except in sectional views. However, if it seems helpful
to show it also on unsectioned views, always draw it,
in this case, as a continuous narrow line (see
Fig. 1lD.4, 1lD.5 and 1lD.6).

FIG. 1lD.2

\ /
I 1
r

, .—.

\

/“- ‘ ‘\,L2iL, .
/’

@
\

FIG. 1 lD.3
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1

FIG. 1lD.4

1lD.2.4 Teelh

Specify the teeth profile either by reference to a
standard or by a drawing to a suitable scale.

If it is essential to show one or two teeth on the drawing
itself (either to define the ends of a toothed portion or
rack, or in order to specify the position of the teeth in
relation to a given axial plane), draw them as con-
tinuous wide lines (see Fig. 1lD.5 and 1lD.6).

.— .— .

I I

FIG. 1lD.5

FIG. 1lD.6

It is necessary to indicate the direction of the teeth of
a gear or rack on the view of the tooth surface in a
projection parallel to the gear axes, three continuous

narrow lines (01. 1) of the corresponding form and
direction should be shown (see Table 1lD. 1 and
Fig. 1lD.7).

NOTE — If mating gears are represented,the direction of the
teethshouldbe shown on one gearonly.

Table llD.1 Indication of Direction of Teeth
(Clause llD.2.4)

Hmlicelto ths right
N

H@licdto Iha Itft

H

Double belied

@

Splrd

~

B
FIG. 1lD.7

llD.3 Assembly Drawings (Gear Parts)

llD.3.1 External Engagement of Cylindrical Gears

(see Fig. 1lD.8)

llD.3.2 Internal Engagement of Cylindrical Gears
(see Fig. 1lD.9)

llD.3.3 Engagement of Pinion with Rack (see
Fig. 11D.1O)

IID.3.4 Engagement of Bevel Gears, Axis Inter sec-

tion at any Angle (see Fig. 1lD.11)

IID.3.5 Engagement with Cylindrical Worm, in
Cross-section (see Fig. 1lD. 12)

llD.3.6 Chain Wheels (see Fig. 1 lD.13)
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.,,

FIG. 1lD.8

4.-——..—
e----!

.-

FIG. 1lD.9

k.-k.--.

I

I

FIG. 11D.1O
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.,.

I

FIG. llD.11

—

FIG. llD.12

...—-

..——”

FIG. llD.13
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SECTION 12 GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF DIMENSIONING ON
TECHNICAL DRAWINGS

[Based onIS11669: 1986/1S0 129: 1985]

12.1 Scope and Field of Application

12.1.1 This section establishes the general principles
of dimensioning applicable in all fields (that is,
mechanical, electrical, civil engineering, architecture,
etc). It is possible that in some specific technical areas,
the general rules and conventions will not cover all the
needs of specialized practices adequately. In such
cases additional rules may be laid down in standards
specific to these areas. However, the general principles
of this section shall be followed to facilitate the
international exchange of drawings and to ensure the
coherence of drawings in a comprehensive system
relatiqg to several technical fields.

12.1.2 The figures as shown in this section, merely
illustrate the text and are not intended to reflect actual
usage. The figures are consequently simplified to
indicate only the relevant general principles applicable
in any technical field.

12.2 General Principles

12.2.1 Definitions

For the purpose of
definitions apply.

12.2.1.1 Dimension

this section, the following

,4 numerical value expressed in appropriate units of

measurement and indicated graphically on technical
drtiwings with lines, symbols and notes.

Dimensions are classified according to the following
types:

a)

b)

c)

Functional dimension

A dimension that is essential to the function of
the piece or space (see F in Fig. 12.1).

Non-functional dimension
A dimension that is not essential to the function
of the piece or space (see NF in Fig. 12.1).

Auxiliary dimension
A dimension given for information purposes
only. It does not govern production or inspec-
tion operations and is derived from other
values shown on the drawing or in related
documents. An auxiliary dimension is given in
parenthesis and no tolerance applies to it (see
AUX in Fig. 12.1).

12.2.1.2 Feature

An individual characteristic such as flat surface, a
cylindrical surface, two parallel surfaces, a shoulder,
a screw thread, a slot, a profile, etc.

12.2.1.3 End product

The complete part ready for assembly or service or a
configuration produced from a drawing specification.
An end product may also be a part ready for further
processing (for example, the product of a foundry or
forge) or a configuration needing further processing.

(a) Design requirement

tE!JM-d

(b) Shoulder screw

F

(c) Threaded hole

FIG. 12.1 FUNCTIONAL,NON-FUNCTIONALANDAUXILIARYDIMENSIONS
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12.2.2 Application

12.2.2.1 All dimensional information necessary to
define a part or a component clearly and completely
shall be shown directly on a drawing unless this infor-
mation is specified in associated documentation.

12.2.2.2 Each feature shall be dimensioned once only
on a drawing.

12.2.2.3 Dimensions shall be placed on the view or
section that most clearly shows the corresponding
features.

12.2.2.4 Each drawings shall use the same unit (for
example, millimetres) for all dimensions but without
showing the unit symbol. In order to avoid
misinterpretation, the predominant unit symbol on a
drawing may be shown in a note.

Where other units have to be shown as part of the
drawing specification (for example, Nm for torque or
kPa for pressure), the appropriate unit symbol shall be
shown with the value.

12.2.2.5 No more dimensions than are necessary to
define a part or an end product shall be shown on a
drawing. No feature of a part or an end product shall
be defined by more than one dimension in any one
direction. Exception may, however, be made:

a) where it is necessary to give addhional dimen-
sions at intermediate stages of production (for
example, the size of a feature prior to carburiz-
ing and finishing);

b) where the addition of an auxiliary dimension
would be advantageous.

12.2.2.6 Production processes or inspection methods
should not be specified unless they are essential to
ensure satisfactory functioning or interchangeability.

12.2.2,7 Functional dimensions should be shown
directly on the drawing wherever possible (see Fig.
12.2).
Occasionally indirect functional dimensioning is
justified or necessary. In such cases, care must be
exercised so that the effect of directly shown
l’unctional dimensioning is maintained. Figure 12,3

a

—.

25t0.005

40~().()(35

TIGHT TOLERANCE

SP 46:2003

=

.—

zs~o.os 15t 0.01

FIG. 12.2 FUNCTIONALDIMENSIONING

shows the effect of acceptable indirect functional
dimensioning that maintains the dimensional
requirements established by Fig. 12.2.

12.2.2.8 The non-functional dimensions should be
placed in a way which is most convenient for produc-
tion and inspection.

12.3 Method of Dimensioning

12.3.1 Elements of Dimensioning

The elements of dimensioning include the projection
line, dimension line, leader line, dimension line
termination, the origin indication, and the dimension
itself. The various elements of dimensioning are
illustrated in Fig. 12.4 and 12.5.

12.3.2 Projection Lines, Dimension Lines and Leader
Lines

Projection lines, dimension lines and leader lines
are drawn as continuous narrow lines as shown in
Section 6 and as illustrated in Fig. 12.4 and 12.5.

12.3.2.1 Projection lines shall extend slightly beyond
the respective dimension line (see Fig. 12.4 and 12.5).

12.3.2.2 Projection lines should be drawn perpen-
dicular to the feature being dimensioned. Where
necessary, however, they may be drawn obliquely, but
parallel to each other (see Fig. 12.6).

12.3.2.3 Intersecting construction and projection
lines shall extend slightly beyond their point of inter-
section (see Fig. 12.7).

12.3.2.4 In general, projection lines and dimension
lines should-not cros~ other
avoidable (see Fig. 12.8).

ACCEPTABLE TOLERANCE

lines unless this is un-

FIG. 12.3 INDIRECTFUNCTIONALD1MENS1ONING
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A A
Lrwdrrr Iimr

2x f+5° Projection Ilne
\

Value of the dimension

g o
0
U-!m

Dlmenslon llne Termlnetbn fArrowhead)

FIG. 12.4

1 i

Value of the

~240fiension

/ 7

Dimension line Termino:i?n

(Oblique stroke)

FIG. 12.5

m.—..
FIG. 12.6

-1

FIG. 12,7 FIG. 12.8

12.3.2.5 A dimension line shall be shown unbroken
where the feature to which it refers is shown broken
(see Fig. 12.9), except as indicated in 12.3.4.1
Method 2.

FIG. 12.9

12.3.2.6 Intersecting projection and dimension lines
should be avoided. Where unavoidable, however,
neither line shall be shown with a break (see Fig.
12.10).

.16_18
w

FIG. 12.10

12.3.2.7 A centreline or the outline of a part shall not
be used as a dimension Iine but maybe used in place
of a projection line (see Fig. 12.10).

12.3.3 Terminations and Origin Indication

Dimension lines shall show distinct terminations (that
is either arrowheads or oblique strokes), or, where
applicable, an origin indication.

12.3.3.1 Two dimension line terminations (see
Fig. 12. 11) and an origin indication (see Fig. 12.12)
are specified in this section. They are:

a)

b)

c)

the arrowhead, drawn as short lines forming
barbs at any convenient included angle be-
tween 15° and 90°. The arrowhead may be
open, closed, or closed and filled in [see
Fig. 12.11 (a)];
the oblique stroke, drawn as a short line in-
clined at 45° [see Fig. 12.11 (b)];
the origin indication, drawn as a small open
circle of approximately 3 mm in diameter (see
Fig. 12.12).
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3

@

(a) Arrowheads

(b) Oblique Stroke

FIG. 12.11

b)

FIG. 12.12

12.3.3.2 The size of the terminations shall be
proportionate to the size of drawing on which they are
used but not larger than is necessary to read the
drawing.

12.3.3.3 One style of arrowhead termination only
shall be used on a single drawing. However, where
space is too small for an arrowhead, the oblique stroke
or a dot may be substituted (see Fig. 12.24).

12.3.3.4 Arrowhead terminations shall be shown
within the limits of the dimension line where space is
available (see Fig. 12. 13). Where space is limited, the
arrowhead termination may be shown outside the in-
tended limits of the dimension line that is extended for
that purpose (see Fig. 12. 14).

FIG. 12.13

FIG. 12.14

12.3.3.5 Only one arrowhead termination, with its
point on the arc end of the dimension line, shall be used
where a radius is dimensioned (see Fig. 12.15). The
arrowhead termination may be either on the inside or
on the outside of the feature outline (or its projection
line) depending upon the size of the feature.

12.3.4

a)

Indicating Dimensional Values on Drawings

Dimensional values shall be shown on draw-
ings in characters of sufficient size to ensure
complete legibility on the original drawing as

FIG. 12.15

well as on reproductions made from
microfilms.
They shall be placed in such a way that they
are not crossed or separated by any other line
on the drawing.

12.3.4.1 Values shall be indicated on a drawing
according to one of the following two methods. Only
one method should be used on any one drawing.

Method 1

a)

b)

Dimensional values shall be placed parallel to
their dimension lines and preferably near the
middle, above and clear of the dimension line
(see Fig. 12.16).

70

1
0
m

FIG. 12.16

An exception may be made where super-
imposed running dimensions are used (see
12.4.2.4). However, values shall be indicated
so that they may be read from the bottom or
from the right-hand side of the drawing. Values
on oblique dimension lines shall be oriented as
shown in Fig. 12.17.

FIG. 12.17
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c) Angular dimensional values may be oriented
either as in Fig. 12.18 or Fig. 12.19.

60°

FIG. 12.18

60°

@

I 30°

60”

.— — -. 60°

3tf

I

68 60°

FIG. 12.19

Method 2

a) Dimensional values shall be indicated so that
they may be read from the bottom of the draw-
ing sheet. Non-horizontal dimension lines are
interrupted, preferably near the middle so that
the value may be inserted (see Fig. 12.20 and
12.21).

i

!
+20 - -

f
+30 +5o

t

-26 10
r

)- 75
-1

FIG. 12.20

r
?0

-1s=
FIG. 12.21

b) Angular dimensional values may
either as in Fig. 12.19 or 12.22.

12.3.4.2 The

60°

%

I 0°
60° ‘

4

I T
-—— . . 60°

30”/

\

600+’00

FIG. 12.22

be oriented

positioning of dimensional values
frequently needs adapti~g to different situations,
Therefore, for example, values may be:

a)

b)

c)

closer to a termination to avoid having to
follow a long dimension line where only part
of the dimension line needs to be shown (see
Fig. 12.23).

1- *490

FIG. 12.23

above the extension of the dimension line
beyond one of the terminations if space is
limited (see Fig. 12.24).
at the end of a leader line which terminates on
a dimension line that is too short for dimen-
sional value to be indicated in the usual way
(see Fig. 12.24).

1!
tl-

30”

-- —
1.5

18.5 6

?—

24

2.’5 i

FIG. 12.24

d) above a horizontal extension of a dimension
line where space does not allow placement at
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the interruption of a non-horizontal dimension
line (see Fig. 12.25).

FIG. 12.25

12.3.4.3 Values for dimensions out-of-scale (except
where break lines are used) shall be underlined with a
straight wide line (see Fig. 12.26).

NOTE — Dimensions out-of-scale can resu]t from a featu~ size
modification where the modification does not warrant an exten-
sive drawing revision to correct the feature scale.

FIG. 12.26

12.3.4.4 The following indications are used with
dimensions to show applicable shape identification
and to ireprove drawing interpretation. The diameter
and square symbols may be omitted where the shape
is clearly indicated. The applicable indication
(symbol) shall precede the value for dimension (see
Fig. 12.27 to 12.31).

$: Dumeter S+: Spherical diameter

R: Radius SR : Spherical radius
D: Square

FIG.

*4

M

+!!

.—.

FIG. 12.28

12.27

FIG. 12.29

12.4 Arrangement and Indication of Dimensions

The arrangement of dimensioning on a drawing shall
indicate clearly the design purpose. Generally, the

FIG. 12.30 FIG. 12.31

arrangement of dimensions is the result of a
combination of various design requirements.

12.4.1 Chain Dimensioning

Chains of single dimensions (see Fig. 12.32) should be
used only where the possible accumulation of
tolerances does not impinge on the functional
requirements of the part. Any termination maybe used
for chain dimensioning except the 90° nrrowhead [see
Fig. 12.1 l(a)].

FIG. 12.32

12.4.2 Dimensioning from a Common Feature

12.4.2.1 This method of dimensioning is used where
a number of dimensions of the same direction relate to
a common origin.

12.4.2.2 Dimensioning from a common feature
may be executed as parallel dimensioning or as
superimposed running dimensioning.

12.4.2.3 Parallel dimensioning is the placement of a
number of single dimension lines parallel one to
another and spaced out so that the dimensional value
can easily be added in (see Fig. 12.33 and 12.41).

A
I i

FIG. 12.33
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12.4.2.4 Superimposed running dimensioning is
simplified parallel dimensioning and may be used
where there are space limitations and where no
legibility problems would occur (see Fig. 12.34 and
12.35).

FIG. 12.34

J=d=LI’
FIG. 12.35

The origin indication (see Fig. 12.12) is placed
appropriate] y and the opposite ends of each dimension
line shall be terminated only with an arrowhead.

Dimensional values may be placed, where there is no
risk of confusion, eithen

—near the arrowhead, in line with the
corresponding projection line (see Fig. 12.34),
or

— near the arrowhead, above and clear of the
dimension line (see Fig. 12.35).

12.4.2.5 It may be advantageous to use super-
imposed running dimensioning in two directions. In
such a case, the origins maybe as shown in Fig. 12.36.

12.4.3 Dimensioning by Coordinates

12.4.3.1 It maybe useful, instead of dimensioning as
shown in Fig. 12.36, to tabulate dimensional values as
shown in Fig. 12.37.

12.4.3.2 Coordinates for intersections in grids on
block plans (site plans) are indicated as shown in
Fig. 12.38.

Coordinates for arbitrary points of reference without a
grid shall appear adjacent to each point (see Fig. 12.39)
or in tabular form (see Fig. 12.40).

12.4.4 Combined Dimensioning

Single dimensions, chain dimensioning and
dimensioning from a common feature may be
combined on a drawing, if necessary (see Fig. 12.41
and 12.42).

12.5 Special Indications

12.5.1 Chords, Arcs, Angles and Radii

12.5.1.1 The dimensioning of chords, arcs and angles
shall be as shown in Fig. 12.43.

12.5.1.2 Where the centre of an arc falls outside the
limits of the space available, the dimension line of the
radius shall be broken or interrupted according to

FIG. 12.36
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FIG. 12.37
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FIG. 12.38
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FIG. 12.39

EE13
XY

1 10 20

2 80 40

3 70 80

4 20 60

FIG. 12.40

k 4

FIG. 12.41

whether or not it is necessary to locate the centre (see
Fig. 12.15).

12.5.1.3 Where the size of the radius can be derived
from other dimensions, it shall be indicated with a
radius arrow and the symbol R without an indication
of the value (see Fig. 12.44).

12.5.2 Equidistant Features

Where equidistant features or uniformly arranged
elements are part of the drawing specification,
dimensioning may be simplified as follows.

12.5.2.1 Linear spacings may be dimensioned as
shown in Fig. 12.45. If there is any possibility of
confusion between the length of the space and the
number of spacings, one space shall be dimensioned
as shown in Fig. 12.46.

12.5.2.2 Angular spacings of holes and other features
may be dimensioned as shown in Fig. 12.47.

12.5.2.3 The angles of the spacings maybe omitted if
their number is evident without confusion (see
Fig. 12.48).

12.5.2.4 Circular spacings may be dimensioned in-
directly by giving the number of elements as shown in
Fig. 12.49.

12.5.3 Repeated Features

If it is possible to define a quantity of elements of the
same size so as to avoid repeating the same
dimensional value, they may be given as shown in
Fig. 12.50 and 12.51.

12.5.4 Chamfers and Countersinks

12.5.4.1 Chamfers shall be dimensioned as shown in
Fig. 12.52. Where the chamfer angle is 45°, the
indications may be simplified as shown in Fig. 12.53
and 12.54.

.

12.5.4.2 Countersinks are dimensioned by showing
either the required diametral dimension at the surface
and the included angle, or the depth and the included
angle (see Fig. 12.55).

12.5.5 Other Indications

12.5.5.1 Where necessary, in order to avoid repeating
the same dimensional value or to avoid long leader
Iines, reference letters maybe used in connection with
an explanatory table or note (see Fig. 12.56). Leader
lines may be omitted.

12.5.5.2 In partially drawn views and partial sections
of symmetrical parts, the dimension lines that need to
cross the axis of symmetry are shown extended slightly
beyond the axis of symmetry; the second termination
is then omitted (see Fig. 12.57).
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FIG. 12.42

100m Chord

FIG. 12.43

L 50

FIG. 12.44

12.5.5.3 Where several parts are drawn and dimen-
sioned in an assembly, the groups of dimensions re-
lated to e:ich part should be kept as separate as possible
(see Fig. 12.58).

12.5.5.4 Sometimes it is necessary to dimension a
Iimited area of length of a surface to indicate a special
condition. In such instances, the area or length and its
location are indicated by a long wide chain line, drawn
adjacent and parallel to the surface and at a short
distance from it.

FIG. 12.45

FIG. 12.46

FIG. 12.47

/

@

‘+ ‘

.

~.

/

FIG. 12.48
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FIG. 12.49

FIG. 12.50

FIG. 12.51
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+ 12.6 Indication of Levels

1-

FIG. 12.57

— i I_
T

1

1- -1

12.6.1 General

Levels shall be expressed in appropriate units from a
predetermined base-zero level.

12.6.2 Levels on Vertical Views and Sections

12.6.2.1 The predetermined base-zero level on
vertical views and sections shall be indicated with a
closed arrowhead with barbs at an included angle of
90°. The arrowhead shall point to a horizontal line,
shall be half filled in, and shall be connected to a
horizontal leader line by means of a short narrow line
(see Fig. 12.61).

12.6.2.2 If it is required to indicate the altitude of the
base-zero level, the base-zero level symbol is modified
to include 0.000 directly above and the actual altitude
directly below the horizontal leader line (see
Fig. 12.62).

+ L
7.582

FIG. 12.61
FIG. 12.62

FIG. 12.58 DIMENSIONINGAN ASSEMBLY 12.6.2.3 Subsequent levels are indicated in vertical

12.5.5.5 If special requirement is applied to an ele-
views and sections with an arrowhead with barbs at an

ment of revolution, the indication shall be shown on
included angle of 90° pointing to the respective level

one side only (see Fig. 12.59).
and attached to a short thin vertical line. The vertical
line is connected at right angles to a horizontal leader

4
EIG. 12.59

12.5.5.6 Where the location and extent of the special
requirement requires identification, the appropriate
dimensioning is necessary. However, where the draw-
ing clearly shows the extent of the indication, dimen-
sioning is not necessary (see Fig. 12.60).

line above which is- placed the appropriate level
dimension (see Fig. 12.63).

FIG. 12.60 FIG. 12.63
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12.6.3 Levels on Horizontal (Plan) Views and
Sections

12.6.3.1 The numerical value of the level for a point
(a specific location) shall be placed above the leader

line that is connected to an X. The X k used to indicate
the exact position of a particular point (see Fig. 12.64).

FIG. 12.64

12.6.3.2 If the specific location point is defined by
two intersecting outlines, the X shall be replaced with
a circle and the numerical value of the elevation shall
be located above the leader line that is extended from
the circle on the same side of the outline as the surface
associated with the elevation (see Fig. 12.65).

A A

FIG. 12.65

12.6.3.3 The numerical value of an elevation of an
outline shall be located adjacent to it and on the same
side of it as the surface associated with the elevation
(see Fig. 12.66).

12.6.4 Levels on Site Layout

12.6.4.1 Levels on ground preparation
site plans shall be given as follows:
Original ground level to be used
New ground level
Original ground level no longer valid

12.6.4.2 Levels for contour lines shall

SP 46:2003

drawings and

+ 0.000
+ 0,000

(+ 0.000)

be located on
the upper side of the contour line and shall be given as
follows:

Contour line

~9/

Original contour line no longer valid

12.6.4.3 Elevation datum to be used when setting out
dimensions shall be shown as follows:

@ FIX +0.000

Example

Meaning
+1.23b

T = +1.100

1-
FIG. 12.66
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SECTION 13 INDICATION OF LINEAR AND ANGULAR
TOLERANCES ON TECHNICAL DRAWING

[Based on IS 11667: 1991/1S0 406: 1987]

13.1 Scope

This section specifies the indication of tolerances for
linear and angular dimensions on technical drawings.

Indicating such tolerances does not necessarily imply
the use of any particular method of production,
measurement or gauging.

13.2 Units

13.2.1 Units of the deviations shall be expressed in the

same unit as the basic size.

13.2.2 If two deviations relating to the same dimen-
sion have to be shown, both shall be expressed to the
same number of decimal places (see Fig. 13.2), except
if’one of the deviations is zero (see Fig. 13.5).

13.3 Indication of the Components of a Linear
Dimension

13.3.1 1S0 Symbols

The components of the tolerance dimension shall be
indicated in the following order.

a) the basic size, and
b) the tolerance symbol.

13.3.1.1 If, in addition to the symbols (see Fig. 13.1),
i( is necessary to express the values of the deviations
(see Fig. 13.2) or the limits of size (see Fig. 13.3), the
tidditiomd information shall be shown in brackets.

1-+
FIG. 13.1

FIG. 13.2

FIG. 13.3

13.3.2 Permissible Deviations

The components of the tolerance dimension shall be
indicated in the following order (see Fig. 13.4 to 13.6):

a) The basic size, and
b) The value of the deviations.

+()”1

32 - O*2
4 -

FIG. 13.4

432 ‘:*2> w

FIG. 13.5 FIG. 13.6

13.3.2.1 If one of the two deviations is zero, this
should be expressed by the digit zero (see Fig. 13.5).

13.3.2.2 If the tolerance is symmetrical in relation to
the basic size, the ‘value of the deviations should be
indicated once only, preceded by the sign 2 (see
Fig. 13.6).

13.3.3 Limits of Size

The limits of size may be indicated by an upper and
lower dimension (see Fig. 13.7).

13.3.4 Limits of Size in One Direction

If a dimension needs to be limited in one direction
only, this should be indicated by adding ‘rein’ or ‘max’
to the dimension (see Fig. 13.8).

32”198
32s1954 *

FIG. 13.7

13.4 Order of Indication of Deviations and Limits
of Size

The upper deviation or the upper limit of size shall be
written in the upper position and the lower deviation
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30s5min.
/

FIG. 13.8

or the lower limit of size in the lower position,
irrespective of whether a hole or a shaft is tolerance.

13.5 Indication of Tolerances on Drawings of
Assembled Parts

13.5,1 1S0 Symbols

13.5.1.1 The tolerance symbol for the hole shall be
placed before that for the shaft (see Fig. 13.9) or above
it (see Fig. 13.10), the symbols being preceded by the
basic size indicated once only.

mI

FIG. 13.9

Iz It

FIG. 13.10

a

13.5.1.2 If it is also necessary to specify the numerical
values of the deviations, they should be written in
brackets (see Fig. 13. 11).

For the sake of simplicity, dimensioning with only one
dimension line may be used (see Fig. 13.12).

13.5.2 Values by Digits

The dimension for each of the components of the
assembled parts shall be preceded by the name (see
Fig. 13. 12) or item reference (see Fig. 13.13) of the
components, the dimension for the hole being placed
in both cases above that for the shaft.

13.6 indication of Tolerances on Angular
Dimensions

The rules given for the indication of tolerances on

ma!)0“041@30 F7 +0020

()
o

030 h6 -0”013

FIG. 13.11

l-=-l
IY@H!.J

-0”1‘
shaft @30 -0”2

FIG. 13.12

FIG. 13.13

linear dimensions are equally applicable to angular
dimensions (see Fig. 13.16 and 13.17), except that the
units of the basic angle and the fractions thereof, as
well as the deviations, shall always be indicated (see
Fig. 13.14 to 13.17). If the angular deviation is
expressed in either minutes of a degree or seconds of
a minute of a degree, the value of the minute or second
shall be preceded by 0° or 0°0’ as applicable.
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Z!Loo
FIG. 13.14

+ 000’15” d“’’’’’”
-0°0’30”

FIG. 13.16

60 °10’~OO013C)I’”

v

FIG. 13.15
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SECTION 14 DIMENSIONING OF CONES
[Based on IS 10718: 1993/1S0 3040: 1990]

14.1 Scope

This section establishes the definition of cones and
specifies the graphical symbol to be used for their
indication and methods for their dimensioning.

For the purposes of this section, the term ‘cone’ relates
to right-angle circular cones only.

NOTES
1 For simplicity, only truncated cones have been represented in
this section. However this section can be applied to any type of
cone within its scope.
2 This section is not intended to prevent the use of other methods
of dimensioning.

14.2 Definition

For the purposes of this section, the following
definition applies.

Rate of taper C Ratio of the difference in the

diameters of two sections of a cone to the distance
between them. U is expressed by the following formula
(see also Fig. 14.1):

~_ D-d ~tan a
L ()T

L L J

FIG. 14.1

14.3 Graphical Symbol for a Cone

A cone shall be indicated using the graphical symbol
illustrated in Fig. 14.2 positioned on a reference line
($M Fig. 14.7). The orientation of the graphical symbol
shal I coincide with that of the cone (see Fig. 14.7 and
Fig. 14.8).

15°

FIG, 14.2

For the size and line thickness of the graphical symbol,
see ISO 3461-2.

14.4 Dimensioning of Cones

14.4.1 Characteristics of Cones

In order to define a cone, the characteristics and
dimensions shown in Table 14.1 maybe used in those
combinations most appropriate for the function of the
cone.

No more dimensions than are necessary shall be
specified. However, additional dimensions (for ex-
ample, half the included angle) may be given as
‘auxiliary’ or ‘reference’ dimensions in brackets for
information.

Typical combinations of cone characteristics and
dimensions are shown in Fig. 14.3 to Fig. 14.6.

Table 14.1 Characteristics and
Dimensions of Cones

(Clause 14.4. 1)

Characteristics and Letter Examples of Indicatio] t
Dimensions Symbol ~

Preferred Optional
Method Method

Characteristics
Rateof taper c 1:5 0.2:1

1/5 20%

Cone angle 0. 35° 0.6 rad

Conediameter
- at the largerend D

- at the smaller end d
- at the selectedcross-section D.

Length
Cone length L
Lengthinchrdingconelength L’
Lengthlocatinga cross-section Lx

at which D, k soecified

14.4.2 Indication of Rate of Taper on Drawings

The graphical symbol and the rate of taper of a cone
shall be indicated near to the feature, and the reference
line shall be connected to the outline of the cone by a
leader line as shown in Fig. 14.7. The reference line
shall be drawn parallel to the centre-line of the cone,
and the orientation of the graphical symbol shall
coincide with that of the cone.
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14.4.3 Standardized Series of Conesc

L

FIG. 14.3

FIG. 14.4

c
I

When the taper to be indicated is one of a standardized
series of conical taper (in particular Morse or metric
taper), the tapered feature may be designated by
specifying the standard series (see 1S0 11 19) and
appropriate number (see Fig. 14.8).

FIG. 14.6

Graphical symbol

Leader line

A

7:5

Reference line

}

-— .— .—

FIG. 14.7

lx

L’ .
FIG. 14.5

Morse No.3

\

h I -—. — .—. — .

FIG. 14.8
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SECTION 15 INDICATION OF SURFACE TEXTURE IN
TECHNICAL PRODUCT DOCUMENTATION

[Based on lSO/DIS 1302: 1999]

15.1 Scope

This section specifies the rules for the indication of
surface texture in technical product documentation,
(for example, drawings, specifications, contracts,
reports) by means of graphical symbols and textual
indications.

15.2 Definitions

15.2,1 Basic Graphical Symbol (for Su~ace Texture)

Graphical symbol indicating that a requirement for
surface texture exists.

NOTE — See Fig. 15.1

15.2.2 Expanded Graphical Symbol (for Su#ace
Texture)

Expanded basic graphical symbol indicating that
material is to be either removed or not removed in
order to obtain the specific surface texture.

NOTE —See Fig. 15.2 and 15.3.

15.2,3 Complete Graphical Symbol (for Su~ace
Texture)

Basic or expanded graphical symbol expanded in order
to facilitate the addition of complementary surface
texture requirements.

NOTE — See Fig. 15.4.

15.2.4 Sutface (Texture) Parameter

Parameter expressing a micro geometrical property of
a surface.

15.2.5 (Surjhce) Parameter Symbol

Symbol indicating the type of surface texture
parameter.

NOTE — The parameter symbols are consisting of letters and
numerical values for example : R~,& mu,w., wzlma., AR, RP~,
RN, etc.

15.3 Graphical Symbols for the Indication of
Surface Texture

Requirements for surface texture are indicated on
technical drawings by several variants of graphical
symbols each having their own significant meaning.
These graphical symbols shall usually be
supplemented with complementary surface texture

requirements in the form of numerical values and text
(see 15.4), but it shall be recognized that the graphical
symbols used alone in some instances can have a
special meaning on the technical drawing (see 15.5).

15.3.1 Basic Graphical Symbols for Su~ace Texture

The basic graphical symbols consist of two straight
lines of unequal length inclined at approximately 60°
to the line representing the considered surface, as
shown in Fig. 15.1. The basic graphical symbol in Fig.
15.1 used alone (without complementary information)
is not a requirement.

FIG. 15.1 BASIC GRAPHICALSYMBOL FOR
SURFACETEXTURE

If the basic graphical symbol is used with complemen-
tary supplementing information (see 15.4), then no
decision is taken as to whether removal of material is
necessary for obtaining the specified surface
(see 15.3.2), or whether it is not allowed to remove
material for obtaining the specified surface

(see 15.3.3).

15.3.2 Basic Graphical Symbol for Removal of
Material

If removal of material by machining is required for
obtaining the specified surface, a bar shall be added to
the basic graphical symbol, as shown in Ftg. 15.2. The
expanded graphical symbol on Fig. 15.2 used alone
(without complementary information) is not a
requirement.

v“
FIG. 15.2 EXPANDEDGRAPHICALSYMBOL

INDICATINGTHATREMOVALOF MATERIALM
REQUIRED
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15.3.3 Expanded Graphical Symbol when Removal of
Material is not Permitted

If removal of material is not permitted for obtaining
the specified surface, a circle shall be added to the
basic graphical symbol, as shown in Fig. 15.3.

FIG. 15.3 EXPANDED GRAPHICAL SYMBOL WHEN

REMOVAL OF MATERIAL IS NOTPERMI~ED

15.3.4 Complete Graphical Symbol

When complementary requirements for surface
texture characteristics have to be indicated (see 15.4),
a line is added to the longer arm of any of the graphical
symbols illustrated in Fig. 15.1 to 15.3, as shown in
Fig. 15.4.

15.3.5 Graphical Symbol for ‘All Su~aces Around a

Workpiece Outline’

When the same surface texture is required on all
surfaces around a workpiece (integral features),
represented on the drawing by a closed outline of the
workpiece, a circle is added to the complete graphical
symbol illustrated in Fig. 15.4, as
15.5.

shown in Fig.

V
(a)

(a) any manufacturing process permitted

FIG.

15.4 Indication of Surface Texture Requirements

In order to ensure unambigu}ty of a surface texture
requirement in relation to the function of the particular
surface, it is necessary, in addltidn to the indication of
both a surface texture pa~ameter and the
requirement(s) for its numerical value, to give other
requirement, for example, transmission band or
sampling length, m~nufacturing process, surface lay
and its orientation and a possible machining
allowances. It maybe necessary to set up requirements
for several different surface texture parameters in
order that the surface requirements ensure
unambiguous functional properties of the surface.

15.4.1 Position of Complementary Su~ace Texture
Requirements in the Complete Graphical Symbol

The positions of the various surface texture
requirements in the complete graphical symbol are
shown in Fig. 15.6.

15.4.1.1 Su#ace texture parameter, numerical value
and transmission bana%ampling length

Surface texture parameters, numerical values and
transmission banchampling length are to be located at
specific positions in the complete graphical symbol in
the following manner.

C
(b)

<
(c)

(b) material shall be removed (c) material shall not be removed

15.4 COMPLETEGRAPHICALSYMBOL

I 6- 3
-.~~

0

0 4//~ -%

4 5
NOTE— The outline on the drawing represent the six surfaces shown on the 3D-representation of the workpiece.

FIG. 15.5 EXAMPLEOFA SURFACETEXTUREREQUIREMENTAPPLYINGTO ALL(SIX) SURFACES
REPRESENTEDBY THEOUTLINEONTHEDRAWING
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a)

b)

One single su~ace texture requirement (posi-
tion a)

If only one single surface texture requirement,
consisting of the surface texture parameter, the
numerical value and the transmission
band/sampling length, is to be indicated in the
complete graphical symbol, it shall be located
in the complete graphical symbol in position
‘a’ (Fig. 15.7).

Two or more surface texture requirements

(position a and b)

If one complete graphical symbol is used to
indicate two or more surface texture require-
ments, it shall be indicated as follows:

The first surface texture requirement is located
at position a [as stated in 15.4.1.1 (a)]. The
second surface texture requirement shall be
located at position b. If a third or more require-
ments are to be indicated, the graphical symbol
is enlarged according] y in the vertical direc-
tion, to make room for more lines. The position
a and b is moving upwards, when the symbol
is enlarged.

Ra 0.7; Rzl 3.3

a

a) in text

SP 46:2003

15.4.1.2 Manufacturing method (position c)

The manufacturing method, treatment, coatings or
other requirements for the manufacturing process etc,
to produce the surface, for example, turned, ground,
plated, etc shall be located at position ‘c’ (see
Fig. 15.7) (see also 15.4.2).

15.4.1.3Su#ace lay and orientation (position d)

The symbol of the required surface lay and the
orientation, if any, of the surface lay, for example, ‘=’,
‘X’, ‘M’, etc, are located at position ‘d’ (see Fig. 15.7),
(seealso 15.4.3).

15.4.1.4Machining allowance (position e)

The required machining allowance is indicated as a
numerical value given in millimetre at position ‘e’ (see
Fig. 15.7) (see aLso 15.4.4).

15.4.2 Indication of Manufacturing Method or Other
Information Regarding the Method

The surface texture parameter value of an actual
surface is strongly influenced by the detailed form of
the profile curve. A parameter designation, parameter
value and transmission band — indicated solely as a
surface texture requirement — do therefore not

d Ra 0.7
Rzl 3.3

b

b) in drawings

FIG. 15.6 PARAMETERDESIGNATION

Clause 15.4.1
and 15.4. 1.1

\

Clause 15.4.1.2

/“
clause 15.4.1.4

\
\

x *—

Clause 15.4.1.1 (a)

and 15.4. l.l (b)
\e~ ,d b=

Clause 15.4.1 .I(b)

clause 15.4.1.3

FIG. 15.7 POSITIONS(a – e) FORTHELOCATIONOFCOMPLEMENTARYREQUIREMENTS
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necessarily result in unambiguous function of the
surface. It is consequently necessary in almost all cases
to state the manufacturing process, asthis process to
some extent results in a particular detailed form of the
profile curve.

There may also be other reasons for finding itap-
propriate to indicate the process.

The manufacturing process of the specified surface can
be presented as a text and be added to the complete
symbol as shown in Fig. 15.8 and 15.9. The coating in
Fig. 15.11 is an example indicated using the symbolic
presentation, The addition to the complete symbol can
be used only as information — also in addition to the
infor-rnatiorr of importance to the geometrical proper-
ties of the surface, for example, coating thickness,
coating types, etc.

15.4.3 indication of the Su~(zce by

The surface lay and direction of the lay emanating
from the machining process (for example, traces left

turned

d Rz 3,1
turned Rz 3.1

a b

a) in text b) in drawings

FIG. 15.8 IND1CATIONOFA MACHININGPROCESS
.ANDTHE REQUIREMENTFORTHEROUGHNESSOF

THE RESULTINGSURFACE

by IWIS) can be indicated in the complete symbol by
using the symbols shown in Table 15.1 and illustrated
by the example in Fig. 15.10. The indication of surface
lay by the defined symbols is not applicable to textual
indications.

The symbols in Table 15.1 indicate the lay and direc-
tion of lay in relation to the drawing plane containing
the surface texture requirement.

15.4.4 Indication of Machining Allowance

The machining allowance is generally indicated only
in those cases where more process stages are shown in

Fe/Ni 15 p Cr r; Rz 0.6

(a)

(a) in text

mil[ed

‘v&Z

NOTE — The direction of lay is the direction of the prevailing
surface pattern which is usually determined by the mmrufactur-
ing process used.

FIG. 15.10 DIRECTION OF LAY OFTHESURFACE
PATTERNINDICATEDAS BEING PERPENDICW.,ARTO

THEDRAWING PLANE

the same drawing. Machining allowances are therefore ‘
found, for example, in drawings of raw cast and forged
workplaces with the final workpiece being shown in
the raw workpiece. The indication of machining
allowance by the defined symbol is not applicable to
textual indications.

When the machining allowance is indicated, it may
occur that the requirement for the machining al-
lowance is the only requirement added to the complete
symbol. The machining allowance may also be indi-
cated in connection with a normal surface texture
requirement (see Fig. 15. 11).

turnect

3-

r ..—..—..—.—..... ..-
–-~—-—.—.—.—.—t”—

I_ ,.—..—..—. —..—..—..-1

FIG. 15.11 INDICATIONOF SURFACE
TEXTUREREQUIREMENTSFORTHE ‘FINAL’

WORKPIECESHOWNONTHE CASTINGDRAWING,
INCLUDINGA REQUIREMENTFORA MACHINING

ALLOWANCEOF 3 mm

Fe/Ni 15 p Cr r

v“Rz 0.6

(b)

(b) in drawings

FIG. 15.9 INDICATIONo~ A CoATINci AND‘rtttzROUGHNESSREQUIREMENT
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Table 15.1 Indication of Surface Lay

(Clause 15.4.3)

raphical symbol Interpretation and example

Parallel to the plane of projection of the view in
which the symbol is used

- L
=

Perpendicular to the plane of projection of the

1

view in which the symbol is used
L&

1

Crossed in two oblique directions relative to the

x plane of projection of the view in which the
C+&

x
symbol is used

Multi-directional

M L M

Approximately circular relative to the centre of

c the surface to which the symbol applies
L

c

Q@

Approximately radial relative to the centre of the

R
surface to which the symbol applies

fSC
R

@

Lay is particulate, non-directional, or protuberant

P L P

)TE - Ir it is necessa~ 10specifya surface paltem which is rmtclearlydefinedby these symbols,this shall be atileved by the
ldition of a suitable note 10 the drawing.

15.5 Indication on Drawings and Other Technical

Product Documentation

Surface texture requirements shall be indicated only
once for a given surface and, if possible, on the same
view where the size and/or location are indicated andf
tolemnced.

Unless otherwise specified, the indicated surface
texture requirements are applicable for the surface
after machining, coating, etc.

—

15.5.1 Position and Orientation of the Graphical
Symbol and its Annotation

The general rule is that the graphical symbol together
with the complementary information shall be oriented
so that they can be read from the bottom or right-hand
side of the drawing (see Fig. 15.12).

15.5.1.1 On an outline or by a leader line

The surface texture requirement (graphical symbol)
shall touch the surface or be connected to it bv means
of a leader line terminating in an arrowhead.
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->
m

Rz 11

FIG. 15.12 DIRECTIONOFREADINGOF SURFACE

TEXTUREREQUIREMENTS

FIG. 15.13 SURFACETEXTUREREQUIREMENTSON
THECONTOURLINETHAT REPRESENTSTHESURFACE

milled turned

a b
FIG. 15.14 ALTERNATIVEUSE OF LEADERLINES

I
I

1 &‘-Ra 1.5

D 0“1

w
FtG. 15.15 SURFACETEXTUREREQUIREMENTIN

CONNECTIONWITHTHEDIMENSIONOFA
FEATUREOFSIZE

As a general rule the graphical symbol shall, or the
leader line terminating in an arrowhead, shall point at
the surface from outside the material of the workpiece
either to the outline (representing the surface) or the
extension of it (see Fig. 15.13 and 15.14).

FIG. 15.16 SURFACETEXTUREREQUIREMENTCON-
NECTEDTO INDICATIONOF GEOMETRICALTOLERAN-

CES

15.5.1.2 On the dimension line in connection with the
dimension of a size feature

If there is no risk of mis-interpretation, the surface
lexture requirement may be indicated in connection
with the dimensions given, as shown in Fig. 15.15,

15.5.1.3 On the tolerance frame for geometrical

tolerances

The surface texture requirement may be placed on top

of the tolerance frame for geometrical tolerances, as
shown in Fig. 15.16.
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FIG. 15.17 SURFACETEXTUREREQUIREMENTSON EXTENS1ONLINESOFCYLINL)RICALFEATURES

, 15.5.1.4 On extension lines

The surface texture requirement may be directly
placed on extension lines or be connected to it by a
leader line terminating in an arrowhead, as shown in
Fig. 15.13 and 15.17.

15.5.1.5 Cylindrical and prismatic su$aces

Cylindrical as well as prismatic surfaces need only be
specified once if indicated by a centreline and if each
prismatic surface have the same surface texture re-
quirement (see Fig. 15. 17).

However, each prismatic surface needs to be indicated
separately if different surface textures are required on
the individual prismatic surfaces (see Fig. 15.18).

p~ Rz 1.7

.—. — -

u

\fl

FIG. 15.18 SURFACE TEXTURE REQummmm’rs FOR
CYLINt)RICALAND PRISMATICSURFACES

15.5.2 Simplified Drawing Indications of Surface
Texture Requirements

15.5.2.1 Majority ofsu~aces having the same surface
texture requirement

If the same surface texture is required on the majority
of the surfaces of a workpiece, this surface texture
requirement may be placed close to the title block of
the drawing.

This general graphical symbol corresponding to this
surface texture shall be followed by:

— a basic symbol in parenthesis without any other
indication (see Fig. 15. 19), or

—the special deviating surface texture

requirement(s) in parenthesis (see Fig. 15.20).

in order to indicate that there exist other surface texture
requirements that deviates from the general surface
texture requirement.

-#-

FIG. 15.19 SIMPLIFIEDINDICATIONWHENA
MAJORITYOF SURFACESHAVETHESAME REQUIRED

SURFACETEXTURE

la
FIG. 15.20 SIMPLIFIEDINDICATIONWHENA

MAJORITYOF SURFACESHAVETHESAMEREQUIRED
SURFACETEXIIJRE
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Surface texture requirements that deviates from the
general surface texture requirement is indicated direct-
ly on the drawing in the same view of the particular
surfaces in question (see Fig. 15.19 and 15.20).

15.5.2.2 Special use of reference indication

1f the same surface texture is required on a large
number of surfaces of the workpiece, the correspond-
ing graphical symbol shown in Fig. 15.1, 15.2 or 15.3
may be used on the appropriate surface and its meaning
given on the drawing as shown, for example, in
Fig. 15,21 to 15.23.

J=F
Fm. 15.21 SIMPLIFIEDIND1CATIONOF SURFACE

T~XTWREREQUIREMENTS WHEN MANUFACTURING

PROCESS M NOT SPECIFIED

v’=?
FIG. 15.22 SIMPLIFIEDINDICATIONOF SURFACE

TEXrURE REQUIREMENTWHENREMOVALOF
MATERIAL1s REQUIRED

d=F
FIG. 15.23 SIMPLIFIED 1NDICATION OF SURFACE

TEXTURE REQUIREMENT WHEN REMOVAL OF

MATERIAL ESNOTPERMITTED

15.5.3 Indication of2 Processes

If it is necessary to define surface texture both before
and after treatment, this shall be explained in a note or
in accordance with Fig. 15.24.

15.6 Synoptic Tables (see Table 15.2 to 15.5)

I I !21

H-
.

FIG. 15.24 INDICATIONOF SURFACETEXTURE
REQUIREMENTBEFOREANDAFTERTREATMENT

(IN THISCASE COATiNG)

Table 15.2 Graphical Symbols with’No Inscription
(Clause 15.6)

Reference no. Symbol Meaning I

1 v’ Fundamental graphical symbol. It may only be used in isolation when
its meaning is “the surface under consideration” or explained by a
note I (see 15.5.2).

2

d

Basic graphical symbol. A machining surface with no indication of
other details. Used in isolation this basic graphical symbol may be
used only when its meaning is “a surface to be machined”.

3
d

Basic graphical symbol. A surface from which removal of material is
prohibited. This basic graphical symbol may also be used in a drafing
relating to a manufacturing process to indicate that a surface is to be
left in the state resulting from a preceding manufacturing process,
regardless whether this state was achieved by removai of material or
otherwise.
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Table 15.3 Graphical Symbols with Indication of Surface Texture

Reference no.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

(Clause 5.6)

Symbol I Meaning/Explanation

F The process is not permitted to remove material,
unilateral upper specification limit, default trans-
mission band, R-profile, maximum height of rough-
ness 0,5 pm, evaluation length of 5 sampling
lengths (default), “16%-rule” (default)

?
The process shall remove material, unilateral up-
per specification limit, default transmission band,
&profile, maximum height of roughness 0,3 pm,
evaluation length of 5 sampling lengths (default),
“max-rule”

d’
09008-0.8 I Ra 3.1 The process shall remove material, unilateral up-

per specification limit, transmission band 0,008-0,8
mm, R-profile, arithmetic mean deviation 3,1 pm,
evaluation length of 5 sampling lengths (default),
“16%-rule” (default)

Y
The process shall remove material, unilateral up-
per specification limit, transmission band: sam-

pling length 0,8 mm (,4s default 0,0025 pm) ac-
cording to ISO 3274, R-profile, arithmetic mean
deviation 3,1 pm, evaluation length of 3 sampling
lengths (default), “16%-rule” (default)

m

The process is not permitted to remove material,
double-sided upper and lower specification limits,
default transmission band for both limits, R-profile,
upper limit arithmetic mean deviation 3,1 pm,
evaluation length of 5 sampling lengths (default),
“max-rule”, lower limit: arithmetic mean deviation
0,8 pm, evaluation length of 5 sampling lengths
(default), “16%-rule” (default)

~
The process shall remove material, unilateral up-

per specification limit, transmission band 0,8-25
mm, W-profile, maximum height of waviness 10
pm, evaluation length of 3 sampling lengths,
“160&rule” (default)

~

The process shall remove material, unilateral up-
per specification limit, transmission band
2.s = 0,008 mm no long wave filter, P-profile, total
profile height 25 pm, evaluation length equal
workpiece Ienglh (default), “max-rule”

0.0025-0?1 I j RX O-2 Any manufacturing process, unilateral upper spec-
ification limit, Iransrnission band 7

h = 0,002 mrn -5 mm; A = 0,1 mm, evaluation
length 3,2 mm (default), roughness motif parame-
ter, maximum depth of roughness motif 0,2 pm,
“16 %-rule” (default)

I J
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Table 15.3 — (Concluded)

Reference no. Symbol Meaning/Explanation

9

7

The process is not permitted to remove material,

unilateral upper specification limit, transmission

band Is = 0,008 mm (default), A = 0,5 mm (de-

fault), evaluation length 10 mm, roughness motif
parameter, maximum mean depth of roughness
motif 10 pm, “16 %-rule” (default)

10
c

WI The process shall remove material, unilateral up-
per specification limit, transmission band
A = 0,5 mm(default); B = 2,5 mm (default), evalua-
tion length 16 mm (default), waviness motif pa-
rameter, maximum mean depth of waviness motif
1000 pm, “16 %-rule” (default)

11
~

Any manufacturing process, unilateral upper spec-
ification limit, transmission band /s = 0,008 mm
(default): A = 0,3 mm, evaluation length 6 mm,
roughness motif parameter, maximum mean spac-
ing of roughness motif 0,09 mm, “16 %-rule” (de-
fault)

NOTE Surfacetexture parameters, transmission bandskampling Ienglhs and parameler values and choice of symbols are given

—

as examples only

Table 15.4 Symbols with Supplementary Information
(clause 15.6)

(These indications may be used in combination with the appropriate graphical symbols from Table 15.3.)

Reference no. Symbol Meaning

1 milled Manufacturing method: milled (see 15,4.2)

2
T/_

Surface pattern: direction of lay perpendicular to the
-1 plane of projection of the tiew (see 15.4.3)

3

r

Surface texture requirement applies to complete
closed outline of the projection view (see 15.3.5)

4

<

Machining allowance 3 mm (see 15.4.4)
3

NOTE The manufacturing method, surface pallem. and machining allowance are given as examples only.

Table 15.5 Simplified Symbols
(Ckm.w 15.6)

Reference no. Symbol Meaning

1
d

The meaning is defined by text added to the drawing
(see 15.5.2.1)
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SECTION 16 SIMPLIFIED REPRESENTATION OF THE ASSEMBLY
OF PARTS WITH FASTENERS — GENERAL PRINCIPLES

[Based on IS 15023 (Part 1):2001 /1S05845-1 : 1995]

16.1 SCOP(2

This section establishes general principles for the
simplified representation of holes, bolts (screws),
rivets, etc, on technical drawings.

16.2 Simplified Representation of Fasteners

16.2.1 Representation on Projection Planes Normal
to the Axes of the Fasteners

In order to represent holes, bolts and rivets on
projection planes normal to their axes, the symbolic
representation shall be drawn in continuous wide line
(O1.2) in accordance with Section 6. The position of
the fastener is indicated by a cross (see Fig. 16. 1).

+

FIG. 16.1

Additional information should be indicated in
accordance with Tables 16.1 and 16.2.

A prominent dot may be placed in the centre of the
cross in order to facilitate the use of drawing copies as
a template (see example in Fig. 16.2). The diameter of
the dot shall be five times the thickness of the line used

for indicating the cross.

16.2.2 Representation on Projection Planes Parallel
to the Axes of the Fastener

In order to represent holes, bolts and rivets on
projection planes parallel to their axes, the symbolic
representation shown in Tables 16.2 and 16.3 shall be
adopted. The horizontal line of this symbolic
representation shall be drawn in a continuous narrow
line (01.1); all other parts shall be drawn in a wide line
(01 .2), in accordance with Section 6.

16.3 Dimensioning

Dimension lines shall be terminated in accordance
with Section 6.

16.3.1 The extension lines shall be separated from the
symbolic representation of holes, bolts and rivets on
projection planes parallel to their axes (see Fig. 16.2).

Table 16.1 Symbolic Representation of Holes, Bolts and Rivets to Fit in Holes
(Clause 16.2.1)

Holo

Hoiol) and bolt or rivet without countersunk on countersunk on far countersunk on

countersinking near side sido both sides

)rilled and fitted in the
vorkshop + Y + *

)rilled in the workshop
Ind fitted on site -K’ + # #

)rilled and fiited on site
+ + # #

1f To distinguish bolts and riiets from holes, the correct designation 01 the hole dr fastener shall be given

EXAMPLE
I

The designation for a hole of diameler 13 mm is 0 13, the designation for a boll with metric screw thread of diameter
12 mm and length 50 mm is Ml 2 x 50, while that for a rivet of diameter 12 mm and length 50 mm is 012 x 50.
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#

Table 16.2 Symbolic Representation of Holes

(Clause 16.2.2)

Hole Hole

without countersinking countersunk on orm side only countersunk on both sides

Dr(lled in the workshop

-1]
Ill

@

Drilled on site

-~ ‘w &l

Table 16.3 Symbolic Representation of Bolts or Rivets to Fit in Holes

(Clause 16.2.2)

Hole
Bolt or rlvetl) Bolt with designatedwithout countersunk on countersunk on

countarainkkrg nut position
one side only both sidas

Fitted in the workshop

@ @ @ &

Fitted on site

‘- : ! { @< w w

Hole drilled on site and
bolt or rivet fitted on site

w w ‘> : : ‘( 111-’{

1] To distinguish bolts from rivets, the correct designation of the fastener shall be given.

EXAMPLE

The designation for a bolt with metric screw thread of diameter 12 mm and length 50 mm is M12 x 50, while that for a rivet
of diame[er 12 mm and length 50 mm is Q 12 x 50.

FIG. 16.2
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16.3.2 The diameter of holes shall be indicated on a
leader line pointing to the symbolic representation of
a hole (see Fig. 16.3).

1-
260

I
130

<
I

0 g.- —., —. . _, g N

I
I I !

\r
1 \

I ‘e2.3X
800

FIG. 16.3

SP 46:2003

16.3.3 To indicate the characteristics of bolts and
rivets, their designations shall be given on a leader line
pointing to the symbolic representation (see Fig. 16.4).

16.3.4 The designation of holes, bolts and rivets,
when referring to a group of identical elements, can be
restricted to one exterior element. In this case the
designation shall be preceded by the number of holes,
bolts or rivets constituting the group (see Fig. 16.3 and
16.4).

16.3.5 Holes, bolts and rivets equidistant from a
centreline may be dimensioned as shown in Fig. 16.3
to 16.5.

s x 1s0 .,. M16 x 45—

,
1 8 /

( I 0

.----- ----- .?
------------- -------------------- .----

L 70x7-3500 4 x 100 so ,

I

FIG. 16.4

.—. — .—.
._. .—.

FIG. 16.5
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SECTION 17 SIMPLIFIED REPRESENTATION OF BARS AND
PROFILE SECTIONS

[Based on IS 10720: 1999/1S0 5261: 1995]

17.1 Scope

This section specifies rules for the simplified
representation of bars and profile sections in assembly
and delail drawings concerning, among others:

— structural metal work consisting of plates and
sheets, profile sections and compound elements
(including bridges, frameworks, pilings, etc);

— lifting and transport appliances;
— storage tanks and pressure vessels; and
— lifts, moving stairways and conveyor belts,

17.2 Complementary Rules for the Simplified
Representation of Bars and Profile Sections

The simplified representation of bars and profile
sections shall consist of their relevant IS designation
followed, if necessary, by the cutting length, separated
by a hyphen. This designation may also be used when
fi~ling in an item list (Section 2).

Example

The simplified representation of an equal leg angle
profile in accordance with IS 808, measuring
50 mm x 50 mm x 4 mm and having a cutting length
of 1 000 mm shall consist of the following IS
designation:

Angle profile IS 808 -50x50x 4-1000

If there is no designation specified in a standard, the
designation shall be composed of the graphical symbol
followed by the necessary dimensions, in accordance
with Tables 17.1 and 17.2.

Table 17.1 applies to the designation of bar sections.

E.wnpk

The simplified representation of a rectangular solid bar
section measuring 50 mm x 10 mm and having a

cutting length of 100 mm shall consist of the following
designation:

n 5OX1O-1OO

Table 17.2 applies
(ions, and indicates
replaced by upper
simplification.

Example

to the designation of profile sec-
which graphical symbols may be
case letters, if appropriate, for

The simplified representation of an angle profile
section measuring 89 mm x 60 mm x7 mm and having
a cutting length of 500 mm shall consist of one of the
following two designations:

L 89x60X7-500
or

L89x60x7–500

The designation shall be positioned in close proximity
to the relevant item (see Fig. 17.1 to 17.3). Figure 17.3
includes L-shaped profiles for which the graphical
symbols are positioned to reflect the arrangement for
assembly.

17.3 Schematic Representation of Structural
Metal Work

Compound frames of structural metal work can be
schematically represented by continuous wide lines
(01 .2) indicating the centroidal lines of the intersecting
elements. In this case, the values of the distances

between the reference points of the centroidal lines
shall be indicated directly on the represented elements

(see Fig. 17.4).

Closed dimensional chains are permitted. However, in
the case of cumulative tolerances, equalization via one
of the dimensions shall be indicated.

5 x 1s0 ...M16 x &s—

I
o
4

.---- 4 -------------------------------- -------------- ----- .

L70x7-3SO0 k x 100 \ 50 I
1-

J-Jt

FIG. 17.1
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Table 17.1 Graphical Symbols and Dimensions for Bar Sections

(Clause 17.2)

Deacriptlon of bar seotlon Dosignstion
Dimensions

Graphlcsl symbol. NecesaBry dimensions

Circular solid section

8

d
ml

l!!

0
Tube t dxt

Od

Square solid section

H
b

b

&

❑
Square hollow section t bxf

b

Rectangular solid section

d
b< bxh

E

c } (

Rectangular hollow section
t bxhxt

b

Hexagonal solid section

B

s
s

Hexagonal hollow section

B

r Sxr

s

Triangular solid section

6
b A

b

Semicircular solid section

@

c
n

b
hxh

o
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Table 17.2 Graphical Symbols and Dimensions for Profile Sections

(Clause 17.2)

Dsscrlptlon of profile Doslgnatlon

ssctlon Graphical symbol Altonmtlvo letter symbol Dimensions

Angle section
i-

L

T-section T T

l-beam section I I
H-beam section H H Characteristic dimensions

Channel section
E

u

Z-section
1

z

Rail section
1

Bulb angle section
[

Bulb flat section r
600

—.— .—. — ._. _ ._. _

UZOOX 25-1583

.

FIG. 17.2
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SECTION 18 WELDED, BRAZED AND SOLDERED JOINTS —
SYMBOLIC REPRESENTATION ON DRAWINGS

[Based on ISO 2553: 1992]

18.1 Scope

This section prescribes the rules to be applied for the
symbolic representation of welded, brazed and
soldered joints on drawings.

18.2 General

18.2,1 Joints may be indicated with the general
recommendations for technical drawings. However,
for the purpose of simplification, it is advisable to
adopt, for usual joints, the symbolic representation
described in this section.

18.2.2 The symbolic representation shall give clearly
all necessary indications regarding the specific joint to
be obtained without over-burdening the drawing with
notes or showing an additional view.

18.2.3 This symbolic representation includes an
elementary symbol which may be completed by

— a supplementary symbol;
— a means of showing dimensions;
— some complementary indications (particularly

for workshop drawings).

18.2.4 In order to simplify the drawings as much as
possible it is recommended that references be made to
specific instructions or particular specifications giving
all details of the preparation of edges to be welded,
brazed and soldered and/or welding, brazing and
soldering procedures, rather than showing these in-
dications on the drawings of the welded parts.

If there are no such instructions, the dimensions relat-
ing to the preparation of the edges to be welded, brazed
and soldered and/or welding, brazing and soldering
procedures can be close to the symbol.

18.3 Symbols

18.3.1 Elementary Symbols

The various categories ofjoints are characterized by a
symbol which, in general, is similar to the shape of the
weld to be made.

The symbol shall not be taken to prejudge the process
(o be employed.

The elementary symbols are shown in Table 18.1.
If the joint should not be specified but only be
represented that the joint will be welded, brazed or
soldered, the following symbol shall be used:

18.3.2 Combinations of Elementary Symbols

When required, combinations of elementary symbols
can be used.

The elementary symbols are to be combined for weld-
ing from both sides in such a manner arranging the
applicable elementary symbols symmetrical to the
reference line. Typical examples are given in Table
18.2 and applications for symbolic representation are
given in Table 18.7. .

18.3.3 Supplementary Symbols

Elementary symbols may be completed by a symbol
characterizing the shape of the external surface or the
shape of the weld.

The recommended supplementary symbols are given
in Table 18.3.

The absence of a supplementary symbol means that the
shape of the weld surface does not need to be indicated
precisely.

Examples of combinations of elementary and sup-
plementary symbols are given in Table 18.4.

NOTE — Although it is not forbidden to associate several
symbols, it is better to representthe weld on a separatesketch
when symbolization becomes too difficult.

Table 18.4 gives examples of application of the
supplementary symbols.
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No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Table 18.1 Elementary Symbols
(Clauses 18.3.1 and 18.4.3)

Deeigrmtion

3utl weld between plales wilh raised edgesll ; edge
‘Ianged weld /USA/ (lhe raised edges being melled
jown completely)

square buil weld

Single-V bull weld

Single-bevel hult weld

Single-V butt weld with broad root face

Single-bevel bWt weld with broad root face

Single-Ubvlt weld [parallelm doping SICICS)

Illuatratkm Symbol

II

v

v

Y

  
  

 



Table 18.1 Elementary Symbols — (Ccmtinue@

No. Deslgnntion Ulllsllnllon Symbol

a Single-.J ht~!l weld

@

---

Y

9 Backing run; back or backing weld /USA/

10 Fillet weld

&

+
+ k

11 Plug weld plug or dol WOM /USA/
n

Q ~
12 Spot weld

a

13 Semn welcl

14 Sleep-flanked single-V bull weld

@ u

15 Sleep.llal)kod single-bevel bull weld @ ~
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Table 18.1 E1emen@y Symbols — (Conckfe@

No. Deslgrrntlon Illustrallon Symbol

16 Edge weld

@

Ill

17 Surfacing

m “

& ,-

1

18 Surface join[

Q -

19 Inclined joinl

a fi

20 Fold joint

e ?

1) Bull welds helween plales with raised edges (symbol 1) rml compklely penelrnlmd me $ymbollzed as square butt
welds (symbol 2) wilh Ihe weld thickness s shown (see Table 18.5)

.
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Table 18.2 Combined Symbols for Symmetrical Welds (Examples)
(Clause 18.3.2)

Deslgnellon Ulustrailon Symbol

Double-V butt weld [X weld) x
Doub16-bevel bull welrt K
Double-V bult weld wilh broad root face

x

Double-bevel bull weld with broad root face K
Double:U butt weld

x

Table 18.3 Supplementary Symbols
(Clause 18.3.3)

[ Shape of weld surface or weld I Symbol 1

a) Flat (usually finished flush)

b) Convex

c) Cmmave I ‘-d
Id) Toes sI1oII be blended slnoothly

I&

Ie] Permanent backing strip used
Iml

f) Removable bricking slrip used I Fim
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Table 18.4 Examples of Application of Supplementary Symbols
(Clause 18.3.3)

Resignation
I

Illustration
I

Symbol

:Iat (l IusIJ) single-V butt weld v
Convexdouble.V weld

Concave fillet weld &
Flat ((lush) single-V butt weld with flat (flush) backing run

g

Single-V blilt weld with broad reel lace and backing run

L

Flush finished si@e-V bull weld

““=

Fillet weld with smooth blended face

1)Symbol 111accordance with ISO !302; insl?nd O( Ibis aymhot the rnaln symbol ~ can be unesi

18.4 Position of the Symbols on Drawings — the position of the reference line; and

18.4.1 General
— the position of the symbol.

The symbols covered by these rules form only part of
the complete method of representation (Fig. 18.1),
which comprises in addition to the symbol (3) itself

— an arrow line (1) per joint (see Fig, 18.2 and
Fig. 18.3);

— a dual reference line, consisting of two parallel
lines, one continuous and one dashed (2)
(exception, see Note);

—a cerlain number of dimensions and
conventional signs.

NOTES
1 The dashed line can be drawn either above or beneath the
continuous line ‘_ ‘. (see also 18.4.5).
2 For symmetrical welds, the dashed line is unnecessary and
should be omitted,

The purpose of the following rules is to define the
location of welds by specifying

—-the position of the arrow line;

The arrow line and the reference line form the com-
plete reference mark. If details are given, for example,
for processes, acceptance levels, position, filler and
auxiliary materials (see 18.6), a tail shall be added at
the end of the reference line.

18.4.2 Relationship Between the Arrow Line and the

.Joint

The examples given in Fig. 18.2 and Fig. 18.3 explain
the meaning of the terms

— ‘Arrow side’ of the joint; and
— ‘Other side’ of the joint.

NOTES
1 The position of the arrow in these figures is chosen for
purposes of clarity. Normally, it would be placed immediately
adjacent to the joint.
2 See Fig. 18.2.
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2a 3

1 ----- -

l..f~ffng

20- twfamrlee HI* frxxttirwotrs tfrto)
Joint

a * ]~~~ffon ~ (* ~)

3- wedtffngsymbof

FIG. 18.1 METHODOF REPRESENTATION

“other “Arrow “’Arrow “’Other
dde” ddn’”

f

Arrow fii

\\\\y

o) Wafdontheurow@de

FIG. 18.2

drfe”” oh-to”

/

Arrow Me

\ 5

b\\\\\*\\\\7

b] Wetd an the other sfde

T-JOINT WITHONE FILLETWELD

““Arrvw dde ‘“otherddo “’Arrow da
. intA“

‘“other&to
of @lnt A“’

1

01 m

Jotnt A
‘[

Arrow line

JoIrrt B

Arrow liwr Jl

N
‘“Arrow side N “’Other stale
of ~jnt 6“ 01 jnii}l 8“

a)

L\\\\

Arrow tine J ~

‘“Arrow dde ‘“otherWe
of fofnt A“’ of Joint B“”

h)

FIG. 18.3 CRUCIFORMJOINTWITHTwo FILLETWELDS

18,4.3 Position of the Arrow Line The arrow line

The position of the arrow line with respect to the weld —joins one end of the continuous reference line

is generally of no special significance [see Fig. 18.4 such that it forms an angle with it; and

(a) and 18.4 (b)]. However, in the case of welds of — shall be completed by an arrow head.
types 4, 6 and 8 (see Table 18. 1), the arrow line shall
point towards the plate which is prepared [see Fig. 18.4 18.4.4 Position of the Reference Line

(c) and 18.4 (d)]. The reference line shall preferably be drawn parallel
to the bottom edge of the drawing, or if impossible
perpendicular.
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—--- -.—

-—----------:’!H-—-..—.
H :<
.-.-—-—.—
—..——

al
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C)

711F
411-

b)

W

----Q

d)

FIG. 18.4 POS1TIONOFTHE ARROW LINE

18.4.5 Position of the Symbol with Regard to the
Reference Line

The symbol is to be placed either above or beneath the
reference line, in accordance with the following
regulation:

— The symbol is placed on the continuous line side
of the reference line if the weld (weld face) is on
the arrow side of the joint [see Fig. 18.5 (a)].

—The symbol is placed on the dashed line side if
the weld (weld face) is on the other side of the
joint [see Fig. 18.5 (b)].

NOTE — in the case of spot welds made by projection welding,
the projection surface is to be considered as the external surface
of~he weld.

18.5 Dimensioning of Welds

18.5.1 General Rules

Each weld symbol may be accompanied by a certain
number of dimensions.

These dimensions are
ante with Fig. 18.6:

written as follows, in accord-

a) the main dimensions relative to the cross-sec-
tion are written on the left-hand side of (that is,
before) the symbol;

b) longitudinal dimensions are written on the
right-hand side of (that is, after) the symbol.

The method of indicating the main dimensions is
defined in Table 18.5. The rules for setting down these
dimensions are also given in Table 18.5.

Other dimensions of less importance maybe indicated
if necessary.

18.5.2 Main Dinlensions to be Shown

The dimension that locates the weld in relation to the
edge of the sheet shall not appear in the symbolization
but on the drawing.

18.5.2.1 The absence of any indication following the
symbol signifies that the weld is to be continuous over
the whole length of the workpiece.

18.5.2.2 In the absence of any indication to the con-
trary, butt welds are to have complete penetration.

18.5,.2.3
indicate
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For the fillet welds there are two methods to
dimensions (see Fig. 18.7). Therefore, the
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Ietkrsa orz shall always be placed in front of the value To indicate deep penetration c)f fillet welds the throat
of the corresponding dimension as follows: thickness iss, (see Fig. 18.8).

P
For Mntetrlcat wdda onty

r

—-——— —.

S) TO bo weldnd on
the orlow nida

—-. ---F
t)) To bo wotded
on Iho othnr oidn

FIG. 18.5 POS1TIONOFTHESYMBOL ACCORDINGTO THEREFERENCELINE

Sill

‘r
S1————.—— —-———..

FIG. 18.6 EXAMPLESOFTHEPRINCIPLE
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ra5 300-- —-- —-.

/-

Z7 300---------

#

hz.-

FIG. 18.7 METHODSOF INDICATINGDIMENS1ONSFORFILLETWELDS

NOTE — For deep penetmtion of welds, the dimensions ore indicated as M t~6 ~, for example.

FIG. 18.8 METHODSOFINDICATINGD]MENS1ONSFORDEEPPENETRATIONOF FILLETWELDS

18.5.2.4 ln the case of plug or slot welds with bevel led

edges, it is the dimension at the bottom of the hole

which shall be taken into consideration.

18.6 Complementary Indications

Colnplemenlary indications may be necessary in order

to specify some other characteristics of welds. For
example:

18.6,1 Peripheral Welds

When the weld is to be made all around a part, the
symbol is a circle, as shown in Fig. 18.9.

,.--—-

---- .- .

---——— .. .--— ---- . -.--—

FIG, 18.9 IND1CATIONOF PERIPHERALWELD
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Table 18.5 Main Dimensions — (Concluded)

0. Desi.p.tion of w-ids lll”stl*tion
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18.6.2 Field or Site Welds

A flag is to be used to indicate the field or site weld,
as shown in Fig. 18.10.

J-
Fm. 18.10 INDICATIONOF FIELDOR SITEWELD

18,6.3 Indication of the Welding Process

If required, the welding process is to be symbolized by
J number written between the two branches of a fork,
at the end of the reference line remote from the
reference line.

Figure 18.11 gives an example of its use,

The list giving the correspondence between the num-
bers and the process is givenin1S04063.

18.6.4 Sequence’ of Information in the Tail of the
Reference Mark

The information for joints and the dimensions can be
supplemented by further information in the tail, in the
following order:

— process (for example, in accordance with ISO
4063);

— acceptance level [for example, in accordance
with IS 7307 (Part 1) and 1S 3613];

— working position (for example, in accordance
with 1S0 6947);

— filler materials (for example, in accordance with
ISO 544, 1S0 2560, ISO 3581).

FIG.

23

18.11 INDICATIONOF WELDING PROCESS

The individual items are to be separated by/ (solidus).

In addition, a closed tail is possible which indicates
specific instruction (for example, procedure sheet) by
a reference sign, see Fig. 18.12.

QA1

#

FIG. 18.12 REFERENCEINFORMATION

Example

Single V-butt weld with backing run (see Fig. 18. 13),
produced by manual metal-arc welding (reference
number 111 in accordance with 1S0 4063), required
acceptance level in accordance with 1S0 5817, flat
position PA in accordance with 1S0 6947, covered
electrode 1S0 2560-E 512 RR 22.

18.7 Examples for Application of Spot and Seam
Joints

In the case of seam and spot joints (welded, brazed or
soldered), joints are made at the interface between the
two lapped parts or by melt-through of one of the two
parts (see Fig. 18.14 and Fig. 18.15).

18.8 Examples of Use of Symbols

Tables 18.6 and 18.7 give some examples of the use of
symbols. The representations shown are given simply
for explanation.
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Symbolic representation

Top view

111/1S0 5817 D/

—-( — ISO W47-PA/
ISO 256WE 512 RR ~

i

FIG. 18.13 SINGLEV-Bun WELD WITHBACKINGRUN

Illustration Symbollc raprmontation

c- nX/(e)

/ u

~(y;
.—____

Top vinvv

1- 1 1

c =widthofaaamwaid

1 = length of umm wnld

(c) = weld distantm

FIG. 18.14 INTERMITTENTRESISTANCESEAM WELDS
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Nlustr.tfon Symbolkr rapraoarttadott

I I
Front viaw

v
d

H

ff(e)

.-
--t

Top *

al Rcrsbtancuspot walds

Illustration Symboilc repraawrtatton

~v’. (e) ,J

Illustration

~... —. .—-—.

LLLJEL.....J

G
v d n(e)

------ _

Front view

b) Fusion woidml q’mt wokb

v

++5
d n(e)

---—- -—

-.

—
--t

—- —

Top ViOW

Symbolic ropmaantatlon

Front uiew

f-l w

-

~ .__l

TqJ vievv
d = spot diorrwter

v . and dhtarvx

(e) - pitch
NOTE – Thb b an enampfa for the reprenantatbn of a pr+xtbn h nccordarxxr with
ISO 8187 [P) Ath a projection diamutm d M 6 mm, n wald aknanta with diBtDflCO {d

bmwaen them.

c1 Projactbrr weidt

FIG. 18.15 SPOT’WELDS
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Table 18.6 — (Continued)
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1
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2
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3
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4
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5

lksignaxion
sYl*tbOl

(Nwnbw. ,MWlo
Table 18.1)

Butt weld b.ztvmm
Plt.k with raised

etiges

JL 1
amlbacking run

W9
1-9

%t,.,eb,,~tWeld

112
elded from boil, sides

2-2

Si.gle-V h,tit weld

V3
and backl!tg rtm

W9
3-9

Dout>k.V bull weld

V3
(X wkl)

3“3

Ill” sm”tlon

Table 18.7 Examples of Combinations of Elementary Symbols
(Clauses 18.3.2 and 18.8)

Reptesentati6n
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———

El!
/

)))))))))1)1)1
-———

ELI!)))1))))))))
———

EL!!!)Jl)l)l!l)l)]l)——--
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—.—

symbolization

either

P=-1
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SECTION 19 EXAMPLES OF INDICATION AND
INTERPRETATION OF GEOMETRICAL TOLERANCING SYMBOLS

AND CHARACTERISTICS
[Based on IS 8000 (Part 1) : 1985/1S0 1101: 1983]

19.1 Scope

This section incorporates theexamples of indication
and interpretation of geometrical tolerancing symbols
and characteristics.

19.2 Form tolerances limit the deviations of an
individual feature from its ideal geometrical form.

19.3 Orientation, location and run-out tolerances
limit the deviations of the mutual orientation and/or

location of two or more features. For functional
reasons one or more features may be indicated as a
datum (see Fig. 19.1 and 19.2). If necessary, a
geometrical tolerance should be specified to the datum
feature in order to ensure that the datum feature is
sufficiently exact for its purpose.

19.4 The geometrical tolerance applies always to the
whole extent of tolerance feature unless otherwise

Leader line

specified, for example, 0.02/50 indicates that a
tolerance of 0.02 is permitted for an extent of 50 at any
place on the tolerance feature (see Fig. 19.3).

19.5 When a geometrical tolerance applies to an axis
or a median plane, then the arrow of the leader line
terminates at the dimension line (see Fig. 19.4).

19.6 When a geometrical tolerance applies to a line or
surface itself, then the leader line with its arrow
terminating on the contour of the feature has to be clearly
separated from the dimension line (see Fig. 19.5).

19.7 The same method of indication is used for the
datum triangle (see also Fig. 19.6, 19.7 and 19.8).
Table 19.1 gives some examples of indication and
interpretation of geometrical tolerancing symbols and
characteristics.

7////;//, / //

FIG. 19.1

Refers to the

Oaturn letter

L

A
Oatum

r
Datum

,/ /’ / /

axis or the
median plone

FIG. 19.2

triangle

fioture

&

.

FIG. 19.4

Refers to the
generating line
or the surfoco

~ Theoretically

u :;;::,,on

h

.— -

F]G. 19.3
FIG. 19.5
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0 Maximum material
M condition (MMC) oP

Projected
toler~nce

e
+2

zone Al
Datum target

FIG. 19.6 FIG. 19.7
FIG. 19.8

Table 19.1 Examples of Indication and Interpretation of Geometrical

Tolerancing Symbols and Characteristics

(Clause 19.7)

All dimensions in millimetres.
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SECTION 20 ABBREVIATIONS

20.1 Scope

This section covers such of the abbreviations which
are recommended for use in general engineering
drawings. Abbreviations already covered in specific
subjects, such as, units and quantities, tolerancing,
gears, fluid power, electrical and electronics are not
dealt in this section.

20.2 Common Abberviation

Abbreviations are the same both for singular and plural
usage. Only capital letters are used for abbreviations
to ensure maintenance of legibility bearing in mind
reproduction and reduction processes. Abbreviations
which have already been standardized nationally/in-
ternationally using lower case letters should, however,
be written according to the corresponding standard.
Table 20.1 lists some of the common abbreviations,
recommended.

20.2.1 When using abbreviations and symbols in en-
gineering drawings, the following points are to be
borne in mind.

a)

b)

c)

(1)

e)

They should be used sparingly only when
space saving in a drawing is essential.
Short words such as ‘day’, ‘unit’, ‘time’, etc,
should preferably be written in full, even when
an abbreviation has been standardized.
Periods (full stop symbol) are not to be used
except where the abbreviation marks a word
(for example, No., Fig.).
For hyphenated words, abbreviations are to be
with the hyphen.
Sorneli mes one and the same letter symbol
tnay represent more than one term or quantity.
Hence it is advisable not to use such symbols
lo mean two different terms in one and the
same drawing. If it becomes unavoidable, the
symbols may be provided with suitable sub-
script.

Table 20.1 Recommended Abbreviations

(Ckuw 20.2)

Term Abbreviation

ACI-(ISSflatS — AF

Altclmtion ALT
Approvect APPD
Approximate APPROX
Arrarrgement ARRGT
Assembly ASSY
Auxi]iary AUX

Cast iron c1

Table 20.1 (Continued)

Term Abbreviation
Centre line

on a view
in a note

Centre of gravity

Centres

Chamfered, chamfer (in a note)

Checked

Cheese head

Constant

Continued

Counterbore

Countersunk

Countersunk head

Cylinder or cylindrical

Diameter (in a note)

Diameter (preceding a dimension)

Dimension

Drawing

East

Equi-spaced or Equally spaced

Etcetera

External

Figure

Full indicated movement

Geneml

Head

Hexagon head

Hexagon or Hexagonal

Horizontal

Hydraulic

Indian Stmdard

Inside diameter

Inspeclionled

Insulation or insulated

Internal

Least material condition

Left hand

Long

Machine

Material

Maximum

Maximum material condition

Mechanical

Minimum

Miscellaneous

Nominal

North

Not to scale

Number

Opposite

Outside diameter

Pitch circle diameter

Quality

Quantity

Radius (in a note)

Radius (preceding a dimension)

Q

CG
CRS

CHAM
CHKD
CH HD

CONST

CONTD

CBORE

CSK

CSK HD

CYL

DIA

Q
DIM

DRG

E

EQU1 SP

etc

ExT

FIG.

FIM

GEN

HD

HEX HD

HEX

HORZ

HYD

Is

ID

lNSP .

INSUL

[NT

LMC

LH

LG

MC

MATL

MAX

MMC

MECH

MIN

MISC

NOM

N

NTs

NO,

OPP

OD

PCD

QLY

QTY

RAD

R
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‘1’tible20.1 (Continued)

Term Abbreviation

Reference

Required

Right hand

Round Head

Screw (or screwed)

Serial number

ShccI (referring to drawing sheet)

Sketch (prefix to a drawing No.)

South

Specification

Spherical

Spherical diameter (only
preceding a dimension)

Spherical radius (only preceding
a dimension)

Spolface

Square (in a note)

REF

REQD

RH

RD HD

SCR

SL NO.

SH

SK

s

SPEC

SPHERE

S$$

SR

SFACE
SQ

Tnble 20.1 (Con[inued)

Term Abbreviation

Squtire (preceding a dimension) ❑ orR
Standard S’[’l)

Symmetrical (in a note)

Taper on diameter or, width

Temperature (in a note)

Thick
“rhread(in J no(e)

Through (in a note)

Tolerance

“rypicaUTypically

Undercut

Voh!me

Weight

West

With reference to of with respect to

SYM
-+
TEMP

THK

THD

THRU

Tol

TYP

UCUT

VOL

wr
w
WRT
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ANNEX A
(This Annex forms an integral part of this Special Publication)

TYPICAL EXAMPLES

EXAMPLE 1

r’ I 2 3
I

4 I

A

B

* +

E

F

I I ----
1:2 1

D 1
I 2 3 I 4

c=-!
J!&Qg,5

ALL DIMENSIONS IN tnm
00 NOT SCALE

I WME DATE MATERIAL TOLERANCE FINISH
DRN RCM 870s 21 ~&+E~~;E CASTOIMt 1.5 AS CAST EI(CEP1

CHD W 87 OS 25 TO 1S:2107 MACHINED OIN .30.2 WtlERE SPECIFIED

APPO SKN 870s 31
A~ULAR DIM : # 20’ THREADs 70 s:421a

PROJECT ON LEOAL TITLE

G“&

OWNER. . . SWIVEL “BRACKET
SCALE IDENTIFICATIONNlJt,4iSER

B

7

A

B

c“

D

F

.1
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ANNEX B

(This Annex forms an integml part of this Special Publication)

SYSTEMS OF LIMITS AND FITS

B-1 GENERAL

For the sake of simplicity, and in view of the particular
importance of cylindrical parts with circular parts with
circular section, only limits and fits are referred to
explicitly. It should be clead y understood, however, that
recommendations for this type of component apply
equally well to other plain parts or components; in
particular, the general term ‘hole’ or ‘shaft’ can be taken
w referring to the space containing or contained by two
parallel faces (or tangent planes) of any part, such as, the
width of a sI04 the thickness of the key, etc.

B-2 REFERENCE TEMPERATURE

The standard reference temperature is 20°C for in-
dustrial measurements and consequently, for dimen-
sions defined by the system (see B-5).

B-3 TOLERANCES OF PARTS

Mainly due to the inevitable inaccuracy of
manufacturing methods, a part cannot be made
precisely to a given dimensions but, in order to meet
its purpose, it is sufficient that it should be made so as
to lie within two permissible limits of size, the
difference of which is the tolerance,

B-3.1 For the sake of convenience, a basic size is
ascribed to the part and each of the two limits is defined
by its deviation from basic size. The magnitude and
sign of the deviation are obtained by subtracting the
basic size from the limit in question. ‘

B-3.2 Figure B-1 which illustrates these definitions,
is in practice replaced by a schematic diagram similar

~

to Fig. B-2 for the sake of simplicity. In this simplified
schematic diagram, the axis of the part, which is not
represented, always lies, by convention, below the
diagram (in the example illustrated, the two deviations
of the shaft are negative and those of the hole positive).

B-4 FITS

When two parts are to be assembled, the relation
resulting from the difference between their sizes
before assembly is called a fit.

B-4.1 Depending upon the respective positions of the
tolerance zones of the hole or the shaft, the fit may
be a clearance fit, a transition fit (that is the assembly
may have either a clearance or an interference), or an
interference fit.

B-4.2 Figure B-1 shows a clearance fit, and Fig. B-3
shows the schematic diagram of tolerance zone in
various cases.

B-5 FIT SYSTEM

Two of the most commonly used methods of applying
are the hole-basis system and the shaft-basis system
which are shown in Fig. B-4.

B-6 SYMBOLS FOR TOLERANCES AND
DEVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS FOR FITS

In order to satisfy the usual requirements both of
individual parts and of fits, the system provides, for
any given basic size, a whole range of tolerances
together with a whole range of deviations defining the
position of these tolerances with respect to the line of
zero deviation, called the zero line.

I HOLE

FIG, B-1 BASIC SIZE DEVIATIONSAND TOLERANCES
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HOLE

ZERO LINE

FIG. B-2 SIMPLIFIEDSCHEMATICDIAGRAMOFCLEARANCEFIT

HOLE HOLE

SHAFT

SHAFT

Schematic Representation of
ClearanceFit

HOLE
SHAFT

SHAFT

Schematic Representation of
Transition Fit

SHAFT

SHAFT

/

HOLE HOLE

Schematic Representation of
Interference Fit

FIG. B-3 DIAGRAMMATICREPRESENTATIONOF CLEARANCEFIT, TRANSITIONFIT ANDINTERFERENCEFIT
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B-6.1 The tolerance, the value of which is function of B-6.3 The tolerance size is thus defined by its basic.
the basic size, is designated by a number symbol, value followed by a ‘symbol’ composed of the letter
called the grade. (in some cases, two letters) and a number.

B-6.2 The position of the tolerance zone with respect Examples: 45 g7

to the zero line, which is a function of the basic size, B-6.4 A fit is indicated by the basic size common to
is indicated by a letter symbol (in some cases, two both components, followed by symbol corresponding
letters), a capital letter for holes, a small letter for shafts to each component, the hole being quoted first.
(see Fig. B-5).

Examples 45 H8/g7 (possibly 45 H8-g7 or 45 H8/g7).

SHAFT

FIG. B-4 EXAMPLESILLUSTRATINGTHESHAFT-BASISAND HOLE-BASIS SYSTEM
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ANNEX C

(This Annex forms an integral part of this Special Publication)

GUIDE FOR SELECTION OF FITS

C-1 GENERAL

This Annex gives recommendations for the selection
of fits in engineering problems concerned with the
mating of a shaft and a hole. These recommendations
are also applicable to non-cylindrical fits.

C-1.l This Annex gives the representative usage of
various classes and grades to fit. These examples are
only of an illustrative character and they do not specify
any design details.

C-2 SYSTEM OF FITS

C-2.1 The hole-basis system is the system of fits in
which design size of the hole is the basic size and the
allowance is applied to the shaft (see Fig. C-l). In the
shaft-basis system the design size of the shaft is the
basic size and the allowance is applied to the hole.

C-2.1.1 The application of either system depends on
many conditions, such as, the nature of product, the
manufacturing methods, the condition of the raw
material, etc.

C-2.1,2 The hole-basis system is the extensively used
system. This is because a hole is more difficult to
produce than a shaft due to the fixed character of hole
producing tools. The shaft basis system should only be

&ERFERENCE

used where it will convey unquestionable economic
advantages, that is, where it is necessary to be able to
mount several parts with holes having different devia-
tions on a single shaft of drawn steel bar without
machining the latter.

C-2.1.3 The designers should decide on the adoption
of either system to secure general inter-changeability.
A shaft dimension to a certain class of fit with a hole
in the hole-basis system differs from the shaft giving
the same fit in the shaft-basis system.

C-3 CLASSIFICATION OF FITS

C-3.1 The system of fits maybe broadly classified as
clearance fit, transition fit and interference fit.

C-3.1.1 Clearance fit results in a positive clearance
over the whole range of the tolerance. Shafts a to g
produce a clearance fit with the basic hole H.

C-3.1.2 Transition fit may result in either a clearance fit
or interference fit depending on the actual value of the
individual tolerances of the mating components. Shafts
js to n produce transition fit with the basic hole H.

C-3.1.3 hterference fit results in a positive inter-
ference over the whole range of tolerance. Shafts p to
u produce interference fit with the basic hole H.

FIT

CLEARANCE Fll

k&@;;:E \ ,“..,.?,,,..,.,,r

ERANCE
E FOR HO

z
L

L V’TRANSITION FIT *;:C

CLEARANCE FIT

IAF I

E RO
INE

‘K10 LE”RANCE ZONE

FOR HOLE

HOLE BASIS SYSTEM SHAFT BASIS S~~fFM
f IOICfl ANCC’ ZONEI llOLt~ANCt 2(

.. ----
ONC I

IT

FIG. C-1 EXAMPLE ILLUSTRATING HOLE-BASIS AND SHAFT-BASIS SYSTEMS
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C-3.1.4 Tolerances and deviations for both holes and
shafts offer a wide range of fits of which many of the
possible combinations may not be of practical use.
Majority of common engineering requirements maybe
satisfied on the basis of a restricted selection of
tolerance grades resulting in economy and ease of
standardization, yet leading to universally applicable
and recommended fits. The commonly used fits are
given in Table C-4.

C-4 CHOICE OF FITS AND TOLERANCES

C-4.1 Fits

Fits may be selected on the hole-bmis system or the
shaft-basis system. The choice of fits considerably
depends on the material of mating palls, workmanship,
length of engagement, bearing load, speed, type of
lubrication, temperature, humidity, surface finish, etc.

C-4.2 Tolerances

In order to obtain the most economic manufacture
consistent with satisfactory quality, it is recommended
that as wide a tolerance shall be provided as is possible.
In the allocation of tolerances to the hole and the shaft
members of a fit, it is generally advisable to give a
larger tolerance to the hole than to the shaft due to the

fact that hole is more difficult to produce than a shaft.
The exception is in the case of very large sizes where
the effects of temperature play a large role.

C-4.2.1 The tolerances chosen shall be the largest
compatible with the conditions of use the hole being
the more difficult member to machine, may often be
allocated a tolerance one grade coarser than that of the
shaft (for example, H8-f7).

C-5 RECOMMENDATIONS

C-5.1 Recommendations for selection of tolerance
zones for general purposes are given in Table C-1.

Wherever possible the tolerance zones shall be chosen
from the corresponding symbols for shafts and holes
as indicated in Table C-1. The first choice shall
preferably be made from the symbols enclosed in the
fri~mes.

C-5.2 Limits for the tolerance zones enclosed in the
frames in Table C-1 are given in Table C-2.

C-5.3 Dimensions for the fits chosen from the
tolerance zones enclosed in the frames in Table C-1
are given in Table C-3.

Table C-1 Selection of Tolerance Zones
(Ckufse C-5.1)

For Shafts

85 h5 Js5kSmSnSp5rSs5tS

m 6 h6

e7 n I h7
I

Je7 k7 m7 n7 p7 r7 S7 t7 al

d8 e8 m h8

e9

c1

h9

d10

hll

For Holes

cd H6 Js6 K6 M6 N6 t% R6 86 T6

F7 G7 H7 Js7 K7
I

E8 F8 H8 Js8 K8 ME N8 ?8 Rtt

D9 E9 F9 H9

E1O H1O

n
Hll

NOTE — Deviation js and Js maybe replaced by the corresponding deviations j and J.
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TABLE c- 3 RECOh2WNDS0 F2TS (CLEARANCE AND IN7’~RENCE FITS ~321uENS10Nfi IN pm
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Table C-4 Commonly Used Fits
(Clause C-3.1.4)

. . “r ,.”. -.

Type of Fit Class of Wkls Holes Remarks
Shaft

H6* H7 H8 H9 Hll

DIeararrce a — — all Large clearance tit and widely used

b bll

c — — Cll Slack running tit

d — d8* d8*, d9, d10 d8*, d9, d10 d9 Loose mnning tit

e e7* e8 e8, e9* Easy running tit

f f6* t7 fl, f8* Normalrunningfit

g g5* g6 — Closerunningtit or sliding fit, also spigot
and location fit

h hs* hfj h7, h8*, h9 hll Precision sliding fit. Also fine spigot and
Iocalion fit.

—
fmnsition js js5* js6 js7* Push lit for very accurate location with

easy assembly and disiissembly

k k5* k6 k7* Light keying fit (true transition) for keyed
shafts, non-running locked pins, etc.

m m5* m6* m7 * Medium keying tit

n n5* n6 n7* Heavy keying fit (for tight assembly
mating surfaces)

Interference p p5* P6 P7* Light press fit with easy dismantling for
non-ferrous parts. Standard press tit with
easy dismantling for ferrous and
non-ferrous parts assembly

r r5 * r6 r7* Medium drive tit with easy dismantling
for ferrous parts assembly
Ltght drive fit with easy dismantling for
non-ferrous parts assembly

s 55* 56 57* Heavy drive fit for ferrous parts
permanent or semi-permanent assembly
standard press fit for non-ferrous parts

t t5 * t6* t7* Force fit on ferrous parts for permanent
assembly

u U7* Heavy force fit or shrink fit

* ‘le. m,,ri ~.af.?..a,,na r,,..
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Table C-4 — (Ccmchdec$

// For Mdfs

rype of Fit Class of With Shafts Remarks
Holes

hs. h6 h7 h8* ho hll
.——.

~learance A All – Large cleamnce tit widely used

B Bll

c Cll Slack running tit

D D9* DIO DIO D1l* Loose running tit

E f3g* Eg* E9 Easy running tit

F M* F8 F8* Normal running tit

G Gfj* G7 Close running fit or slidlng fit, also spigot
and location fit

H lf6* H7 H8 H8
+ H8,H9 Hll Precision sliding fit. Also fine spigot and

Ioeation fit.

~ransition Js J$6* Js7 JS8* Push tit for very accurate location with
easy assembly and disassembly

K KG* K7 Kg* Light keying tit (true transition) for keyed
shafts, non-running Ioeked pins, etc.

M Mfj* M7* Mg* Medium keying tit

N Nfj* N7 N8* Heavy keying fit (for tight assembly of
mating surfaces)

Intcrfenmce P P6* PI Light press tit with easy dismantling for
non-ferrous parts. Standard press fit with
easy dismantling for ferrous and
ncn-ferrous parts assembly

—
f? Rfj* R7 Medium drive fit with easy dismantling

for ferrous parts assembly
Light drive tit with easy dismantling for
non-ferrous parts assembly

s sfj* S7 Heavy drive fit for ferrous parts permanent
or semi-permanent assembly standard
press fit for non-ferrous parts

T T6* T7 Force tit on ferrous parts for permanent
assembly

,-. .
* Second preference Ms.
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ANNEX D
(This Annex forms an integral part of this Special Publication)

GENERAL TOLERANCES FOR LINEAR AND ANGULAR DIMENSIONS

D-1 GENERAL D-2.2 Radii and Chamfer

Specifies the permissible machining variations in Shall be as given in Table D-2.
linear and angular dimensions without tolerance

D-2.3 Angular Dimensions
indications.

D-1.l This Annex is applicable for all machining
Shall be as given in Table D-3.

processes with chips like turning, milling, etc and D-3 INDICATION IN DRAWINGS
without chips like drawing, printing, embossing, pipe
bending, etc, and is not applicable for production

In the space provided for the purpose of drawings or

methods like casting, forging, processing, welding,
otherwise, two methods of indications are suggested:

flame cutting, etc. a)

D-2 DEVIATIONS

D-2.1 Linear Dimensions b)

Shall be as given in Table D-1,

Class of deviation required shall be indicated,
forexample, Medium IS 2102, Coarse IS 2102,
etc.

The values of the permissible variations to be
shown in general note for dimensions without
tolerance indications.

Table D-1 Deviations for Linear Dimensions
(Clause D-2. 1)

Alldimensionsin millimetres.

Range of Nominal Dimensions

class of Above 0.5 3 6 30 120 315 1000 2000 4000 8000 12000 16000

Deviation Up to and 3 6 30 120 315 1000 2000 4000 8000 12000 16000 20000”

Including

Fine t 0.05 k 0.05 to.1 io,15 k 0.2 io

Medium fo.1

‘:: F ‘; : :m

fo.1

Coarse —

Extra coarse .

Table D-2 Deviations for Radii and Chamfers
(Clause D-2.2)

All dimensions in millimetres.

Rmrge of Nominal Dimensions

Class of Deviation Above 0.5 3 6 30 120

Up to and including 3 6 30 120 315
Fine and medium t 0.2 + 0.5 *I *2 ~4

Coarse and extra * 0,2 +1 *2 *4 k8
coarse
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Table D-3 Deviations for Angular Dbnensions
(Clause D-2.3)

Alldimensions in millimerres.

Class of Deviation Permissible Variations on Length of Shorter Side of Angle
upto 10 Over 10to 50 Over50 to 120 Over 120

Degree mm per Degree mm per Degree mm per Degree
100mm

mm per
100 mm 100mm

Fine md Medium ~lo
100mm

fl.8 - *3(y *o.g *20’
Coarse

?0.6 *IO
iI031y *2.6

+().3
*513’ +1.5 ~25’ ?0.7 i15’

Extra coarse ~30
*().4

*5.1 *’20 i3.5 *]” *1.8 *30” *().9
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ANNEX E
LIST OF REFERRED AND OTHER RELEVANT INDIAN STANDARDS AND

Standard No.

IS 813:1986

IS 919 (Part 1) : 1993/

1S0 286-1:1988

IS 919 (Part 2) : 1993/
1S0 286-2:1988

IS 1076 (Part 1) : 1985/
1S03 :1973

IS 1076 (Part 2) : 1985/
1s0 17:1973

IS 1076 (Part 3): 1985/
1S0 497:1973

IS 2102 (Part 1) : 1993/

1S0 2768-1:1989

IS 2102 (Part 2) : 1993/
1S0 2768-2:1989

IS 3073:1967

IS 3403:1981

IS 4218 (Part 1) : 2001/

ISO 68-1:1998

IS 4218 (Part 2) : 2001/

1S0 261:1998

IS4218 (Part 3) : 1999/

1S0 724:1993

IS4218 (Part 4) : 2001/

1S0 262:1998

IS 7283:1992

IS 8000 (Part 1) : 1985/

1S0 1101:1983

1S 8000 (Part 2) : 1976/

1S0 2692:1988

1S 8000 (Part 3) : 1985/

1S0 1660:1987

IS 8000 (Part 4) :1976

IS 8930 (Part 1) : 1995/

1S0 10209-1:1992

INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS

Title

Scheme of symbols for welding

1S0 systems of limits and fits: Part 1 Bases of tolerances, deviations and
fits (second revision)

1S0 systems of limits and fits: Part 2 Tables of standard tolerance grades
and limit deviations for holes and shafts (first revision)

Preferred numbers: Part 1 Series of prefen-ed numbers (sec~d revision)

Preferred numbers: Part 2 Guide to the use of preferred numbers and
series of preferred numbers (second revision)

Preferred numbers: Part 3 Guide to the choice of series of preferred
number and of series containing more rounded values of preferred
numbers (second revision)

General tolerances: Part 1 Tolerances for linear and angular dimensions
Without individual tolerance indications (third revision)

General tolerances: Part 2 Geometrical tolerances for features without
individual tolerance indications

Assessment of surface roughness

Dimensions for knurls

1S0 general purpose metric screw threads: Part 1 Basic profiles (second

revision)

1S0 general purpose metric screw threads: Part 2 Diameter pitch
combination (second revision)

1S0 general purpose metric screw threads: Part 3 Basic dimensions for
design profile (second revision)

1S0 general purpose metric screw threads: Part 4 Selected sizes for
screw, bolts and nuts (second revision)

Hot rolled bars for production of bright bars and machined parts for
engineering applications (first revision)

Geometrical tolerancing on technical drawings: Part 1 Tolerances of
form, orientation, location and run-out and appropriate geometrical
definitions (first revision)

Geometrical tolerancing on technical drawings: Part 2 Maximum
material principles @rst revision)

Geometrical tolerancing on technical drawings: Part 3 Dimensioning
and tolerancing of profiles

Geometrical tolerancing on technical drawings: Part 4 Practical
examples of indications on drawings

Technical product documentation — Vocabulary: Part 1 Terms relating
to technical drawings (/irst revision)
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Standard No.

IS 8930 (Part 2) : 2001/
1S0 10209-2:1993

IS 8976:1978

1S/1S0 9178-1:1988

IS 9609 (Part O) : 2001/
1S0 3098-0:1997

IS 9609 (Part 1) : 1983/
1S0 3098-1:1974

1S 9609 (Part 2) : 1985/
1S0 3098-2:1984

IS 9609 (Part 3) : 1991/
1S0 3098-3:1987

IS 9609 (Part 4) : 1991/
1S0 3098-4:1984

IS 9609 (Part 5) :1998

IS 9609 (Part 6) : 2001/
1S0 3098-5:1997

IS 10164: 1985/

ISO 6428:1982

IS 10711: 1983/

1S0 5457:1980

IS 10712: 1983/

1S0 6433:1981

IS 10713: 1983/

1s0 5455:1979

IS 10714: 1983/
1S0 128:1982

1S 10714 (Part 20) :2001

1S0 128-20:1996

1S 10714 (Part 21) :2001

1S0 128-21:1997

IS 10715 (Part 1) : 1999/

1S0 6410-1:1993

1S 10715 (Part 3) : 1999/
1S0 6410-3:1993

1S 10716 (Part 1) : 1999/
iso 2162-1 : 1973

1S 10717: 1983/
1S0 2203:1973

IS 10718: 1993/
1s0 3040:1990

1S 10719: 1983/

1S0 1302:1978

IS 10720: 1999/

1S0 5261: 1995

Title

Technical product documentation: Part 2 Terms relating to projection
methods

Guide for the preparation and arrangement of sets of drawings and parts
lists

Templates for lettering and symbols: Part 1 General principles and
identification markings

Technical product documentation — Lettering: Part O General
requirements

Lettering on technical drawings: Part 1 English lettering (first revision)

Lettering on technical drawings: Part 2 Greek characters

Technical drawings — Lettering: Part 3 Diacritical and particular marks
for the Latin alphabet

Technical drawings — Lettering: Part 4 Cyrillic characters

Lettering on technical drawings: Part 5 Amplified devnagri letters

Technical product documentation — Lettering: Part 6 CAD lettering of
the Latin alphabet, numerals and marks

Requirements to execute technical drawings for microcopying (tlrst
revision)

Sizes of drawing sheets

Presentation of item references on technical drawings

Scales for use on technical drawings

General principles of presentation on technical drawings

Technical drawings — General principles of presentation: Part 20 Basic
conventions for lines

Technical drawings — General principles of presentation: Part 21
Preparation of lines by CAD systems

Technical drawings — Screw threads and threaded parts: Part 1 General
conventions (first revision)

Technical drawings — Screw threads and threaded parts: Part 3
Simplified representation

Technical product documentation — Springs: Part 1 Simplified
representation (.fht revision)

Conventional representation of gears on technical drawings

Technical drawings — Dimensions and tolerancing of cones @rst
revision)

Method of indicating surface texture on technical drawings

Technical drawings — Simplified representation of bars and pr@ile
sections (first revision)
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Standard No.

IS 10721: 1983/
1S0 5459:1981

IS 10990 (Part 1) : 1991/
ISO 6412-1:1989

IS 10990 (Part 2): 1992/
ISO 6412-2:1989

IS 11065 (Part 1): 1984

IS 11065 (Part 2) :1985

IS 11663:1986

1S 11664:1986

IS 11665: 1985/
ISO 7200:1984

IS 11666: 1985/
1S0 7573:1983

IS 11667: 1991/
1S0 406:1987

IS 11669: 1986/
1S0 129:1985

IS 11670:1993

Is 14440:1997

1S 15021 (Part 1) : 2001/
ISO 5456-1:1996

IS 15021 (Part 2) : 2001/
1S0 5456-2:1996

IS 15021 (Part 3) : 2001/
1S0 5456-3:1996

IS 15021 (Part 4) : 2001/
1S0 5456-4:1996

IS 15023 (Part 1) : 2001/
1S0 5845-1:1995

IEC 61082-1: (1991)

ISO 128-22:1999

1s0

1s0

1s0

28-23 :

28-24:

28-25:

999

999

999

1S0 216:1975

1S0 544:1989

1S0 657-1:1989

Title

Datum and datum systems for geometrical tolerancing on technical
drawings

Technical drawings — Simplified representation of pipelines: Part 1
General rules and orthogonal representation first revision)

Technical drawings — Simplified representation of pipelines: Part 2
Isometric projections (first revision)

Drawing practice foraxonometric projection: Part 1 Isometric projection

Drawing practice for axonometric projection: Part 2 Dimetric projection

Conventional representation of common features and materials on
technical drawings

Folding of drawing prints

Technical drawings — Title blocks

Technical drawings — Item lists

Technical drawings — Linear and angular tolerancing — Indication on
drawings (/M revision)

General principles of dimensioning on technical drawings

Technical drawings — Abbreviations and symbols for use in technical
drawings (@r revision)

Drawing instruments — Tubular tips for handheld technical pens using
India ink on tracing paper — Specification

Technical drawings — Projection methods: Part 1 Synopsis

Technical drawings — Projection methods: Part 2 Orthographic
representations

Technical drawings — Projection methods: Part 3 Axonometric
representations

Technical drawings — Projection methods: Part 4 Central projection

Technical drawings — Simplified representation of the assembly of
parts with fasteners: Part 1 General principles

Preparation of documents used in electrotechnology: Part 1 General
requirements

Technical drawings — General principles of presentation — Part 22:
Basic conventions and applications for leader lines and reference lines

Technical drawings — General principles of presentation — Part 23:
Lines on construction drawings

Technical drawings — General principles of presentation — Part 24:
Lines on mechanical engineering drawings

Technical drawings — General principles of presentation — Part 25:
Lines on shipbuilding drawings

Writing paper and certain classes of printed matter — Trimmed sizes —
A and B series

Filler materials for manual welding — Size requi~ments

Hot-rolled steel sections — Part 1: Equal-1eg angles — Dimensions
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Standard No.

ISO 1119:1998

1S0 1219-1:1991

1S0 1219-2:1995

ISO/DIS 1302:1999

ISO/IEC 2382-4:1999

1S0 2553:1992

1S0 2560:1973

1S0 3461-1:1988

1S0 3511-3:1984

1S0 3545-1:1989

ISO 3545-2:1989

Iso 3545-3:1989

1S0 3581:1976

1s0 3753:1977

1S0 4063:1998

1S0 4067-1:1984

1S0 4067-2:1980

1S0 4067-6:1985

1S05817 :1992

1S0 5864:1993

1S0 6947:1990

1S0 9175-1:1988

1S0 9175-2:1988

ISO 10042:1992

DIN 199 (Part 2) :1977

Title

Geometrical product specifications (GPS) — Series of conical tapers
and taper angles

Fluid power systems and components — Graphic symbols and circuit
diagrams — Part 1: Graphic symbols

Fluid power systems and components — Graphic symbols and circuit
diagrams — Part 2: Circuit diagrams

Geometrical product specification (GPS) — Indication of surface
texture in technical product documentation

Information technology — Vocabulary — Part 4: Organization of data

Welded, brazed and soldered joints — Symbolic representation on
drawings

Covered electrodes for manual arc welding of mild steel and low alloy
steel — Code of symbols for identification

General principles for the creation of graphical symbols — Part 1 :
Graphical symbols for use on equipment

Process measurement control functions and instrumentation —
Symbolic representation — Part 3: Detailed symbols for instrument
interconnection diagrams

Steel tubes and fittings — Symbols for use in specifications — Part 1:
Tubes and tubular accessories with circular cross-section

Steel tubes and fittings — Symbols for use in specifications — Part 2:
Square and rectangular hollow sections

Steel tubes and fittings — Symbols for use in specifications — Part 3:
Tubular fittings with circular cross-section

Covered electrodes for manual arc welding of stainless and other similar
high alloy steels — Code of symbols for identification

Vacuum technology — Graphical symbols

Welding and allied processes — Nomenclature of processes and
reference numbers

Technical drawings — Installation — Part 1 : Graphical symbols for
plumbing, heating, ventilation and ducting

Building and civil engineering drawings — Installation — Part 2 :
Simplified representation of sanitary appliances

Technical drawings — Installation — Part 6: Graphical symbols for
supply water and drainage systems in the ground

Arc-welded joints in steel — Guidance on quality levels for
imperfections

1S0 inch screw threads — Allowances and tolerances

Welds — Working positions — Definitions of angles of slope and
rotation

Tubular tips for hand-held technical pens using India ink on tracing
paper — Part 1: Definitions, dimensions, designation and marking

Tubular tips for hand-held technical pens using India ink on tracing
paper — Part 2: Performance, test parameters and test conditions

Arc-welded joints in aluminium and its weldable alloys — Guidance on
quality levels for imperfections

Terms in drawings and parts lists — Parts lists
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX

A
Abbreviations, Section 20
Additional dimension, 12.2.5 (a)
Adjacent parts, 10.3.1
Altitude, indication of, 12.6,2,2
Angles, 12.5.1
Angle section,Table 17,1
Angular dimension,toleranceof, Annex D
Angular dimensionalvalues,12.3.4.1
Angular spacing,dimensionsof, 12.5.2.2
Angularity, Table 19.I
Arc end, 12.3.3.5
Arcs, 12.5.1
Arrangement of dimensions, 12.4
Arrangement of successive section, 10.2.9

Arrow heads, 12.3.3.1 (a)
Assembly drawing (gear parts), llD.3
Assembled threaded parts, llA.2.3
Assembly drawings, planning of, Section 3
Auxiliary dimension, 12.2.1.1 (a)

B
Basic size, 13.3.1 (a)
Bolts, Tables 16.1 and 16.3
Border, 1.6
Bulb angle section, Table 17.2
Bulb flat, Table 17.2

c
Cenwal line, 12.3.2.7
Centring mark, 1.7
Chain dimensioning, 12.4.1
Chain wheels, IID.3.6
Chamfers, 12.5.4.1, D-2.2
Channel section, Table 17.2
Choice of tolerance, C-4
Choice of views, 8B.3.7
Chords, 12.5.1

Circular run-out, Table 19,1
Circular solid section, Table 17. I
Circular spacing, dimensioning of, 12.5.2.4
Circularity, Table 19.1
Classification of fits, C-3
Cletsrwrce fits, Fig. B-3, C-3.1.1
Coaxiality, Table 19,1
Colour, use of, 10.3.10
Combined dimensioning, 12.4.4
Commonly used fits

for holes, Table C-4
for shafts, Table C-4

Compression spring, helical, llC.3
Cones, dimensioning, 14,14.4
Con ventional representation of

definition, 14.2
graphical symbol, 14.3
gears, Section I I D
detail drawings, 1 lD.2

assembly drawings, llD.3
axial section, 11D,2.1 (b)
chain wheels, 1 lD.3.6
contours and edges, llD.2.1
direction of teeth, llD.2.4
pitch surface, llD.2.2

mot surface,llD.2.3
teeth, llD.2.4

external, 1lD.3.1
internal, llD.3.2
repetitive features, 10.3.7,12.5.3
screw threads, Sections 1IA, 11B

general conventions, Section 11A
representation, llA.2
detailed representation, llA.2.1
conventional representation, 1lA.2.2
assembled threaded parts, 1 lA.2.3

indication and dimensioning, llA.3
simplified representation, Section 11B

screws and nuts, llB.1.2
small diameter threads, 1 lB.1.3

assembled threaded parts, 1 lA.2.3
end view, 1 lA.2.2.2
hidden screw threads, llA.2.2.3
limit of length, llA.2.2.5
run-out, llA.2.2.6
section of threaded parts, 11A,2.2.1

springs, Section 1lC
disc springs, lIC.6, Table 1IC.4
helicalcompressionsprings, llC.3, Table 1IC. 1
helical extension springs, llC.4, Table 1IC.2
leaf springs, llC.8, Table 1 IC.6
spiral springs, llC.7, Table 1lC.5
torsion springs, llC.5, Table 1lC.3

Common feature, dimensioning, from, 12.4.2
Contour lines, 12.6.4.2
Coordinates, 12.4.3.2
Countersinks, 12.5.4.2
Cutting planes, 10.2.5

designation of, 10.2.4.3
position of, 10.2.4.3
section in one plane, 10.2.5.1
section in three planes, 10.2.5.3
section in two intersecting planes, 10.2.5.4
section in two parallel planes, 10.2.5.2

Cylindricity, Table 19.1

D

Dashed line, Table 6.1
Datum feature, Fig. 19,2
Datum letter, Fig 19.1
Datum target, symbol, Fig. 19.8
Datum triangle, Fig. 19.2
Designation of

bars, Table 17.1
bolts, Table 16.1
holes, Table 16.2
profile section, Table 17.2
rivet, 16.3.3

Deviations
for angulardimensions,Table D-3
for chamfers, Table D-2
indication in drawings, D-3
positive, Fig, B-5
negative, Fig. B-5
for radii, Table D-2

Diameter, 12.3.4.4
Dimension, 12.2.1.1

additional, 12.2.2.5 (a)
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I

i

arrangement, 12.4

auxiliary, 12.2.1.1 (c)
functional, 12.2.1.1 (a), 12.2.2.7
indication, 12.4
of lettering, 7.4
lines, 12.3.2

non functional, 12.2.1.1 (b)
out of scale, 12.3.4.3
square, 12.3.4.4
superimposed, running, 12.3.4.1 (b)
[heore~ically exact, Fig. 19.3
unil, 12.2.2.4

Dimensional information, 12.2.2.1
Dimensional values, 12.3+4, 12.4.2.4

angular, 12.3.4.1
indication of, 12,3.4.1 (b)
out of scale, 12.3.4.3
positioning, 12.3.4.2

Dimensioning, Section 12
an assembly, 12.5.5.3
bolts, 16.3.5
chain, 12.4.1
chamfers, 12.5.4.1
combined, 12.4.4
commcrn feature, 12.4.2
cones, 14.4, Table 14.1
by coordinates, 12.4.3
countersinks, 12.5.4.2
elements of, 12.3.1
elerrmnts of revolution, 12.5.5.5
general principles, Section 12
hole, 16.3.5
indication, other, 12.5.5
indirec[ functional, 12.2.2.7
Iimitcd a[-ea, 12.5.5.4
Iimlted length, 12.5.5.4
method of, 12.3
oblique, 12.3.4.1 (b)
parallel, 12.4.2.3
radii. 12.5.1
repeated features, 12.5.3
rivets, 16.3.5
space, too smal 1,12.3.3.3
spacing, angular, 12.5.2.2
spacing, circular, 12.5.2.4
special requirements, 12.5.5.6
spherical diameters, 12.3.4.4
spherical radii, 12.3.4.4
laperccl fedtures, 14.4
welds, 18.5

Dmwlng sheet, Section 1
brrrders and frames, 1.6

centring marks, 1.7
grid references, 1.10
metric reference graduation, 1.9
lnul~ip[e sheet drawings, 1.11

Drawing, typical examples of, Annex A

E
Edges 01 gear, 111).2. I
Elements nfdimensirming, 12.3.1
Elc]ncn(s on a larger scale, 10.3.8
blc~atlon, 12.6.3.2
!SIevii[ion datum, 12.6.4.3
End product, 12.2.1.3
End view of screw threads, llA.2.2.2
Equidistant features, 12.5.2
Examples, Annex A

F
Fasteners, simplified representation, Section 16

Dimensioning, 16.3
Features, 12.2.1.2
First angle projection, 8B.3.1

symbol, Fig. 8B.4
Fits, B-4
Fits commonly used

for holes, Table C-4
for shafts, Table C-4

Flatness, Table 19.1
Folding of drawing print, 4

basic principle, 4.2
for binding, Fig. 4.1
for storing in filing cabinet, Fig. 4.2
method, 4.4

Frames, 1.6
Functional dimensions, 12.2.1.1 (a), 12.2.2.7

G
Gear, 1 lD.1

axial section, llD.2.1 (b)
chain wheels, 1lD.3.6
contour and edges, llD.2.1
engagement

bevel, llD.3.4
cylindrical worm in cross-section, llD.3.S
external, 1lD.3.1
internal, llD.3.2

pitch surface, llD.2.2
root surface, llD.2.3
teeth, llD.2.4
teeth direction of, llD.2.4

Geometrical tolerancing, Section 19
location tolerance, Table 19.1
orientation tolerance, Table 19.1
related features, Table 19.1
single feature, Table 19.1

Geometrical tolerancing, symbols for
angularity, Table 19.1
circular run-out, Table 19.1
circularity, Table 19.1
coaxiality, Table 19.1
cylindricity, Table 19.1
flatness, Table 19.1
parallelism, Table 19.1
perpendicularity, Table 19,1
position, Table 19.1
profile and line, Table 19.1
profile and surface, Table 19,1
straightness, Table 19.1
symmetry, Table 19.1
total run-out, Table 19.1

Grid, Table 19.1
Grid reference, 1.10

H
Half section, 10.2.7
Hatching

to indicate type of materiaf, 10.2.2
Hexagonal hollow section, Table 17.1
Hexagonal solid section, Table 17.1
Hidden screw threads, llA.2.2.3
Holes, Tables 16.1, 16.2 and 16.3

Hole basis system, C-2.1.2

I
l-beam section, Table 17.2
Indication of deviations

order of, 13.4
limit of sizes, 13.4

Indication of, 13.5
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dimensions, 12.4
dimensional values, 12.3.4

Indkation of tolerances, 13.5
Indication of surface texture, Section 15
Initial outlines, 10.3.9
lmerference fit, Fig. B-3, C-3.1.3
Interrupted views, 10.3.6
Intersections, 10.3.2

imaginary, 10.3.2.2
simplified representation, 10.3.2.3
true, 10.3.2.1

Isometric axonometry, 8C.4.1
Item list, 2.4
1tem reference, 2.2

presentation, 2.3

L
Lily out of drawing. 2.4.6
Lcuder lines, 6.9.1,6.10, 12.3.2,12.6.3.1

termination of, 6.10
Leaf spring, llC.8
Lettering, Section 7

designation, 7.5
dimensions, 7.4, Table 7, I
inclined, 7.4.4

Lettering A
dimension, Table 7.1

Lettering B
dimension, Table 7.1

Levels, indication of, 12.6
on horizontal (plain) views, 12.6.3
on sections, 12.6.3
on vertical section, 12.6,2
on vertical views, 12.6.4

Levels on site layout, 12.6.4
Limits and fits, Annex B
Limits ofp~rtial views, 8B.3.9
Limit of sizes, 13.3.3

in one direction, 13.3.4
Lines, Section 6,6.2.1

calculation of line elements, 6.8
combination of,6.4.3
combination of, with the same length, 6.3.3
Colollrs, 6.6
configuration, 6.4.3
construction drawings, 6.15, Table 6.5, Table 6.7
draughting of, 6.5
designation, 6.7
dimension, 6.4
clement, 6.2.2
mechanical engineering drawings, 6.10, Table 6.8, Table 6.10
segment, 6.2.3
spacing of 6.5.1
width, 6.4.1
types of, 6.3

basic type, Table 6.1
variations of basic type, Table 6.2

Linear dimensions
component of, 13.3
ISO symbols, 13.3.1
tolerances of, Annex D
width, 6.4.1

deviation in, 6.4.2
Locat sections, 10.2.8
Local views, 8B.3.1O
Location tolerance, Table 19.1

M
Machining allowance, 15.4.4
Maximum material condition symbol, Fig. 19.1
Methods of representation, 8B.3

Multiplesheetdrawings,1.11

N
Negative deviations, Fig. B-5
Non-horizontal dimension lines, 12.3.4.1
Non-functional dimension, 12.2.1.1

0
Oblique dimension line, 12.3.4.1 (b)
Oblique stroke, 12.3.3.1 (b)

Orientation tolerances, Table 19.1
Origin indication, termination, 12.3.3
Out line, 12.3.2.7
Out of scale — dimension, values, 12.3.4.3

P
Parallelism, symbol of, Table 19,1
Parallelism dimensioning, 12.4.2.3

Partial section, 12.5.5.2
Partial views, 8B.3.9
Parts located in front of a cutting plane, 10.3.4
Permissible deviations, 13.3.2
Pipelines, simplified representation, Section 9

coordinates, 9.5
crossing and connection, 9.2
deviation from the direction of coordinate axes, 9.6
dimensioning, 9.1.3
dimensions and special rule, 9.7
diameters and wall thickness, 9.7.2
dimensions for.pipe bending machines, 9.7.10
direction of slope, 9.7.7
levels, 9.7.6
longitudinal and angular dimensions, 9.7.3
pipeswithbends,9.7.4
positionsof ends of pipe, 9.7.8
radii and angles of bend, 9.7.5
redundant dimensioning, 9.7.9

graphical symbols, 9.8
lettering, 9.1.2

representation of, 9.1, Table 9,1
representation of equipment, 9.3
spacing, 9.1.1.1
tolerances, 9.1.4
types of lines, 9.1.1,6

Pitch surface of gear
Planning of assembly drawings, Section 3
Position, symbol, of, Table 19.1
Positioning of dimensional values, 12.3.4.2
Positive deviation, Fig, B-5
Principalview,8A.2.4
Profile of any line, Table 19.1
l’rotile ot’any surface, Table 19.1
Projection

lines, 12.3.2
Projected tolerance zones, symbol, Table 19.7
Projection methods

synopsis, Section 8A
exploded view, 8A.2.3
pictorial representation, 8A.2.2
principal view, 8A.2.4
true view, 8A.2.2
survey of, 8A.3
geometrical orientation, 8A.4

invariable, 8A.5

systems, Table 8A. 1
orthographic representations, Section 8B

choice of views, 8B.3.7
local views, 8B.3.1O
methods of representation, 8B.3

first angle projection, 8B.3.1
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third angle projection, 8B.3.2
reference arrow layout, 8B.3.3, 8B.3.5
mirrored orthographic representation, 8B.3.4
indication of method, 8B.3.6

partial view. 8B.3.9
special views, 8B.3.8

axonrrmetric representation, Section 8C
position of coordinate system, 8C.2.1
position of object, 8C.2.2
axes of symmeuy, 8C.2.3
hidden contours and edges, 8C.3.4
batching, 8C.3.5
dimensioning, 8C.3.6
recommended axonometries, 8C.4

isometric axonometry, 8C.4.1
climelric ~kxonome[ry, 8C.4.2
oblique axormmetry, 8C.4.3
cavalier :Ixononletry, 8C.4.3.1
cahinc[ oxonomewy, 8C.4.3.2
pianometric axonometry, 8C.4.3.3

centml projection, .%ction 8D
development of, 8D.7
method, 8D.4, Fig. 8D,1

one-point, 81).4.1
two-poirrl, 81).4.2
[hree point, 8D.4.3

coordinate method, 8D.4.4
principle, 81).5
principles and method of depiction, 81).6

piercing method, 8D.6
tmcc point, vanishing point method, 8D.6.2

method A, 8D.6.2.1
method B, 8D.6.2.2

distance point method, 8D.6.3
scale point method, 8D.6.4
coordinate piercing method, 8D.6.6

symbols, 8D.3

R
~ddi, 12.5.1, D-2.2

Radius, 12.3.4.4
Rail section. Tab]e 17.2
l<ec[~illtl)elld~t[ions Ior selection of tolerances, C-5
Rectangular opening, 10.3.3.2
RccIangul;II solid sec!ion, “Pable 17.1
Refel-cncc arrow layouI, 8B.3.3
Reference line, 6.9.2,6.11
Reference section — designation of, 10.2.4.4
Reference temperature, B-2
Related f’ca[ares, Table 19,1
Removed sections, 10.2.6.3
Repetitive features, 10.3.7,12.5.3

dimensioning, 12.5.3
Represen[atior of
(}(t) a/.f~~ ‘Conventional representation’)

Ihc)lts,16.3.3
bOICS,16.3.3
on projection planes, 16.2.1
ribs section, 10.2.4.6
rivets, 16.3.3
welds, 18

Removed sections, 10.2.6

Root surface of gear, 1lD.2.3

s
Scales, Section 5

definition, 5.2
dmlgnation. 5.3
enlargemmr[ scale, 5.2.3
lull size, 2.2.2
ratio, 5.2.1, 5.3

Screw threads — Conventional representation
(sfw ‘Conventional representation’ )

Section, 10, 10.2
arrangement of successive, 10.2.9
cutting plane, 10.2.5
half, 10.2.7
hatching to indicate type of materials, 10.2.2
local, 10.2.8
notes on hatching, 10.2.1
notes on sections, 10.2.4
other conventions, 10.3

adjacent parts, 10.3.1
conventional representation of square ends and openings,
10.3.3

square ends, 10.3.3.1
square andrectangularopenings,10.3.3.2

elements on a larger scale, 10,3.8
initial outlines, 10.3.9
intersections, 10.3.2

true, 10.3.2.1
imaginary, 10.3.2.2
simplified representation of, 10.3.2.3

interrupted views, 10.3.6
simplified representation of reptitive features, 10.3.7
transparent objects, 10.3.11
use of colours, 10.3.10
views of symmetrical parts, 10.3.5

thin, 10.2.3
Selection of fit>, guide for, Annex C
Sheet type X, Fig, 1.4
Sheet type Y, Fig. 1.5
Simplified representation, bars and profile sections, Section 17

complimentary rules, 17.2

schematic representation, 17.3

Single feature, Table 19.1
Sizes — Designation of, 1.3
Sizes of drawing sheet, 1

exceptional elongated size, 1.3.3
sizes series lSO-A (First choice), 1.3.1
special elongated sizes, 1.3.2

Sizes andlayout ofdrawing sheets, Section 1
basic principles, 1.2

Sizes, selection of, 1.4
Spacing of lines, 6.5.1
Special indication, 12.5
Special views, 8B.3.8
Spherical diameters, 12.3.4.4
Spherical radius, 12.3.4.4
Spring, Section 1lC
(see ‘Conventional representation’)
Square, 12.3.4.4
Square hollow section, Table 17.1
Square opening, 10.3.3.2
Square solid section, Table 17.1
Straightness, symbol, Table 19.1
Structura] metalwork, 17.3
Superimposed running dimensions, 12.3.4.1,12.4.2.4,12.4.2.5
Surface texture, Section 15

definition, 15.2
direction of lay, 15.4.3, T~bie 15.1
indication ofmachining allowance, 15.4.4
indication on drawings, 15.5
position orientation of thegraphical symbol andirs annotation,
15.5.1
symbols, Fig. 15.1, Fig. 15.2, Fig. 15.3, 15.3
symbols with indication of roughness, 15.4
symbols with additional indications
synoptic tables, 15.6

Symbols for
bars, profilesections,Table 17.1
diameter,12.3.4.4
directionof lay,Table 15.1
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geometrical tolerarrcing, Table 19,1
holw>16.3.2
machining, 15.3.2

p![,jecllon iyskm, Fig, 8B.4 & 8B,7
rIvc[s, Tables 16,1 & 16.3
radius, 12.3.4.4
spherical diameter, 12.3.4.4
spherical radius, 12.3.4.4
square. 12.3.4.4
taper, 14.3
weld, Section 18

(sc>eC(lSOweld symbols)

T
l-section,Table 17.2
Taper, 14.2
T;tpcr standard, 14.4.3
Teeth of gear, llD.2.4
Terminations, 12.3.3

arruw heads, 12.3.3.4, 12.3.3.5
leader lines, 12.3.2
sizes of, 12.3.3,2

Thin sections, 10.2.3
Third angle projection, 8B.3.2

symbol, Fig. 8B,7
Ti[le block, 1.5

position, 1.5.1
Tolerance

recnmmcndation for se]e~tion, c.5
symbols, 13.3.l(b)

Tolerance for
angular deviation, Annex D
linear deviation, Annex D

Tolerance on angular deviations, 13.6
Tolem!lcc 0!’parts, B-3
Torsion spring, 1 lC.5
Told run-out, T~ble 19,1
Transition fit, Fig. B-3, C-3.1.2
Transparent object, 10,3.II
‘1’r]an:ular snlid scc[ion, Table 17.1
‘1’mcinlcrscclions, 10.3.2.1
Types of drawings

w,embly, 3.2
individual, 3.3

Typesof lines,6.3,Table6.1

u
Units, 12.2.2.4,13.2
Usc of colour, 10.3.1O

v
Values ofde\ia[ions, 13.3.1.1

V’dues by digits, 13.5.2
Vertical views and sections, 12.6.2.3
VICW5

choice of, 8B.3.7
exploded, 8A.2.3
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front, 8B.3.7.1

interrupted, 10.3.6
local, 8B.3.1O
principal, 8A.2.4
special, 8B.3.8
symmetrical parts, 10.3.5
screw threads, 1lA.2.2.1
true, 8A.2.2

w
Weld, Section 18

complementary indications, 18.6
dimensioning, 18.5
positions, 18.4

arrow line, 18.4.3
reference line, 18.4.4

symbol with regard to reference line, 18.4.5
symbols, 18.3

combinations, 18.3.2
elementary, 18.3.1

supplementary, 18.3.3
Weld symbols, 18.3, Table 18.1

backing run; back or backing weld (USA), Table 18.1
butt weld, Table 18.1
combination of, 18.3.2, Table 18.2
concave fillet weld, Table 18.4
convex double — V butt weld, Table 18.4
edge weld, Table 18.1
elementary, 18.3.1, Table 18.1
fillet weld, Table 18,1
flat (flux) single V butt weld, Table 18.4
flat (flux) single V butt weld with flat (flush) backing run, Table
18.4

fold joint, Table 18.1
inclined joint, Table 18,1
method of representation, Fig. 18.1

plug weld, plug or slot weld (USA), Table 18.1
position, 18.4
relation between the arrow line and the joint, 18.4.2
seam weld, Table 18.1
single bevel butt weld, Table 18.1
single bevel butt weld with broad root face, Table 18,1
single J-blutt weld, Table 18.1
single U-butt weld (parallel or sloping sides), Table 18, I
single V-butt weld, Table 18.1
single V-butt weld with broad root face, Table 18,1
steep-flanked single V-butt weld, Table 18.1
steep-flanked single-bevel butt weld, Table 18.1
spoL weld, Table 18,1
square butt weld, Table 18,1
supplementary, 18.3.3, Table 18.4
surface joint, Table 18.1
surfacing, Table 18.1

z
Z-section, Table 17.2
Zeroline, B-6, Fig. B-1, B-2 and B-5
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